
[Boos 1.]

The ninth letter ofthe alphabetiocalled J13:

it is one of the letters termed SJW [or vocal,

i. e. pronounced with the voice, and not with the

breath only]: and of the letters termed [or

gingival], which are .1: and and ;,wherefore

it is substituted for $0 in IMF for 4,2;13 ; and it

is said to be substituted for the unpointed ; in

in“: [as some read] in the Kur [viii. 59,

forM (TA.) = [As a numeral, it denotes

Seven hiindredj

l3

l; is said by Aboo-’Alee to be originally

the L5, though quiment, being changed into 1:

(M :) or it is originally or the final

radical letter being elided: some say that the

original medial radical letter is L5 because it has

been heard to be pronounced with iméleh [and so

it is now pronounced in Egypt]; but others say

that it is 3, and this is the more agreeable with

analogy. (Msb.) It is a noun of indication,

[properly meaning This, but sometimes, when

repeated, better rendered that,] relating to an

object of the masc. gender, (S, M, K,) such as is

_near: (I’Al; p. 36:) or it relates to what is

distant [accord. to some, and therefore should

always be rendered that] ; and 11.0, [which see in

what follows,] to what is near: in art. l3:

[but the former is generally held to relate to what

is near, like the latter :]) or it is a noun denoting

anything indicated that is seen by the speaker

and the person addressed: the noun in it is i, or

5 alone: and it is a noun ofwhich the signification

is vague and unknown until it is enplained by

what follows it, as when you say is [This

man], and J»le is [This horse]: and the nom.

and accus. and gen. are all alike: (T :) the

fem. is (5? (T, S, M, K, but omitted in the OK)

and 2;, (s, M, 1;, but omitted in the CK,) the

latter used in the case of a pause, (S,) with a

quiescent 0, which is a substitute for the [5, not a

sign of the fem. gender, (S, M,) as it is in 1‘11;

and 23.13., in which it is changed into 3 when

followed by a conjunctive alif, for in this case the

0 in 0} remains unchanged [but is meksoorah, as

it is also in other cases of connexion with a

following word]; and one says also (M;)

and 6 and :6: and &c. in art. 6:) for the

dual you say and (M ;) is the dual

form of l; (T, S) [and ('96 is that of 6 used in the

place of [53]; i. e., you indicate the masc. dual

by qt} in 'the nom. case, and in the accus.

and gen.; and the fem. dual you indicate by QB

in the nom. case, and in the accus. and gen.:
I re g Ir!

(I’Ak p. 36:) the pl. is 1'9,\ [or 5'3"] (T, S, and

I’Ak ib.) in theidial. of the people of El-Hijiiz,

~ ,3

(I’Ak,) and ubl [or utt] (T, I’Alg) in the dial.

of Temeem ; each both masc. and fem. (I’Ak ib.

[See art. L,ii.]) You say, 9,5 i3 [This is thy

brother]: and Jig-2.1 (5-3 [This is thy sister]: (T:)

and dill! (5% Us '§ [I will not come to thee

in this year]; like as you say 3.2." 0.3.; and

3:2:Jl 95; not 3.5le 15 us', because l} is

always masc. (As, T.) And you say, Q13

. . i ’ .

[These two are thy two brothers]: and .‘Jliil QB

[These two are thy two sisters]. And

0 .vs 0 p I i w l

.43": 5'9)! [These are thy brothers]: and 5'9}!

ébe'lgi-l [These are thy sisters]: thus making no

difference between the masc. and the fem. in the

pl. _The Lit that is used to give notice, to

a person addressed, of something about to be said

to him, is prefixed to is [and to (5} &c.], (T, S,

M, and is a particle without any meaning but
a I

inception : (T :) thus you say 1;“, (T, S, M,) and
al

some say 11.3.5, adding another l; (Ks,T;) fem.

I P l

L535, (T, S, M,) and [more commonly] 0.5.0 in

the case of a pause, (M,) and 0.50 in other cases,

(T, S,) and 6th, and some say aljh, but this is

unusual and disapproved: (T :) dual glib for the

masc., and (JUL; for the fem. ; (T ;) said by IJ

to be not properly duals, but nouns formed to

denote duals; (M ;) and many of the Arabs say
in] I I ’I

out; ; (T ;) some, also, make Qt.» indecl., like

the sing. ls, reading [in the Kur xx. 66]

Quail-J [Verity these two are enchanters], and it

has hetti said that this is of the dial. of Belharitb

[or Benu-l-Hi'trith] lbn-Kaab; _but others make it

decl., reading a}: TA: [see,

however, what has been said respecting this

phrase voce :]) the pl. is in'the dial. of

Temeem, with a quiescent t; and 5'95; in the

dial. of the people of El-Hijaz, with medd and

hemz and khafd ; and in the dial. of Benoo

’Okeyl, with medd and hemz and tenween.

(AZ, T.) The Arabs also say, I; L; ‘9, intro

ducing the name of God between 13 and 1;;

meaning No, by God ; this is [my oath, or] that

by which I swear. (T.) In the following verse,

of Jemeel,

in ¢¢ a If I, a, 4!,

* (5.9: is.» 1.4.5.0 Us, =*

t eta:; 0...»? :31.“ Ca it

[it is said that] :33 is for 13‘s, (M,) i. e., t is hei-t

substituted for the interrogative hemzeh (S' and

K in art. lb) [so that the meaning is, And her

female companions came, and said, Is this he who

gave love to other than us, and treated us un

kindly ?]: or, as some assert, Li; is here used for

1.1.5, the i being suppressed for the sake of the

measure. (El-Bedr El-Karafee, TA in art. la.)

__ One says also .613, (T, S, M, K,) aflixing to l;

the _‘l of allocation, [q.v., meaning That,] relating

to an object that is distant, (T,* S, and PA]; -

p. 36,) or, accord. to general opinion, to that which

occupies a middle place between the near and the

distant, (I’Al; pp. 36 and 37,) and this _‘J has no

place in desinential syntax; (S, and I’Al; p. 36;)

it does not occupy the place of a gen. nor of an

accus., but is only afiixed to t) to denote the

distance of i} from the person addressed: (T :)

for the fem. you say :1; (T, and and

K in art. 0', q. v. ;) but riot .513}, for this is wrong,

(T, and is used only by the, vulgar: (T 2) for

the dual you say (T, and as in the

phrases [Those two men

came to me] and [I saw those

two men] ; (S ;) and some say 13, with teshdeed,

(T, S,) [accord to J] for the purpose of corrobo

ration, and to add to the letters of the noun,

but [accord to others] this is dual of éb‘}, [which

see in what follows,] the. second being a

substitute for the J; (T on the authority of Zj

and others ;) and some say also, with tesh

deed, (T, S,) as well as .5150": (T in this art, and

S and K in art. B, but [there omitted in somle

copies of the S:) the pl. is [.9'93l and] $16,].

(T, l; is also prefixed to 3313; so that you say,

3.3.110; [That is ztytqt (5, TA =) and in like

manner, for the fem., you say @1236 and 36th:

(s the Kin tttt U =) but it is not prefixed [to the

dual nor] to (S.)_You also add J in

_lni, (T, s, M, 11,) as a corroborative; (TA ;)

so that you say 31).}, [meaning That,] (T, S, M,

K,) relating to an 'object that is distant, by com

mon consent; (I’Al; pp. 36 and 37;) or hemzeh,

saying $1.313, (K,) but some say that this is a

.__-__-_
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mispronunciation : (TA in art. 6,} :) for the fem.

you say 31L: and the dual-of is ill-its,

mentioned above; and that of the fem. is

(Ti [and in the K in art. is, £116 is also men

tioned as a dual, as well as a sing: :]) and the pl.

is and M and voce Ulyl or or

’[See art. l; is not prefixed to

nor to Ali [nor to 3183!] because, as 113

says, the J deiiotes the rem'oteness of that which

is indicated and the la denotes its nearness, so that

the two are incompatible. (TA in art. B.) _In

the saying in the Kur [ii. 256, the Verse of the

Throne], 533;, d; (5561‘ i3 5;, (T,

TA,) accord. to Th and Mbr, (TA,) 15 is syn.

with LIA [so that the meaning is, Who is this

that shall intercede with Him but by his per

mission ?] : (T, TA :) or it may be here redundant

[so that the meaning is, Who is he that &c. ’l].

(Kull.)_It is sometimes syn. with (T,

s, M.) so in the saying, iii, a; t; [that is it

that thou sawest .7]; to which one may answer,

[A'goodlycommodity]. (so,s.) And

so in the Kur [ii. 216], \3 L2

[And they ash thee what amount of their property

is it that they shall expend in alms] ; (T, M, TA ;)

accord. to those who make the reply to be in the

nom. case; for this shows that L0 is [virtually] in

the nom. case as an inchoative, and i} is its

enunciative, and is the complement of l} ;

and that Lo and l} are not to be regarded as one

word: [or] this is the preferable way of explanation

in the opinion of Sb, though he allowed the other

way, [that of regarding Lo and I} as one word,

together constituting an inchoative, and

as its enunciative, (see Ham p. 521,)] with [the

reply in] the nom. case: (M :) and 1.3)., also, is

used in the same sense: (TA:) so too i} in

3.; IS i; and 3.; I; may be considered as syn.

with (5.311; but it is preferable to regard it as

redundant. (Kull.)._It is [said to be] redundant

also in other instances: for ex., in the trad. of

Jereer, as related by Aboo-’Amr Ez-Zahid, who
010/, 1.76,

says that it is so in this instance: jg:- _

esotewweioeoiioiseiis
[There will come to you a man from El~Yemen,

having upon his face an indication of dominion].

(TA. [But this evidently belongs to art. ,i; in

which see a similar ex. is See also

other exs. there.])-[1.32:5 lit. means Like this :

and hence, thus : as also 1%._ It is also often

used as one word, and, as such, is made the com

plement of a prefixed noun; as in \Sé: and

LIE Us In such a yegr. See also art. 13:5:

and see the letter 3).] _ MA is sometimes used to

express contempt, and mean estimation; as in the

saying of ’Aisheh respecting ’Abd-Allah Ibn

’Aini Ibn-’Abbfi.s, iii ,5 OS t;- [0

wonder (meaning how I ironderfat Ibn-’Amr,

this fellow !]. (Kitéb el-Miftéh, cited in De

Sacy’s “Gram. An,” 2nd ed., i. 442.) [ii.. l;

often occurs as addressed to one who is held in

mean estimation: it is like the Greek 13 tab-rug, and

virtually like the vulgar Arabic expression

and the Latin heus tu; agreeably with which it

may be rendered O thou; meaning 0 thoufellow ,

an appellation denoting mean estimation being

understood: in the contrary case, one says

See also, in what follows, a usage of and 41.15.

_ Li's in a letter and the like is introduced when

the writer breaks of}, turning to a new subject;

and means “ This is all that I had to say on the

subject to which it relates:” what follows it is

commenced with the conjunction 3.] _ ()ne says,

[and (vi-:5], meaning It is not

approved: for, [lilie 'as a person held in mean

estimation is indicated by Lila, which denotes a.

thing that is near, 50,] on account of its high

degree of estimation, a thing that is approved is

indicated by that whereby one indicates a thing

that is remote. (Kull voce [See also what

next followe.]_.‘,it’:.m .éu'; in the Km ii. 1 is

said by Zj to mean 13 [This book]: but

others say that all) is here used because the book

is remote [from others] in respect of highncss and

greatness of rank. (TA.)-313$ [lit. Like

that, often means so, or in like manner : and _]

Let that sufi‘ice [thee or] you. (TA in art. )9},

from a trad.).._.The dim. of 13 is 63= (T, s, M:)

you form no dim. of the fem._ (5%, using in its

stead that of o, (5,) which is (T i) the dim.

of the dual [Q13] is : z) and that of [the

pl.] 59'; [and L_,i,i] is {all [and Chi]: (T t)...
that of tile is like that of is; [_and you may

say also ; for] that of is (T :) _.

that of .913 is ($,K:*) and that of is

(Kin art. u=)_that of 311'; is its?»
(sage) and that of is (s) Afrajiz

says; a e a, an I!

* um so). can: ,i it

‘ #Join ~ZLZL5 i-fi ea";

[Or thou shalt swear by thy Lord, the High,

that I am the father of that little child]: ($,

TA :) he was an Arab who came from a journey,

and found that his wife had given birth to a boy

whom he disacknowledged. (TA.):‘S is also

the accus. case of3;, q. v.

G

QB

1. He (a man, M) was frightened by the

wolf,- (M,K;) as also J), aor. 1; and

aor. '-’: :) or he (a man) was assailed, fallen

upon, come upon, or overtaken, by the wol/I

(Ibn-Buzurj, T.) And [hence, in the opinion of

ISd, as he says in the M,] tHe was frightened

by anything; (M,K ;) and so iylbl, (AA, T,

S, M, K,) inf. n. *lgb (TA;) said of a man.

(so [He-nee 8180,] 1;?3,<M.1.<.> w- (K,)

[inf. 11. $15,] IHefrightened him [lihe as does a

3 J64 e

wolf]: (M, A, 1;, TA:) and O...» 4.2;} (A, TA)

. r . o '

and 7 entity, as also “.55, (T, TA,) IThejinn,

or genii, frightened him. (T, A, TA.) [And

1 u )Br£'

hence, app.,] ca)" Qt} tThe wind came to

himfrom every side, lihe the wolf,- when guarded

againstfrom one direction, comingfrom another

direction .- (A =) and é..th t 9.13:, (T,s, M,K,)

and resin, (s, M, K,) IT/te wind varied, ('1',

$, M,) or came now from one direction and now

from another direction, M, so says As,

($,)feebly: (M, K:) accord. to As, from .1531,

($,) [i. e.] it is likened to the wolf, (M,) because

his motions are of the like description: :) or,

accord. to some, is derived from ' “JAB

4.“ meaning the wind blewfrom every direction ,

because the wolf comes from every direction.

(MF, TA.) _ Also, (i. e. #55) He (2. man)

had his sheep, or goats, fallen upon by the wolf.

(s,1g.)_ And Q53, (T, s, M, A, K,) aor. 1,

(T! $, K!) i115 n- as"); (3, Mi Ks) and Q5;

<M.A.I.<;> and Us; (M,Ki) the (men,

T, $, M) was, or became, bad, wicked, deceitful,

or crafty, (T, $, M, A, like the wolf, M,

A, or as though he became a wolf. (T.) _

And aor. 1, tHe acted like the wolf; when

guarded againstfrom one direction, comingfrom

another direction. (TA.) [And probably 1 He

howled like the wol ,- for,] accord. to Kr, (M,)

4:15 signifies the uttering a loud, or vehement,

cry or sound. (M, ._ And t He hastened,

or was quick, in pace, or journeying; (K ;) as

also 7 glbl. (TA.) = [aor. 1,] inf. n. .;)\5,

also signifies He despised him ; and so : (T :)

or he drove him away, and despised him: (lSk,

T, s, M, or he drove him away, (Lh, M,

Jvia

TA,) and beat him; (Lh, TA ;) and so 4413:

(M, TA :) [or he blamed, or dirpraised, him,

s, e 2’

like “ii; for,] accord. to Kr, (M,) Li} signifies

the act of blaming, or dispraising. .

And He drove him, or urged him on: (K :) or

a»! inf. n. .Lli, he drove, or urged on, the

camels. ($, = He collected it; (T, K;)

namely, a thing. ._ He made it even; syn.

’5'

at)...“ (CK: omitted in other copies of the K and

in the TA.) One says of the woman who makes

even her vehicle, [meaning the partI of

her camel-vehicle upon which she sits,] 6.2;!

L; [How well has she made it even I] (T.)

_He made it ,- namely, a [camel’s saddle such

as is called] *5 (K) and [such as is called]_a

Jij. (TA.):He made, [or disposed,] for

him, (namely, a boy,) a [q.v.]; as also

V all}! and 7 (K.) = said of a horse,

He was, or became, afiected'with the disease

termed (T, Mgh.)

2: see 1, last sentence but one. =Jljfl gals,
l n

(inf. n. “53:, 3,) He made, to the (a, [or

camel’s saddle], what is termed a (M, K,)

or J3. (TA.) [See also 333.]

4. $3591 e.,}iii (A,TA) The land abounded

with wolves. (TA.) _ See also 1, in three places.

5: see 6, in two places: _. and see also 1, in

three places.
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6. again .sJas (s, M, 1;) and g3 t is:

(M, K) {He disguised himself like a wolf to the

she-camel, and, by so frightening her, made her

to incline to, or afiect, her young one: (S :) or

he cloaked, or disguised, himself to the she-camel,

making himself to seem like a wol , in order to

cause her to afeet a young one that was not her own

[by moi-ing her with pity by the supposed danger

qfthe latter]. (M, K)_ See also 1, in two places.

= miss and this: +He did a thing by

turns; syn. 2531.6: (M, 1;, TA: [in the 01;,

erroneously, :]) from [the wolf],

which, when guarded against from one direction,

comes from another direction. (M, TA.)

10. .1331 .plxul The All [or ugly sheep]

became like wolves: a prov., applied to low,

mean, or ignominious, persons, when they obtain

ascendancy. (T, K.)

of, use

~_..~l5 q); rA large bucket with which one

goes to andfro ,' thought by As to be from

5": (M 2) or in much [or quick] motion,

aiscending and descending. (M,

L53, also pronounced Jag), without e, (S, Msb,

K,) originally with s, (T, S,) The wolf, wild dog,

or dog of the desert; pl : (M, A, K :)

applied to the mak and thefemale; (Msb ;) and

sometimes, also, (Mgh,) the female is called :13} :

(s, M, Ma. 1; =) pl- (of ram. s. Msb) Léii,
Q r

and (of malt, S, Msb) 96%, (S, M, Msb, K,)

which may also be pronounced :ngS, with Lg,

because of the kesreh, (Mgh,) and 5,133 (5, M,

Msb, 1g) and 5,659. (TA.)—You say,

51.3.; [The wolf is surnamed Aboo

Jaqdek]: i.e. its surname! is good, but its actions

are foul. (TA. [See art. Jet-3; and see also

Freytag’s Arab. Prov., i. 449.])_And 1,33"

~31}!th [The wolf lies in waitfor the youizg

gazelle]: a prov. alluding to perfidy. (TA.)—

And if)? us 3.; I[He isa woylam01zgoa‘dofik

of) sheep]. (A.) _Aud Ankh,

as." [A she-wolf among the goats, and a he

ostrich when tried]: i.e., in his evil nature he is

like a [she-] wolf that attacks a herd of goats;

and when tried, like a he-ostrich, which, if one

say to it “ Fly,” says “ I am a camel," and when

one says to it “ Carry a burden,” says “ I am a

bird:” a prov. applied to a crafty and deceitful

person. (TA.)—And 1,35,»; gas? [The

hyena and the wolf devoured them]; meaning

I: e 9” 0104 a:

Idearth, or drought: and ZQJW‘QLM,

meaning IA year that was one of dearth, or

drought, befell them. (A.)_ ~§ [His

wolf will not be satiated], a phrase used by a

poet, means this tongue [will not be satisfied];

i. e. he devours the reputation of another like as

the wolf devours flesh. (M.) _. ~35

[The wolf of Joseph] is a prov. applied to him

who is charged with the crime of another. (TA.)

_.:.:};Jl (S,M,A, also pronounced

(3(5)), without s, (TA,) [The wolves ofthe Arabs,]

means tlhe thieves, (M, K,) or sharpers, (A,)

and Paulie", (A, K!) Qf the Arabs; (LI; A) 5)

or the paupers ofthe Arabs, who practise thieving :

(T,S:) because they act like wolves. (TA.)—

Quill The wolves of the ghadd, that frequent

the trees so called, (TA,) is an appellation of the

sons of Kaab Ibn-Malik Ibn-Handhalah; (M,

K;) because of their bad character; (M ;) for

the wolf that frequents those trees is the worst of

wolves. (TA.) [The wolf's disease]

means + hunger ,- for they assert that the wolf has

no other disease than hunger; (K, TA ;) and

they say ~33 [More hungry than a

wolf] ; bechuse he is always hungry: or fdeath ,

because [it is said that] the wolf has no other

sickness than that of death; and hence they say

erg?" 5 fl [llIore sound than the wolf].

(TA.) [Hence the prov., Jill 5U; ilk}:

see 1 in art. L545.] ._ in the dual form,

[The two wolves,] is the name of 1‘ two white stars

[app. C and 1] of Draco] between those called

33;! and those called @1333“: and

[The claws of the wolf] [is the name of Jr’certain

small stars before those called

Jill : see _ see also the next

paragraph. '

fem. of 1,35. (s, M, Mgb, K.) _ Also

t The, [angular] intervening space between the

[or two boards] of the [kinds of saddle

e'euen] a}; and JL; (s, 1;, TA) and

(TA,) beneath the place ofjuncture of the two

curved pieces of wood ,' (S ;) [or] what is beneath

the fore part of the place ofjuncture of the two

curved pieces of wood (M, of the [kinds of

saddle called] JL} and v3 and dlél and the

like; (M ;) which falls, or lies, upon, (S,) or bites,

or compresses, (M, K,) the part called the _ a"

(S, M, of the beast. (M, A poet says,

a 1 ‘3”,15 at

[And a *5 of which the 3.155 is like the reaping

hook]. (M.) [See Accord. to IAar, the

[a coll. gen. n. of which is the n. un.]

of the [saddle called] are The curved pieces

of wood in the fore part thereof. (TA.) =_- Also

+A certain disease of horses (T, M, Mgh, or

similar beasts, that attacks them in their fauces;

(M, for which the root of the beast’s ear is

perforated with an iron instrument, and there are

extracted from it small, white, hard nodous sub

stances, (T, Mgh, K,") like the grains of the

[species of millet called] or smaller

than those grains. (T, Mgh.)

8. pl. of (TA.): Also, accord. to

AA, The hair upon the neck and lip of the

camel: (S, K 2) and accord. to Fr, who says that

it is a sing. [in this sense], the remains of

the [fur, or soft hair, called] [after the

greater parl hasfallen of or been shorn]. (S, K.

[See also Q6); in art. *5}, and in art.

sees-l)

: see the next paragraph.

(also pronounced 2:133, T and K in art.

erg») A portion [or lock] of hair, (S, A,) hang

ing down loosely front the middle of the head to

the back: (A :) or the hair of the fore parth

the head; the hair over the forehead; syn.

iii-96 ; (M, K 5) so called because, hanging down,

it moves to and fro, or from side to side: (M :)

or the place whence that hair grows: (M, :)

or the hair that surrounds the 536; [or round

part] of the head: (AZ,T:) or plaited hair of

the head: and the part of the head which is the

place thereof: (Lth, T :) or a plait of hair hang

ing down : if twisted, it is called @112: (Msh :)

and [a horse's forelock; or] hair (M, of the

head, (M,) in the upper part of the 3:206, of the

horse: (M, pl. (in all its senses; M, TA)

#1133. (T. s, M. Ms, K.) originally. (s, 1s.)

or regularly, (T,) changed to render it

more easy of pronunciation, (T, S, K,) and

also. (Msb.) Hence, [His pendent

locks of hair were twisted;] meaning the was

made to abandon, or relinquish, his opinion or

idea orjudgment. (A.)_ f Anything that hangs

down loosely. (TA.) IThe end of a turban,

(A, Msb,) that hangs down between the shoulders.

(A.) f The end qfa whip. (Msb.) 1 Of a. sandal.

The thing, or portion, that hangs down from, or

Q], [the upper part of] the [or thong that

passes, from the sole, between twb of the toes,- it

is generally a prolongation of the bJl.;5]: (T :)

or the part. that touches the ground, ofthe thing

that is made to fall down upon the foot, (M, A,

K,) attached to the :3le [or thong extending

from the above mentioned towards the ankle];

(A ;) so called becauseofitswaggling. (M.) 10f

a sword, The thong [or cord] which is attached

to the hilt, (T, A,) and which [is sometimes

also made fast to the guard, and at other

times] hangs loose and dangles. (A.) TA. skin,

or piece of skin, that is hung upon the Ski [or

hinder part] of the [camel’s saddle called]

(s, M, 3;) also termed (TA.) A poet

speaks, metaphorically, of the of palm

trees [app. meaning IHanging cluslers of dates].

(M.) And one says @1333! at; 3L5 {[A fire

of which the flames rise and spread]. _.

Also +The higher, or highest, part of anything:

(M, and 'élgs is used as its pl., or [as a

coll. gen. n., i.e.] as hearing the same relation to

that 3; does to (M.) You say,

Jig-3| 1[I ascended upon the summit

qfthe mountain]. (A.) And .53"; is» £353

{The highest degree ef might Ema ef nobility.

(T,* M.) And 1- He is among

the highest of his people; taken from the 3.35} of

the head. (M.) And 115155 ,3 (T, A) and

(A) I They are this nobles of their people :

(A,T:) and eats}; 10f the nobles of

Kureysk. (TA.) And ~§ 146311 {913

7.553." I[Such a one is of the lowest of the

pebple, not of the highest]. (A.) _ 55,.4”

is a name of t Nine stars disposed in a bowed, or

curved,form, in the sleeve of Orion; also called

5,134.11 (szv in his description of Orion.)
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_ 1 The last, or latter, parts, or

portions, of a night. (Her p.

A land containing, (S,) or abound

ing with, (M, K,) wolves: (S, M, K:) in the

dial. of some of the tribe of Keys, 3.3.5.4, agreeing

with Let. (M.)

A boy having a (T, S, A, _.

And 1* A [camel’s saddle such as is called]

[&c.] having [a 2133, i. e.] a skin, or piece bf

shin, hung upon its [or hinder part] : z)
or having a [q. v.]d. (TA.)

A manfrightened by wolves: (A, TA :)

or whose sheep, or goats, have been fallen upon

by the wolfI (S, M, A, ._ [And hence,]

IFrightened [as though by a wolf]. (T, TA.)

=Also A horse, (Mgh,) or such as is called

(Lth, T, M, K,) and, accord. to the Tel;

mileli, an ass, and so as though from

3.2.3} for :13}, (Mgh,) Afl'ected with the disease

termed (Lth, T, M, Mgh, K.)

’ . 1" . .
while i A man in a state of commotion, or

e .v - a mi:

fluctuation; from ca)! status. (TA from a

trad.)

vi”;

391’}; dual. @155; pl. : see art. ,5.

3 1 .1 .

USU): and 5.3"!) : see art. ,3.

slit

1. (s; 1331s,) aor.1, (K,) int. n.

3?}, (M,) He was angry with him: (M,* K,"i

TA :) he was enraged against him, namely his

enemy, and prepared to spring upon him. (Lth.)

.._. He became emboldened against him. (S,* K,‘

TA.) aor. '-, He became contracted in his

bosom, and eril in his disposition. (Ibn-Es-Secd.)

_He was frightened, or terrified; he feared,

or was afraid. (M, K.) _. IIe was disdainful,

or averse [from a person or thing]; or he dis

dained, or scorned: (K:) he became afl'ected

with aversion and disapprobation : ’O‘boyd Ibn

El-Abras says, 54bit \

e ‘11::3 '12:, '52; as

meaning They became ejected with aversion, and

disapprobation on account of the slain of ’Amir

[and became angry]: (T, S :) or, as some say,

were disdainful, or averse, thereat. (T.) .—

2353, (nor. ’-, TA,) He disliked, or hated, it, and

turned away, or back, from it. (S,

vi; 333, (As,$,Ki) and '3555, (K.)

contracted by El-Hotei'ah into £513, (TA,) [see

also art. )5,] She was disobedient to her husband,

and hated him,- (As, S, was averse from

him; and became emboldened against him. (As,

S.) _:L;EJlg He became accustomegd, or

habituated, to the thing. (S, He

smeared the she-camels’ teats with )6}, that her

young one might not suck her. (K.)

3. $355 : see 1. _ Also She (a camel) was

averse from her young one when she brought it

forth. (TA.)

0” ’40

4. 41A: ojlbl He made him angry with him.

(M, K!) A’Obeyd has transposed,rapd then

changed, one of its letters, saying Lib)” which

is a mistake. (M.) __ gin, (inf. n. 373;, AZ, s,)

He excited him to animosity; (AZ,,T,~ S ;) in

cited him; (AZ, S, M, K ;) emboldened him;

(K ;) [against his companion]. (AZ,

$1 M-)—;:,-‘; L5]! 2);”: (M; K") and ii; :45le

(TA,) He constrained or compelled or necessitated

him to have recourse to, or to do, a thing.

(M, K,‘ TA)

'4 14))

seekls, in two places. _5531 :13);

(S, K’) Verin thy tears are accompanied by a

breathing, or sighing, like that of the

More (K)

3G; Fresh camels’ or similar dung, (A)

mixed with dust, or earth, with which a she

camel’s teats are smeared, that she may not be

sucked. (M,“ K,‘ TA.) [See also art.fi§.]

pl; Angry,- (IAar, T, K;) as also

._ Contracted in the bosom, and evil 'in

disposition. (Ibn-Es-Seed.) _ Disdaining, or

averse [from a person or thing]: disdainful;

scornfitl. (IAar, T.) _ A woman disobedient to

her husband, and hating him; K;) averse

from him; and emboldened against him; ;)

as also '34}, and 'klih: (K :) [all without 5:]

and in a similar sense is applied to a man.

(Si no '

333;: see _ Also, [without 5,] A she

caniel averse from her young one when she has

just brought it forth : (A’Obeyd, S, or that

makes a show of ejection with her nose [by

smelling her young one] and has not

true love: (s, M, 3;) or evil tit disposition. (M.)

cab

.z- a 4. 2»

1. d1), aor. = , inf. n. 05!}, [in the CK OWL]

He died : (Mohect, K, TA :) [or he died quickly :

see which is app. an inf. n., as also, pprhaps,

Jill‘s] = and all; inf. n. and

if}, He despatched him; namely, a wounded

man; or hastened and completed his slaughter.

(M.)—And is also said of poison [app.

as meaning It hills quickly]. (Lth, T.) _j;

He passed by driving them away, or

pursuing them, or destroying them.

7. His heart bro/re (Ziiji

[See its syn. 555.3%]

Quichness of death,- (Lth, T, M,K;) as

also 7 y K.) [See 1, first sentence]_ Also

an inf. n. of 4513. (M.)

.2. e

6515: see 6&55.,_Accord. to the K, it

signifies also Death : but the correct word seems

to be [see 1, first sentence,] as in the

Tekmileh. (TA.)

: see what next follows.

5,6155 (Lth, T, M, K) Poison that kills quickly

(Lth, T :) or simply poison; (M, K ;) as

also $653 and taste, (1;, TA,) all with .,
I - a ‘0;

(TA,) and guns (A’Obeyd, T, M,K) and out.)

(A’Obeyd, T, 1;) and and 5,6,5, (IDrd,
0 I)

K,) and 'JB}. (T,K: the last, in the TA,

without e.)

Death that despatches quickly,- (T, M,

K;) as also ; thought by Yaakoob to be an

instance of permutation. (M.) _... See also
=And see l

.915

all; : see art. 15 ; and _‘J as aletter of allocutiou.

db

1. 375, (T, K,) or Agili, (5,) 3012:, inf. n.
'5, , 9 a

5"le (T, S, K) and a!) or dl}, (accord. to

different copies of the and K, the latter accord.

to the TA,) He, (T,K,) or she, i.e. a camel, (S,)

walked, or went, lightly : (AZ, T, S :) or quickly :

(K :) or lightly, (K,) or quickly, (IF,) and

proudly, with an inclining of the body from side

_ '2' - v

to side. (IF, [See also d1; : and see é‘jl},

below.]

6. He became vile, base, ignominious,

object, or contemptible; syn.)é-w. (K.)

,2, . .

legs, (K.) or 'd'flh, (ISk. s, M.) and

1 0-955, (Ibn-’Abbéd, K,) Thejachal ([53753]):

or the wolf: :) or the second word has the

latter signification: (ISk, S, M :) and the last

word, the former signification: (M :) the pl. of

the second word, having the latter significalion, is

gain, with ,J. (ISh,s.)‘ [See also 53%; and

and see illgi, below.]

: see the next preceding paragraph.

The walk, or manner of going, of the

wolf: pl. with J: (M,K:) [but ISd says,]

I know not 'how this is. (M. [See also

Also [as an inf. n. of 1, q. v.,] A quick walk or

manner ofgoing : (M :) or, as some say, a mode

rate running: or an extraordinary manner, or

rate, ofgoing, by reason of brishness, liveliness,

.2.

or sprightliness. (T.)= See also 5&1}.

J35; Anything [or any animal] Quick, or

swift. (T.) [See also k1,53] '

The wolf: (T, S, M, :) so called because

of his light walk or manner of going; (A’Obeyd,

T,S;) or because of a lightness in his running:

(M :) it is determinate, M, K, TA,) and

imperfectly decl., being a proper name and

[grammatically] of. the fem. gender: (TA :) pl.

and One says,

aide-Jo [Frighten thou the wolf with the snare]:

(S, Meyd, TA :) a prov., applied to him whose

threatening is not regarded: meaning threaten

thou other than me; for I know thee: (Meyd,
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TA 1) or, accord. to A’Obeyd, said by him who

orders one to menace and threaten. (Meyd.)

a ,2.

[See also Q'jl}.]

at a

at}? Light and quick. (Ibn-’Abbad, TA.)

I“,

1. 2.33, (T, s, M, Msb, K,) aor. =, (s, M,
a8.

Msb, inf. n. )15, (S,* M,) He blamed, or

found fault with, him, or it ,' (T, $, Msb;)

liairgely, a man, (T, [in which it is said that

42¢]; in the sense of is more common than

1,2433,” though the contriseems to be manifestly

the case,]) or a commodity; (Msb;) and he

despised him ; like :) and he despised him

and beat him: (T :) and he despised him and

blamed him : (T, M, K :)'or he despised him and

drove him away; like (M :) and simply he

drove him away : (M, z) or he drove him away

and beat him; like ii; = (M and TA in art. J; =)

and he repaid him, or requited him; syn. hijé:

(T and M :) or he overcame him in abusing; syn.

(K and TA. [So in my MS. copy of the

K and in the CK: but I doubt not that is

the right reading.])

4. 2.35:, (TA,) inf. n. 1.13], (1;, TA,) He

frightened him, or terrified him; syn. of the inf.

a , . s H saint

n. L», (1;, TA.) _ us» UL: cam Thou

compelledst me against my will to do such a thing.

(Fr, $-)

2. s

it} i.q. is; [as a subst., meaning A vice,
Q r

ftzult, defect, or the like; like A5, without a, and

fig} ; as well as an inf. n. of 1, q. v.] : with and

without s.

e.2,~:o, r

A word: so in the saying, Est} 4.!Wbe

[I heard not a word that he had to utter].

pass. part. n. of 1. ($, Msb.)

in the Kur [vii. 17] means Blamed: (TA :) or

driven away: (M,TA:) or, accord. to L1} and

hItij-iihid, banished. (T, TA!)

0‘5

:4, 02. s 15)

1. all}, [aor. 1 ,] inf. n. gt}, [app. from 09$},

q. v.,] He held his state, or condition, to be con

temptillle and weak. (TA.)

R. Q. 1. The land produced the

kind ofplant called (3,353. (lAar, M.)

I "2 fl v’ I I I

R. Q. 2. gym?! 19):.- so in both of my

copies, and K and TK, but [erroneously] written

in the TT as from the M QQIJQ, and in some

copies of" the K or [hikiiiufihoe’ verb

being evidently a denominative from 0,553 like

w from .Lbfiq-J) They went forth ($, M,

K) to take, ($,) or’to seek and take, (M,) or to

gather, the hind of plant called

($. M. K)

[A kind, or species, offungus; perhaps

a species quhallus;] a certain plant, (T, s, K,)

of the same kind as the and the $,.i;1;,

Bk. I.

which grows in the winter, and, when the day

becomes hot, rats, and goes away; (IAQI‘,T;)

said by Abu-l-’Omeythil to be, inform, like the

(pg-if [or asparagus]: (Tz) pl. (T,$:)

and some pronounce the sing. without .;

and make the pl. (T, TA :) a certain

plant that grows at the roots of the and

$3; and 5))5; the ground cleaving, and disclosing

it, it comes forth like the M13; [app. here

meaning the upper arms, above the elbows,] of

men; has no leaves; is black (Jul—hi), and dust

coloured; is pointed [and 1'0undish] in its eac

tremity, like the glans of the penis in form; has

envelopes ()Qéi) like those of the [bean called]

Gist}; and has a yellowfruit at its upper part:

some say that it is a plant that grows like the

[fungi called] gag-1;, of the plants termed :

AHn says that what are termed are things

thhe [fungi called] 6,115, that with forth from

beneath the ground like thick M [or poles];

nothing eats them, except that camels feed upon

them in the year of drought, and goats eat them

and fatten upon them,- they have a root-stock

and are used as medicines; and none

but the hungry will eat them, because of their

bitterness: he also says in one place, they grow

at the roots of trees, most lihe to the asparagus

(Ogia), eaccept that they are larger and thicker;

and have no leaves; but they have a 24’s); [app.

here meaning a head, such as is termed a pileus,

or cap], which assumes a roseate colour, and then

changes to yellow: the Q3555 is all [full of] __

water [or juice]; and is white, except what

appears thereof, q/‘that and nothing eats

it, except when men are afflicted with drought

and have nothing [else] to eat: the n. an. is with

5: (M :) 1811 says that it is ofa tawny colour,

smooth and round, having leaves that stick to it,

tall like the :33}, not eaten save by sheep or

goats, [and grows] in plajn’, or soft, tracts: IB

says that it is the wild 9%.“. (TA.) Onc says

of a people who were characterized by courage

and excellence, and pého have perishedztheir’sta'te

having changed, uh)! '\) L) w!) 02,315

[Dhn-noonehs having no rimthehs, and turf/roo

thehs having no arid/1s]: meaning that they have

been extirpated, and that none ot'them remains:

(TA :) or LA at») '9 0531-5 is a prov. applied

to him who is ruined, and has nothing remaining,

after having had a family and dignity and wealth.

(TA voce

~35

we is

1. 4.5.: *1}, (T, s, M, &c.,) aor. ’- , (T, DI, Mgh,)

inf. n. (T, s, M, Mgh,) He repelled from

him: he defended him. (T, $, M, Msb,K.) You

say, will: He repelsfrom, or defends,

his wife, or wives, or the like. (T, Msb.) [See

also R. Q. 1.] ._ And signifies also The act

of driving away. (T, TA.) You say,

and '41.;5, He drove away the fly, or jlies.

(M, TA.) And LABEL $3.5 95.191 [The

wild animals drive, away the gnats with their

tails]. (A.) _ And [hence,] 3,3,6 QM; ,Létii

I One demanding a woman in marriage came to

them, and they rejected him, or turned him back.

(A, TA.)=.;3 +116 (a man, TA) was, or

became, possessed; or mad, or insane. (K, TA.)

=._.:3, (M, aor. 5, [in-reg, (the verb being

intrans.,) unlessa the first pers. be like wee-l:

&c.,] infi n. .95, (M,) IIe (a man, went

hither and thither, not remaining in one place.

(M, K.* =1», [aor. :,] It dried; dried up;

0 J!

a 91‘},

M, K,) aor. :, int. n. .9; and and

(M, His lip became dry, (M, or lost its

moisture, ($,) by reason of thirst, (S, or by

reason of vehement thirst, (M,) &c.; (M, K;)

as also H.435. (M, 1;.) And 3Q L5 (5,11)

in like manner [His tongue became dry &c.]. (M.)

And said of a plant, It withered, or lost its

moisture. And said of a pool of water

left by a torrent, It dried up in the end of the

hot season. (IAar,-M, 1;.) And .13 His

body became lean, 0r emaciated, K, TA,) and

lost its maistyre. (TA.) And (T,

u H I I a

aor. :, inf. n. .3}, (T,) His colour, or complexion,

became altered, by reason ofemaciation or hunger

or travel &c. (T, _ See also 2.

or became dry. You say,

10¢ a

2. aar- w} IIe repelledfrom him, or defended

him, much, or often. é}: see 1.

o “K: see 1. = int. n.

also signifies It left a i.e. somewhat remhin

ing. Hencc,] jtin v.35, (s, A, TA,) or v.15,

(so in the K, but corrected in the TA,) {The

day passed so as to leave thereof only a

(A, TA 5*) i. e. (TA) the day had only a [small]

remainder of it left. (s,1_<, TA.) And

IA thrusting, or piercing, and a

shooting, or casting, with energy [so as not to

leave any form unexerted]. (-$,"E A, TA.)—

[Also It left not a i.e. anything remaining :

thus bearing two contr. significations. Ilcncc,]

pt v.5} tHe strove, laboured, toiled, or

exerted himself, in going, or journeying, so that

he left nota [or any part of his journey

remaining unaccomplzlshed]: (A, TA:) [or] e.,-:5

signifies 1‘ he hastened, made haste, or sped; syn.

(M :) [and,' accord. to Et-Tebreezce, this

is the primary signification: for he says,] MI

is like [app. as meaning +the art of

charging, by a horse or a horseman]: but the

primmypwaningis 551?. (Ham p. 201.) And

(sis) int- n- (K,) +0."

beasts became fatigued, or jaded, by journeying

[during that our night].

R. Q. 1. Q35, (T,) int‘. n. (K,) In

definded his neighbours and family. ('1‘,

[See also 1.]=And He annoyed, molested,

harmed, or hurt, (T, K,) people. (K.) = And

IIe made a thing to dangle, or more to and fro ;

120
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(L ;) and made it to be in. a state of motion,

commotion, or agitation. (L, K3“) _ [Hence,]
J fl a Ge

4.3.5, inf. n. as above, 1-He left him, or made

him to be, confounded, or perplexed, not knowing

his right course; wavering, vac-illating, or going

5' r 4

to and fro. (Msh.) = 3.0;} also signifies The

dangling, or moving to and fro, of a thing

0 10”

suspended in tlle air: (S, M:) and i.,:JqJJ the

being in a state ofmotion or commotion: (S, 'L :)

[or the latter has both these meanings; for] you

0 G a n§,4

say, 162." ' .,aigfi the thing dangled, or moved

to and fro, (M, A, L,) in the air; (A;) and

was in a state of commotion or agitation. (M, L.)

e I: 0 e» a a; E”

It is said in atrad., 094,34: 45.x; "i quQ,

meaning And it was as though I looked at his

two sleeves in a state of commotion, or shahing.

Moi a a,

(TA.) And you say, 0.3)»! Q»

J)

.. + He

wavered, or vacillatcll, between two affairs.

:1 E r I se

(MA.) And ,3; v.,..le +[Their state of

affairs was, or became, fluctuating, or unsteady].

(Lh, T in art.

I '0'; .181!

R. Q. 2. QAHJJ, inf. n. .,iJaJS: see the next

preceding paragraph, in four places.

’
-

Repelling: fem. with' 5: hence

will, a phrase used by Dhu-r-Rummeh, mean

ing’repelling with their tails: or this may be

from the signification next following. (Ham

p. 510.) = illuch in motion. (Ham ubi supra.)

9

(M, L,) or ling, (K,) [the former correct,

and perhaps the latter also,] applied to a camel,

‘ That does not, or will not, remain still, or motion

less, in a place. (M, L, K.) A poet says,

63' Q a O

i 3'85

[And it was as though we were, among them,

camels that would, not remain still in a place]:

'52.;

Low *

which shows that is not an inf. n. used as an

epithet; for, were it so, he had said

(M, L.) _ Lin IThe wild bull; [a species of

bovine antelope,'] also called 51;" (T, S,

M, K ;) so called because he goes to and fro, not

remaining in one place; (M ;) or because he

pastures going to and fro; (T, S,‘ M 5) or because

his females pasture with him, going to and fro:

(T :) and called also v.::S'Ejl, (T, K,) by poetic

license, for .Lle; (T ;) and l _.

is also applied to IA man who goes and

comes. (Kr, M, TA.) And IA man who is in

the habit ofvisiting women. (AA, T,

Lbs [The common fly;] the black thing that

is in houses, that falls into the vessel and into

food; (M ;) well known: ($,1_(:) so called,

accord. to Ed-Demeeree, because of its fluttering

about, or because it returns as often as it is driven

away: (TA:) and likewise applied to the bee ,

(M, ;) which is also called 43;" [thefiy

gale rain], (IAth,TA,) or Lu}; [thejly

of rain]; because the rain is the means of pro

ducing herbage, and by herbage it is fed; (Mgb;)

or because it accompanies rain, and lives upon

that which the rain causes to grow: (IAtll, TA :)

[accord to some, it is a coll. gen. n.; and] the n

~95

unL is WEAK): ($, Msb,K:) one should not say

23G} [as the vulgar do in the present day]: :)

or time should not say "SL5, though El-Ahmar

and Ks are related to have used this word [as

meaning a hind qffiy]; for is a sing. [pro

perly speaking], and is used as such in the Kur

xxii. 72: (M:) the pl. (of pauc., s, Msb) is

£55 an (ormult, S. Me) as (s, M, Ms». K)

and (M, K,) the last mentioned by Sb,

accord. to the dial. of Temeem. (M.) One says,

geld-ill [Verin he 21; gnarlel‘ojifzfi'l

thawthejly]. (A) And 0.? vi:- [L,)-bl»

.53." [He is more contemptible ato me, than the

buzzing Qf the TAM-ll [The

refuge of the fly] is a prov., applied to him who

is protected by his ignobleness. (Har p. 332:

there written and in two places,

And .,sléjll [The father of the fly] is an

appellation used as meaning tHe who has stinh

ing breath; and some say [the father

oft/lefties]: (M, TA:) and is especially applied

to ’Abd-El-Melik Ibn-Marwan: (M, A, TA :)

whence the saying, _pliill Us?! (A, TA)

and qudn vii (TA) [illore stinking in breath

than Abu-dh-Dhubtib and Abu-dh-Dhibbdn]. _

[Hence,] {Ev-ll, or mischief; (A, I_{;)' arid annoy;

once, or harm; as in the saying, crab} Lsfgkol

e), /

1[Evil, &c., Well me]; (A ;) and (Z... anal

3'9, 0'1; 1 Evil, or mischief, [lit. a hurting

jig] fell updn such a one from such a one: (T :)

or {continual evil, as in the saying,

)l'gfll Lilo 1[Cuntinual evil hath befallen thee

from this thing, or event] ; and I [Ifer,

or its, or their, evil is a continual evil]. (TA.)

_ ’r Ill luch. (T, Fr relates that Elle’Prophet

saw a man with long hair; and said “_ab}, mean

e: 0"

ing +This is ill luck : and hence, V gels} J?)

+ [An unlucky man]. __ + Plague,or pesti

lence. (TA.)_ TDiabolical possession; or mad

ness, or insanity. ._ 1* Ignorance: so in

the phrase Gill; 1- [Aoman stnfl'ed

with ignorance]. (M ).._ I The (UL-bl [as mean

ing the pupil, or apple,] of the eye :'(AZ, T, $,

M, A, K :) so in the saying, :51;

0;” t[IIe is dearer to me 'than the apple

of the eye]: (A :) [ISd says,] I think it to be so

termed as being likened to the [properly so

called; i. e. the fly]. (M.) And Quill also

signifies + A black spech, or spot, in the interior

of the 35.3.;- [or dark part] of the eye of the

horse. (M, The pl. is as above. (M.) _

éléi (T. s. M. A. Msb, 1;) and i in;

(TA) tThe 3;, (M, K,) or a}, (s,

Mgh,) [each app. here meaning the point, or

extremity, though the former also means the

erlge,] qfthe sword, 1H, Msb, which is the

part wherewith one strihes: Msbz) or its

extremity with which one is pierced, or trans—

pierced; and the 3;- [here meaning edge] with

which one strikes is called its ’5': : (En-Nadr, T :)

or its tapering, or painted, exlremity; expl. by

[Boox I.

{Marl ’1’!

QMI as)!“ (M, K.) or at point (3;) qfits

extremity (M, A) which is between its (36%:

(M :) the parts of its two edges that are oh either

side of it are its gels: the ridge in the middle

ofit, on the inner and outer sides, is called the);;

and each has what are termed (3136's, which are the

part between the 2.; and each one of the

on the outer side of the sword and the correspond

ing portion of the inner side, each of the .0135]:

being on the inner side of the sword and its [outei'

side. (AZ, T, TA.) [The swords of the Arabs,

in the older times, were generally straight, two

edged, and tapering to a point; and so are many

of them in the present day; a little wider towards

the point than towards the hilt.] Hence the

saying, .an hp! 5.3 I[The knot,

or tail, ht the end of the whip is followed by

the point of the sword; i. e., whipping (if it

effect not the desired correction) is followed by

slaughter]. (A.) _ [Hence,] signifies like

wise 1- The 5.; [or point, or extremity, or edge,]

of anything. (A ’Obeyd, T.) __ 1 The pointed,

or sharp, part of the extremity of the ear

(A ’Obeyd, M, of a horse (A’Obeyd, M)

and ofa man. _ ’r The sharp edge of the

teeth of camels. ($, TA.)_And fThe part

that first comes forth of the flower of the :6...

<M.1.<-> '

see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence, in two places:_and see another sen

tence, in the latter half of the same paragraph.

_ I A remainder, or remains, (T, $, M, A,‘ Msb,

K,) of a thing, (T, Mgh,) of the waters of wells,

(T,) or of thirst, (M, A,) and of hunger, (A,)

and of a debt, ($, M, and the like, and

of the day, (A,) or, as some say, of anything;

(M;) or of a thing that is sound, or valid, or

substantial; distinguished from ZEUS, which sig

nifies a remainder, or remains, of a thing that is

weak, or frail, and perishing, and particularly of

a debt, or of a promise: and L in art. Q} :)

pl. LQQS. (T, s, Msb.) You say, (i.,-'2: 93.3.;

3&3 v.5, (M.) or E,» as (A,) i- @

I[T/le [camels returned frdm water having in

them] somewhat remaining of thirst. (M.)—

And the pl. also signifies Jr Small moun

tains: so says El~Andalusee. (MR)

3 v] .,

ugh} : see Lb}.

A man who repelsfrom, or defends, with

energy, his wife, or wives, or the like; as also

t $3... (M, 1;.)_ [Hence,] .Llji ,1}; 1.4 sul

try day in which the wild animals are infested by

numerous gnats, and drive them away with their

tails: the act being thus attributed to the day.

(A.)= See also what next follows.

476’

iii, the latter word of the measure 39%,

in some of the copies of the K erroneously written

V (TA,) [and so in the TT as from the M,]

A lip that has become dry, or has lost its moisture.

(M, K, TA.)

The penis, (T,* S, M, A, K,) as some

say; (M ;) as also Vigjss and 74:51.3, which
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last is not 3. pl., though of a pl. measure;

(TA ;) so called because of the motion thereof,

to and fro: (TA :) and the tongue: (M, A:) or
0' I 8' J ea

7 am; has this latter meaning: (K:) and TQM.»

signifies the genitals; or, as some say, the testicles;
9e ' a,

(M;) one of which is termed ' 3.33.35. (M,

see I

$.13} : see in two places.

2' 1 °:
444;), 3"

also #Slg').

O ’0,

see .gJo}, in three places:_and see

Certain things that are hung to the

[n-onien’s camel-vehicle called] (S, M, K,)

or to the head qfa camel,‘ (M,) for ornament;

[i. e. tassels, or pendant tufts of wool, oroshyeds of

woollen cloth, of various colours,- (see a, ;)] as

also 7 (M, K :) the sing. of the former is

V $.55, (T,) or t ;335, with (_lamm. (TA.) _

'And’T'hefringes, and edges, of a [garment of the

kind called] 53;; because of their motion upon

the wearer when he walks: sing. 7;.555. (TA

from a trad.) _. See also in two places.

5 r

_rilfi: 3 s

1 .94 see ._.:5.

walk

a I! 9 1.54 E, 4

.gsl: see Q’s»:=and .35. =Also The

task, or canine tooth, of the camel. (T,

And Tall, or long,- syn.

5 1 I a,

9»: see

.5? (s. M, 1.1) and (Fr,S,K)

A land containing, or abounding with, (M,

K,)fiies- (s.M.K->

A thing with which. one drives away flies;

($, M, K;“:) a fly-whish made qf horse-hairs:

(T :) [pl. whence,] one says of wild-animals,

(:13; 1[Their tails are their fiy-whishs].

(A.)

I sea
.

we... 1A rider hastening, or mahing haste,

(T, s, M, K,) apartfrom others: ($, M, or

striving, labouring, toiling, or exerting himsel ,

in going, or journeying, so as to leave not a

[or any part qfhis journey remaining unaccom

plished]. (A.) And it is also applied to a [wild]

bull. In the following saying,

0 4 J '0 0e 1- a

‘ 'sW'I-M. W. “

+ [A month's journey to the hastening camel],

(M,) or _pébx," 491,1: [to the hastening mes

senger], (TA,) by" is meant

(M, TA.) _ [1* A quick journey: or one in which

is no flagging, or langour.] You say,

v.13; 2C”, i. e. 1 [They will not reach

the watei' but by a] quick [night-journey thereto].

And was. + [Ajourney in which the

camels are watered only on the first and fifth

‘ days] which is no flagging, or langour.

_. 1- [An interval between two water

ings] bf long duration, in which one journeys

from afar (T, $, M, K) and with .haste. ('1‘.

$, K-)

6 so.

may)“: A camel attacked byflies, (A’Obeyd,

S, M,) that enter his nostrils, so that his

.5 .2

nech becomes twisted, and he dies ; as also 7 .33! :

or both signify one that, coming to a cultivated

region, finds it unwholesome to him, and dies

there : (M :) and the former, a horse into whose

nostril the _fly has entered. (A.)—See also

'15»; 0

1,),“ wjl, above. _Also 1- Possessed; or mad,

or insane. (K.)—And, accord. to the Abridg

ment of the ’Eyn, [in a copy of the written

and in other copies thereof omitted,]

1- Foolish; stupid; or unsound, dull, or deficient,

in intellect. (TA.)

I '0')

may)» Driven away : (TA 2) or driven away,

or repelled, much. (T,TA.) ‘ It is said in a trad,

i.e. [Marry, or

thou wilt be of] those driven away from the

believers because thou hast not imitated them,

and from the monks because thou hast forsaken

their institutes: from “the act of driving

away:” or, accord. to IAth, it may be from the

signification of “motion and agitaticlu.’i

And it is said in the Kur [iv. 14‘2], 0.5.;

$11.5, meaning ZIIuch driven away, or much re

polled,from these and from these: (T, TA :) or

this is an ex. of the meaning next following. (5,

M.) _A man (M, wavering, or racillaling,

between two things, or afi'airs; (T,$, M, ;) or

between two men, not attaching himselfsteadily to

either,- (T;) and signifies the same;

(Ks) as also i (M.)

9 0 I J

my»: see what next precedes : ._ and see also

5w:)

*4“
a

5 0,4) 5 r O ' J

.QJQJS» : see can», last sentence.

cab

1. ' f3, ($,M§b,K, &c.,) aor. =, (K,) inf. n.

0 e 9 -:

C}, (s, Msb, 1;, &c.) and Cu, (K,) He cut, 01

dicided, lengthwise; clace; split; slit; rent, or

rent open,- ripped, or ripped open. (S, Msb,

[Accord. to Fei,] this is the primary signification.

(Mgh.) [But see what follows.] You say, to}

a "8.

Mi 5)]; T He (a perfumer, A) ripped open the

follicle, or resicle, of mush, (A, TA,) and took

forth the mash that was in it. (TA.) [In the A

and TA this is said to be tropical; the authors

evidently holding it to be from in the sense

here next following.]_He slaughtered [for

food, or sacrificed,] (L, TA) an animal, (Mgh,)

or a sheep or goat, ($,TA,) or an ox or a cow,

and a sheep or goat, and the like, (Mgh,) [in the

manner prescribed by the law, i. e.,] by cutting

the [or two externaljngzdar reins], (Mgh,)

or by cutting the throat, from beneath, at the

part next the head: (L, TA :) accord. to the K,

i. (1.345 : but correctly, J 0:01 is in the throat; and

’23" is in the pit above the breast, between the

collar-bones, where camels are stabbed: the latter

word is used in relation to camels and bulls and

cows; and the former, in relation to other animals :

or, not improbably, both may have originally

signified the causing the soul to depart by wounding

the throat, or the pit above the breast, which is

the stabbing-place in the camel; and may then

have been applied in peculiar [and different]

senses by the lawyers. (MF. [See also , in

art. 953]) Also #He slaughtered, or slew, in

(L.) [You say, H5 He

slaughtered, or sacrificed,for him, by may ofezpia

tion.] And 1- [They slaughtered,

, file's

or slew, one another]. And

r The sons of such a one slaughtered,

or slew, them. (TA.) And v 65 (inf- 11- 5-335,

any manner.

KL) signifies the same as except that it

applies [only] to many objects; whereas the latter

applies to few and to many: thus it is said in the

Kur [ii. 46, and in like manner in xiv. 6],
a) met, 1.:

,5an 1 [They slaughtering, or slaying,
a

your sons], accord. to the reading commonly

obtaining. (Aboo-ls-halg, TA.) _ Hence, 1110

killed; because gill [in its proper sense, when

the object is an animal,] is one of the quickest

modes of killing. (TA.) It is said in a trad.,

(Mgh, TA,) cautioning against accepting the

oflice ofa Kadee, (Mgh,)

0;.» I ’5 vain I[Whoso is madea

ifddee'aniong’the people, he is as though he were

slaughtered without a knife]: (Mgh, TA 9") expl.

by some as meaning, the is as though he were

killed [&c.]. (TA.)—[Hence, also, because

J renders the flesh of an animal allowable, or

lawful, as food,] I It rendered allowable, or Ian‘

ful: as salt arid. ’the sun and the fishes called

(JUL-3 (pl. of do wine, by changing its

quality, as is said in a trad. (TA.)—Also IHe

broached, or pierced, a [or wine-jar, making

a hole in the mouth, or removing the clay that

closed the mouth], so as to draw forth the con

tents. A, Msb, _ And IHe, or it,

choked. (K, TA.) You say, glib" thcep

ing choked him. (A, TA.) _ And, said of thirst,

IIt affected him severely, or distressed him.

(A, TA.) e41; IThe beard

flowed down beneath the chin of such a one so

that the anterior portion of the part beneath his

lowerjaw was apparent: in which case, the man

is said to be v (1;, TA.)

2: see is [said to be] syn. with

ég-ffi, (K, TA,) in prayer: accord. to Hr, C35

signifies He lowered his head, in inclining

his body in prayer; like _>: and accord. to

Lth,

inclining his body in prayer, so that it became

lower than his back: but Az says that this is a

mistake, and that the correct word is ca", with

the unpointed ;. (TA.)

6. baa-31.33 1-They slaughtered, 0r slew, one

J)¢:l JJ'J

another. ($, MA,I_(.) One says, Chill tgul

“5 signifies he lowered his head, in

120*
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1[]l[utual praising is mutual slaughtering].

($, A-)

8. l Ile took, or prepared, for himsel a

slaughtered [or sacrificed] animal.

‘ [3 An animal prepared for slaughter [or

sacrifice; i. e. an intended victim]: (T, A, Msb,

TA :) [see also 9_ 9:), which occurs in this sense

in a trad. as applied to a human being:] or an

animal that is slaughtered [or sacrificed]; (S,

Mgh, 1;, TA ;) and so tiled; (Mgh, Msh;)

or this signifies a slaughtered [or sacrificed] sheep

or goat,- (TA ;) and is [nominally] fem. of

but the 5 is affixed only because the quality of a

subst. is predominant in it: :) or the 3 is added

to denote that the word is applied to a sheep, or

goat, [to be slaughtered or sacrificed,] not get

slaughtered [or sacrificed] ; and when the agct has

been executed upon it, it is [said to be] 65-53:

(M, voce 2) 9 3 is applied to an animal that

is slaughtered either’as a sacrifice on the occgas‘ion

(J the pilgrimage or otherwise,- and is like

in the sense of and in the sense of

&C.: (TA =) the pl. of t is ’ ‘55.

(Mgh, Msb.) It is said in the Kur [xxxvii 167],
491,,r B J

MB: C4.» stages, [And we ransomed him with
e , s 4 a ) I,

a great victim]. ($, A.) ngl 'leg‘; means

Animals sacrificed to the Jinn, or Genii : for it

was customary for a man, when he bought a

house, or drew forth [for the first time] the water

of a spring, and the like, to sacrifice an animal

to the Jinn with the view of avoiding ill luck,

(A, TA,) lest some disagreeable accident should

happen to him from the Jinn thereof: (A :) and

the doing this is forbidden. (A, TA.)= See
6")

also Zia-.35.

I r)

_'> A certain plant which ostriches eat: :)

this Word and ' é-l': signify the plant called [rs-U: l

35;”, (K, TA,) which is ofa red colour: and,

accord. to the K, another plant: but correctly a

red plant is, not $213,) having a

stem, or root, from which is peeled of a

black peel, whereupon there is taken forth a

white substance, resembling a n'hite 3))5. [or

bead, but perhaps this is a mistranscription for

33;, i. e. a carrot], which is sweet and good, and

is eaten : [each word is a coll. gen. n. ;] and the

n.un. is and g3: so says AHn, on the

authority of Fr: and he says also, on the authority

of AA, that the is a tree that grows upon a

stem, and in a puznner resembling the ébé [app.

$6.23, not Ligé], and then has a gellomflomer;

its root is like a 3)}?- [i. e. 334-, or carrot], and it

is sweet, and of a red colour : (TA :)‘s pi; the

is aplant having a stem, or root, (Jab) which

is peeled, and there comes forth n-hat resembles

the j}?- [i. e. 1,};- or meaning carrot]; and a

blach skin is peeled from it ; and it is srveet, and

is eaten; and has a redfiower. (Ham p. 777.) _

Also, and V (K,) the former the more

common, (Th, TA,) A species q)" the Slié [or

trufiie], (IQ) of a white colour. (TA.)—See

also

h}: see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

.rr)

see 3...».

r I;

3.33 A mode, or manner, of j [i. e. slaughter,

2'.)

4&4}:

such as is described in the first paragraph of this

art.]. (Mgh.)= See also what here next follows.

(AZ. A.K) and ifs-ii. <As.A.1.<.>

but this latter, which is used by the vulgar, was

unknown to AZ, and (A, and

75;;3 and and (K) and 75?,
(TA,)lA disease, (T, A,) 02' pain, (AZ, s, K,) in

the [or fauces], (AZ, T, s, A, K,) which

sometimes hills.- (T:) or blood which chokes and

hills: or an ulcer that comes forth in the

($1;- [or fauces] ofa man, like the 3.35 that

attacks the ass: (ISh,TA:) or an ulcer that

appears in that part, obstructing it, and stopping

the breath, and killing. (TA.) One says,

igill [The 15.)} attached him]. And

' 5 I) 1 e i _ _ _ .

CL» 60H! ICovetousness is [like] a disease in

the fauces: or _a poisonous plant. And

90:31 UK; 3‘45." [That was like

the disease called is...» in the uppermost part of

the breast] : a prov., applied to the case of a man

whom one imagines to be a sincere friend, and

who proves to be an evident enemy: (TA :) or

Ms . . .

an Mi J34 Que, IIe was like the a.» &c.,

a disease in the 51;, which does not quit the

patient externally, and hurts him internally: said

by him to whom you complain of one whom you

imagined to be a sincere friend, and whose affec

tion was outward, when his deceit has become

manifest. (Meyd.)=&;.__i'> is also the n.un. of

1!»)

Ce [q- v-l- (Fr, AH“)

#3: see the next preceding paragraph.=

It is also the n. an. of [q.v. voce ch].

(Fr, AHn.)

A certain poisonous plant, (A, K, TA,)

that kills the eater (if-ia- as also t (TA.)

One says told"a i: see in two laces.

’ t 9 I: 'J o, ’ p

._..[Hence,] Cb} a,» +_A quick, or sudden,

death. (L.) = See also C55.
-

9”)

see Its-o3.

0_ :5 and ' signify the same [i. e. Cat,

or divided, lengthwise ,- &c.: see 1]. (S, Msb,l_(,

TA.) You say [for éfii],

meaning t [llIush of which thefollicle, or vesicle,

is] ripped open. (A. [It is there said to be

tropical: but see 1.])_.Both are [also] applied

to an animal, (Mgh,) or a sheep or goat, (TA,)

[or an animal of the ox-kind, and a sheep or goat,

and the like, (see 1,)] as meaning Slang/tiered, in

the manner described in the first paragraph of

this art. : (TA 2) the fem. of is with 3 : (S,

TA: [see 5;”; below :]) but is used as a

fem. epithet without the addition of 3: you say

CH} 3L2 as well as 91:5, because is

an instance of the measure in the sense of

the measure though you say 3L5

also; and in like manner the pl. [of g5] is

“Ll; and ULLQS and [that of is] c’st'ii.

(TA.) Aboo-Dhu-eyb says, describing wine,

“ 33:53" 535" )3 Q J“? ’*

meaning Jggl, i. e. [One would call it the

blood of the external jugular vein,] for which it

had been slit [to let it flow]. (AAF, TA.) And

again he says,

:35, r is e 6 a
‘ b n .3.

~ cu“ err:

J a ) u’l r, v, I

“ re use“: “a "

[app. meaning And mang a bevy ofn-omen rubbed

over with perfume compounded n-ith saffron, as

though it were the blood of gazelles, the gazelles

whereof had been slaughtered in. the upper parts

qfthe breasts]: he applies C53 as an epithet to

916,, meaning q n; ; and he applies it as an

tipithet to a pl. because it is of t’he’measure

dead [in the sense of the measure J’sb], for

such an epithet is applicable to masc. “and fem.

and sing. and pl. nouns. (TA.)_ __‘> also

signifies An animal that is fit, or proper, to be

slaughtered as a sacrifice : (ISk, $, K :) [or that

is destined, or prepared“for sacrifice,- i. e., an

intended victim; like _3 ; as appears from the
1

fact that] is ta surname of Ismd’eel, or

Ishmael; (K,* TA ;) for, accord. to some [or

rather the generality] of the Muslims, he was the

son whom Abraham designed to sacrifice, though

others say it was Isaac: (TA :) and 6i

$.85." occurs in a trad. [as said by Mohammad,

meanihg + I am'the son of the two intended

victims,- namely, Ismd'eel and ’Abd-Allah] ; for

’Abd-El-Muttalib incurred the obligation to sacri

fice his son ’Abd-Allah, the father of the Prophet,

by reason of a vow, and ransomed him with a

hundred-camels. (K) TA.) _ Also I A slain

man. (A.)

sea-L155, and its pl. see in three

places.

6 sir ' .

[ \gb One whose occupation, or habit, is that

of slaughtering sheep or the like. _. And, in the

present day, Jr An ereccutioner.]

(T, S, and sometimes i without

teshdeed, (T, K,) the former the more common,

(T, but disallowed by AHeyth, who holds it

to be one of the words of [the measure

denoting diseases, (TA,) {Cracks in. the inner

[i.e. lenier] sides of the toes, K, TA,) next the

fore part of thejbot : (TA :) or a cut across the

inner sides of the toes: (Ibn-Buzuij, T :) or a

crack in the inner side, or sale, of the foot :

(IAar, TA voce pl. (TA.) Hence

the saying, L; I[There is not

in the tray qfits attainment a thorn nor are
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there any cracks in the inner sides of the toes, &.c. :

see also 1,9]. ($, TA.)

éits [act part. n. of 1]. chill All,

or at}!!! iii-:1, (so in one copy of' the $,) 1* Two

bright stars, between which is the space of a cubit

over against one of which

is a small star that, by reason of its near

ness; is as though it [app. meaning the bright

star, or the pair of .bright stars,] were about to

slaughter it; whence the appellation of

@1331 : :) the two stars [a and ,3] which are

in one of the horns of Capricomus; so called

because of the small adjacent star, which is said

to be the sheep or goat (5L5) of Colin, which he

is about to slaughter: (sz:) it is one of the

.llIansions of the llIoon; ($,sz;) [namely,

the Twenty-second Illansion : see also art. .u.» :

some give this appellation to the Twenty-third

lilansion: and some, to the Twentyfifth; but

the two stars above mentioned are clearly the

Twenty-second, with the place of which they

agree accord. to those who make 13:" to signify

“the auroral rising” and those who make it to

signify “the auroral setting:” see ’33! legl, in

art._d}3.] The Arabs [used to] say, all;

’an ’Ltilt 1-[then than rises au

rol ally, the barker enters, or betakes itself to, its

hole: the period of' its auroral rising, in Central

Arabia, about the commencement of the era of

the Flight, being the 16th of January, O.S.].

(TA.)_ r A mark made with a hot iron across

the throat: or {the instrument with which it is

made. (L, K.) .... 1 Hair growing between the

part immediately beneath the lower jaw and the

part [of the threat] in which an animal is

slaughtered.

I v I 9' I

aQ-{l}, of the measure aids in the sense of the

0' 10¢

measure 33,214, [with is affixed because the

quality of a subst. is predominant in it,] Any

animal which it is allowable to slaughter, of

camels, and bulls or cons, and sheep or goats, d'c.

(TA.)

The place of [the slaughter termed]

:33": (K:) i. e. the place, or spot quround,

where _Ali is performed: and the parth the

throat which is the place of _Jli, which is that

below the part beneath the lower jaw,- (MF,

TA;) or the Jail;- [i. e. windpipe]. (Mgh.) _

IThe chancel of a church; i.e. the part of a

church that is like the gig-L? of a mosque:

(A,‘ K; Msb:) pl. (A, Msb, tn) the

are the wag; (S, A, K) of the Chris

tians; (A;) so called because of the oblations

there ofi'ered; ($, TA ;) the

(1;, TA) in churches, pl. of 53,;5, said t6 be

the same as the *QUBA: (TA :) and the places,

(A,) or chambers, 0f the books of the Chris

tians. (A, K.) _ 1 A trench (S, A, K) in the

earth, measuring a span or the like [in width],

($, such as is made by a torrent: A z)

the channel ofa torrent in the lower part 13;" the

face of a mountain, or in a plain depressed tract,

in width equal to the space measured by the

extension of the thumb and first finger or little

finger; and sometimes it is a natural trench in a

plain tract of land, like a river, in which flows

the water of that land: it is in all descriptions

of land ,' in valleys fie, and in depressed tracts:

(L z) and a hind of river; as though it clave

[the earth] or were cleft: (TA:) pl.

I cc 5 1 95 If e

($, A, L.) You say, c-{Uu “5'9! u? wiylb

1‘ [The torrent left in the ground trenches about a

span wide]. ($.)

I’D

_J-o A knife with which [the slaughter

termed] is performed: (Msb :) or a thing

with whic/Lan animal is slaughtered in the manner

termed , _3, (T, K,*) whether it be a knife or

some other thing. (T.)

I )0,

Cy)“: see I

not requiring to be slaughtered; [as though it

had been already slaughtered ;] an epithet applied

in a trad. to everything in the sea. (TA.) _

See also 1, last sentence.

5 a

5. ._ [Hence,] 1’ Clean, or pure ,

)4}

1. 3.23, (T, s,M,A,1_<,) 801-. ’- (T, s, M, K)

and ;, ($,M,I_(,) inf. 11.13;; (M, A,K ;) and

1,35, (M, A,) int“. n. (K,) He when

(A ’Obeyd, T, $, M, A, K) a writing, or a book;

(A’Obeyd, 'r, s, M, A ;) like 3;) (A’Obeyd,

T, z) or both signify, (M,) or the former signi

fies also, (K,) he pointed, or dotted, (M, K,) it:

(M :) or (M, but in the K “ and,”) he read it, or

recited it, (IAar, T, M, K,') with a low, or

faint, voice; (M, ;) or easily; (M, A, each in

relation to both verbs;) or quickly: 2) all of

the dial. of Hudheyl. (M.) You say, 5.13 L;

git." L; How well he recites poetry, or the

pobtry,’ TA,) without halting, or hesitating,

therein! (TA.) And L;

How irell he reads, or recites, the book, or the

writing, without pausing therein! (A.)-_And

g3, (lAar, Th, T, M, K,) 8.01“. 1 , inf. h. and

3,6,5, He lmerv, or learned, a tradition, well,

souiidly, or thoroughly; from him: (IAar,

Th, T:) or he understood it: (M, and he

understood, and knew, or learned, well, soundly,

or thoroughly, a writing, or u book. (TA.)

[See 2 in art. flu, last sentence] Accord. to

somehgi signifies Understanding, and knowledge;

(T;) knowledge of a. thing, and understanding

thereof; (K) TA ;) as also [another ian n.] :

(TA :) or signifies understanding with know

ledge ofa thing. (M.) It is said in a trad., of

the people of Paradise, '§ fie,

(T, TA,) i. e. them is he who has do under

stand-ing: (TA :) or, accord. to IAar, it means

he who has no tongue with which to speak, by

reason of his weakness. _ And aor. ; ,

(K,) inf. n. 530,, (so in some copies ofthe K,)

or (so in other copies of the K, and accord.

to the TA,) IIe looked, and did so well. (Kf

TA.) .He was angry: (T, :) so accord.

to IAar: (T, TA :) [but SM says,] were it not

set down on his authority, I should say that it is a.

mistranscription for)“. (TA.)

2: see 1, in two places.

I; A writing, (As, T, K,) in the dial. of

Himyer, written upon cw: [or leafless palm

stichs, or the lower portions of palm-sticks, upon

which no leaves have grown]: (K:) and i.g.

dip-i; [a piece of paper, or skin, upon which

something is written; or a writing, or book]:

(so pl- 31;; (At, T. 1;)-3’55 liaison A.)

or V3.55, like (K,) £1, writing, or book, easy

to be read: (A,I_{:) or ’15 in this phrase is an

inf. n. used in the place of the pass. part. 11.

[which signifies written; or painted; or

read, or recited, with a low, or faint, voice, or

easily, &c.]. (M.) = Also A mountain; in the

Abyssinian language: so accord. to one reading,

but accord. to another reading in a trad.

cited in art. 3;. (TA.)

9 ¢

)4}: see the next preceding paragraph.

2!; Knowing, or learning, well, soundly, or

thoroughly, a matter of science or knowledge.

(IAiiu'; T)

Q'D

loss A reed-pen; likejsj... (TA.)

9.71,)

)4.» A garment, or piece of cloth, figured

with marks resembling writing, or otherwise;

syn. (M,K:) of the dial. of El-Yemen.

(M.)

Q J 0' 50¢

)fijeo: see )3}.

L132, occurring in a trad., is explained by

IAth as meaning Going away; if it be not a.

mistranscription [fol-Laid; which seems to be

probably the case].

J25

1. (T, s, M, Msb, K,) aor. f, inf. n. J5;

and J’s}; M, Msb,]_§;) and do}; $gh,

K;) said of a branch, (T,) or a herb, or a

plant, (M, K,) or a thing, (Msb,) It withered;

i. e., lost its moisture,- (Msb ;) or became thin, or

unsubstantial, after being succulent; (M ;) i. q.

(5,3. (s,1_<.) Aha h} like manner it is said of

aman: (M:) or a,» [in relation to a human

being] signifies the drying up by reason of the

loss ofthe beauty, or goodliness, ofyouth. (Ham

p. 478.) And said of a horse, ($,K,) int. n.

Jig, (TA,) .lIe was, or became, lean, or light of

flesh ,- slender and lean; or lean, and lank in the

belly. ($, You say also, inf. n.

('1‘, TA) and JlIay his mouth, and his

saliva, or spittle, dry up. (TA.) And It L;

viii, (M, K, [in the CK, erroneously,

i. e. [TV/tat aileth him ?] may in stock (lili)

wither: meaning his body and his flesh: or, as

some say, way his marriage, or coition, be in

efl'ectual: (M,TAz) said in reviling: (TA:) as

also (TA in art. J») Ono‘says also,

in reviling, (TA,) V [and 312.3,, i. e.

flloy a calamity, or misfortune, befall them : or]
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may they perish. (T, TA.) And 451;} {kl-#3

[app. a mistranscription for llIay

calamities, or misfortunes, befall him]. (TA.)

And 1 11,35 (T, TA) and [1,33 (T) llIay a

calamity, or misfortune, befall him. (TA.) [See

the latter part of the first paragraph of art. J4;.]

4. this}! It (the heat, S, TA) withered it;

(namely, a herb [&c.], S;) partied it to wither,

or lose its moisture; syn. 01,51; (S,*K,TA;)

rendered a (pal. (TA.)—And

The wind twists, wreathes, or contorts, the

things: (TA.)

5. It became twisted, wreathed, or .con

torted. (TA.) One says,

The she-camel twisted, or coiztorted, her tail.

(TA.) _ [It occurs in the K, in art. sl), said of

a branch, or twig, app. as meaning It inclined

limberly from side to side: but in the M and L,

I there find in its place diam—:43: She (a

woman), being thin, or slender, walked in the

manner ofmen: (M, K:) or she walked with an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait,

with an afected inclining ofthe bodyfrom side

to side. (Ibo-’Abbad, K.)=Als0 IIe (a man)

threw of [all] his garments, except one. (TA.)

The prime, orfirst part, or the brishness,

liveliness, or sprightliness, ofyouth. (Ibn

’Ahbad, TA.) Li: see 1.=Accord.

to As, one says “Joli and last; 73;},

meaning [Deep] abasement or ignominy: an'd

accord. to IAar, (T,) is?!) 'Jsé, meaning

severe bereavement. (T, K.) 32;, (M,

K,) or V lift}, (M,) is a forni of impreca

tion [but app. not intended as such, lit. meaning

May God send upon such a one deep abasement

or ignominy, or severe bereavement]:, :)

and one says also ling £3, (K,) or "Lil; his},

(M,) meaning [likewise deep] abatement or

ignominy, (TA,) or severe bereavement. (M,

TA.) [See also 3;; and k3.L..,~3.]=Also [Tur

tle-shell, or tortoise:shell;] the back, (lAar, S,

Mgh,) or skin, (M, K,) [meaning shell,] ofthe

sea-tertoise [or turtle], (IAar, S, M, Msb, or

of the land-tortoise, (M, K,) of which are made

combs, (lAar, TA,) and, as some say, signal-rings

&c., (TA,) or of which bracelets are made : :)

or the bones of the back of a certain marine beast,

of which are made, (M,K,) by women, (M,)

bracelets (M, K) and combs; and the combing

wherewith removes nits and the scarf of the hair:

:) or horns of which are made [the bracelets,

0r anklets, called] .‘LLQ: (En-Nadr,TA:) or a

certain thing [or substance] resembling ivory:

(Msb_:) Th cites a poet as using the phrase

a'fin id's, forming the pl. of with 1 and

is; but accord. to the’citation of IAar, the word

in this instance is $9.5». (M.)

[3.35: see the next preceding paragraph, in

four places.

A piece of camels’ or similar dung: (M,

K:) because of its drying up. (M.)—And

A withering wind. (M, Dhu-r-Rummeh

says, a
’0' I f ’l' 40 v I I I

"‘ 51» J5 U-w W“ )9; '

[Abodes of which every withering wind had

efl'aced the traces after they had been seen by

us]. (M.)

5:; A woman whose lip is dry. (0,

see = Also Ulcers that comeforth

, in the side and penetrate into the inside; (K ;)

i. q. ; and so with s. (IAar, T.)

A calamity, or misfortune; (T, TA ;) as

l I 0

also was and U55; (Ibn-’Abbéd, TA:) see

1. [See also in the first paragraph, and

below.]

Jar; : see in three places: _. and

511;; (r, s, M, 1;) and 1231:; (131;) A wich

(T,S,M, that is lighted, (M,) or with

which a lamp is lighted, or trimmed: (T a)

or signifies a wick of which a. portion is

burnt: (Elam p. 81 :) pl. [or coll. gen. n.] V

and l (T, K,‘ TA.) [See an ex. in a. verse

cited voce

and [its pl.] [or this is pl. of

or Jab]: see 1. '

925‘ } using.
all.» :

5413 Withering, or withered,- losing, or having

lost; its moisture. (TA.) _ Spear-shafts

slender, and of which the he! [or exterior part]

adheres [firmly]: (M, 2“ [for Lem,» kid, in

the K, I read 134" @‘9, as in, the, M i]) pl.

(3:; and (M, K.)_..Loean, or emaciated .

(Ham p. 788.) .._ See also do}, in four places.

)rl

: see J”).

o»:

J13 (s, Mgh, My), 1;) and KL; (Msb)

Rune-our, malevolence, malice, or spite; or con

cealment of enmity, and violent hatred, in the

heart,- or retention qfenmity in the heart, with

watchfulness for an opportunity to indulge it or

exercise it; syn.‘.\i.>-: (S, Mgh, Msb,I_(:) and

[simply] enmity: 0r blood-revenge,- or

retaliation of murder or homicide ,- or a seeking

to revenge, or avenge, 0r retaliate, blood; syn.

,2

)U: or a desire, or seeking, for retaliation of a

crime or of enmity: pl. (of the former)

9 J I

(J?) Mgh, Msb, and (of the latter, high)

(Mgh, Msb, K.) One says, Quip,

meaning 91.5.; [i. e. He sought to obtain his blood

revenge, or retaliation]. (S, high.) And 0.3;;

[He owes me my blood-revenge], meaning

he is the slayer of my relation. (A in art. ’0‘.)

[See also a verse of Lebeed cited as an ex. of the

preposition by]

JLS: see the preceding paragraph.

)5-3

1. 3,15, aor. :, (s, Msb, K, at.» inf. n. 1,13,

(S, or this is a simple subst., and the inf. n. is

.15; (Me a and ' 5&3, (s. A, Mgh. K.) ofthe

measure 3.1531, (S,Msb,) originally the

4‘: being changed into g, and the 5 being incor

I»:

porated into it; and some ofthe Arabs say H’s-5t,

which is allowable; but the former is more coni

mon; ;) Ile hoarded it, treasured it, or laid

it upfor the future; reposited it, or stored it, in

secret; (A ;) or he prepared it, or provided it;

(Msb;) for a time of need: (A, Msb :) or he

chose it, or selected it, and (so in some copies ofthe

K and in the TA, but in other copies of the K “or "

took it for himself, or prepared it. Some

have made a distinction between )5}- and ’15,,

saying that the former relates to the world to

come, and the latter to the present world; but

this is a manifest mistake. (MF and others.)—
6"

h...- i_..\;- (A) IHe reserved, or

preserved,faciliiznsegfl [a good story, or the like].

(TA.) _ a,» go’s.) ; [IIe (a horse) reserved

somewhat 'o’fhis rim, i. 6., power of running, or

was sparing ofit, for the time ofnced]. (M in

art. QF.) '[See also J‘s-3;, below.]

{>25 I[Such a one does not treasure in

his heart good advice]. (A, TA.)

. . a , . s

8. )Lgl andp'glz see 1, in three places.

I B I I

)5}: see 1: ._.and see the next paragraph, in

two places.

(s, A. Ms, K) and L23 (A. Mar K)

A thing hoarded, treasured, or laid up; reposited,

or stored, in secret,- (A ;) or prepared, or provided;

(Msb;) for a time ofneed: (A, Msb :) or taken

for one’s self, or prepared : :) pl. of the

former, (S, A,Msb;) and ofthe latter,;la:-3l.

(Mgh, 1;.) _ You say, in? t 1;; Sit;

and 1 [.He made his wealth to be a. store in

the hands of God, by applying it to pious uses].

(A.) _ And 04%| I [The works of

the believer are things laid up for the time of

need, i. e. the day of resurrection]. (A.)

jar; fFat; as an epithet. (AA,I_{.)

[A kind of sweet rush; juncus odoratus;

or schdenanthumfl a certain plant, (S, Mgh, Msb,)

or herb, (K,) well known, (Mgh,) in form re

sembling the [or papyrus-plant], (Mgh,)

sweet-smelling, (K,) or of pungent odour; (Mgh,

Msb ;) which, when it dries, becomes white,- (Msb ;)

used for roofing houses, over the wood, and for

graves: (TA :) it has a root hidden in the ground,

slender, pungent in odour; and is like the straight

stalks of the [or papyrus-plant], save that

it is wider, and smaller in the 9,3: [which

means either the joints or the internodalportions];

and it has afruit resembling the brooms of reeds,

but more slender, and smaller: it is ground, and

is an ingredient in perfumes : it grows in rugged
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and in smooth grounds; but seldom does more

than one grow on the same spot: when it dries, it

becomes white : (AHn :) ’Iyad asserts that its s is

a radical letter; but this is a mistake: (MF :) the

n. no. is ;) which is applied to a single

plant, (AHn,) or to a single fascicle thereof.

(Mgh.)

IThe [part pf the intestines called]

(TA :) [its pl.] )ile-A is also explained as signi

fying the intestines; and bellies; ($,K;) and

reins : (K :) or the lower part ofthe belly: (As,

K :) or the parts of the inside of a beast in which

he stores his fodder and water. (A.) You say

236:6; 1 Such a onefilled’theiloy'er patrts

of his belly. (A9.) And széu... 3.3L»!

IThe beast satiated itselfi (TA.) And

1110 became satiated. (A.) And EL;

$93; Us: t[IIe filled his heart with

enmity towards us].

jail, or (accord. to different copies of

the J; A horse that reserves his run; expl. by

9.2;: cam: (A0, 1;, TA =) [Freytag’s reading

of for or and his proposed

emendation, of Gig! for uni-:11, both taken from

the TK, but neither found by me in any copy of

the K, are evidently wrong: see a};

above:] such is the 1:131», a horse “that will

not give what he has without the whip: the fem.

is with 5. (TA.)

)3

1. ji, $13M, A,&c.,) aor. 1, (s, M, Msh,)

int. n. :3, M, K, &c.,) He sprinkled, or

scattered, salt (T,"' S, A, Mgb, K) upon flesh

meat, and pepper upon a mess of crumbled bread

with broth, (A,) and a medicament ($, A) into

the eye, (A,) and grain ($,A, upon the

ground, (A,) &c.; (T, Msh,1_<;) as also 1,3,3,

inf. n. :) he took a thing with the ends

qfhisfingers and sprinkled it upon a thing. (M.)

You say, 3}, and 45ng

aor. -’, (M, TA,) inf. n. )5, (K, TA,) He put the

medicament called n35 into his eye. (1\I,“‘K,“E

TA.) _Also, (A,) inf. n. as above, (K,) He

spread. (A, You say, us

I God spread his servants, or mankind, upon the

earth. (M,' A.) VVhence the word (M,

TA.)-.And The ground put

forth the plant, or plants. =33, (T, S, M,

K, &c.,) aor. 5, [contr. to analogy,] (T, M,)

int. n. 3);}, (M,) It (a herb, or leguminous

plant,) came up, or forth, (IAar, AZ, T, $, K,)

from the ground: (AZ, :) or it (a herb, or

leguminous plant, and a horn,) began to come

jbrth ; put forth the smallest portion of itself.

gs’.)_,,i.§£n .933, ('r,s, M, 3,) aor. : , inf. n.

3”}, ($, M,) IThe sun rose; ($, M, K;) and

appeared: (M :) or began to rise: is when

its light first falls upon the earth and trees:

(T, TA:) and vii.“ aor. and inf. n. as

above, fThe upper limb of the sun rose: (Msb :)

or began to rise. (A, TA.) is also syn. with

[app. as meaning His _flesh became con

tracted, shrunk, or wrinkled]. (K.)=Also,

(T, K,) aor. ; , contr. to analogy, (K,) unless

:5 be for 3);, (MF,) said of a man, The fore )Zart

of his head became white, or hoary. (T, K.)

s. éj'si, (aor. 5,) int‘. n. Ejuii and jflg,

She (a camel) became evil in her disposition.

(Fr, 5, Hence the saying of Hoteiiih, sa

tirizing Ez-Zibrilgan, and praising the family of

Shemmas Ibn-Lay,

' E f I iv e; r J a

* units 3,15,," use sis, *

r 3.1;; .,w'? 313 3.3 *

i.e. [And thou wast like her who has a stufi'ed

shin ofa young camel made for her and placed

near her that she may incline to it and yield her

milk,] that has inclined to the young one of

another; [and on that account desires its distance

from her, and severs herselffrom it:] in the

we find, for ;_Jl, JZJI; and for $3.3, 3;; but

the former are the correct readings: is a

contraction of 33f}: or, accord. to some, it is for

'see art. )3. (IB and TA.) _ One says

also, )5} Us, meaning {In such a one is

aversion; arising from anger, like that of a she

camel: (AZ,$:) or anger and aversion (Th, M,

K, TA) and disapprobation. (Th, TA )

R. Q. 1. see 1, first sentence.

5.

)3 The young ones [or grabs] qfants: (M, A,

Msb, :) accord. to Th, (M, TA,) one hundred

of them weigh one barley-corn: (M,K:) or,

accord. to En-Neysabooree, [who perhaps held

to signify ant’s eggs,] seventy of them weigh a

gnat's wing, and seventy gnat’s wings weigh one

grain: (MF:) or the smallest of ants: ($:) or

small red ants: (TA:) or it signifies, (TA,) or

signifies also, (A,) the motes that are seen in a

ray of the sun that enters through an aperture :

(A,* TA:) as though they were particles of a

thing sprinkled: and in like manner

[minute particles of gold]: (A z) the sing,

or [rather] n. un., (Msh,1_<,) is 513, (s, M, Msh,

K,) [of which the pl. is [See an em, from

the Kur x. 62, voce Julie] _ See also is}.

L; A thing sprinkled: (M:) a dry medica

ment, ('1‘, TA,) such as is sprinkled in the eye,

(T, A, K,) and upon a wound, or sore : (T, TA :)

or agkind of A93] [q. v.]. [Ianr p. 86.) _ See

also 51.35.

5,133 thatfalls about, (M, A, K,) querfume,

when one sprinkles it, (A,) or offlfi, (K, TA,)

or of what is sprinkled. (M, and so accord. to

the CK.)

isi (s. A. Msb. K) and '35; (s. Msb. K)

A kind ofperfume, (Msb, the particles ofthe

“ll-J! [or columns aromatieas, also called

sjs,.isa q. v., in art. v.65], (T, M, A,

Mgh,) which is brought from India, (A, Msb,)

and resembles the reeds of which arrows are

made: (T, A, Msbz) its internodal portions are

filled with a white substance like spiders’ webs;

and when powdered, it is a perfume, inclining to

yellonmess and whiteness: (Sgh, Msb:) or, as

some say, it is a mixed kind ofperfume : (TA :)

[but this, if correct, seems to be a second appli

cation :] pl. of the latter, ijbl. (S,

3 a. 5.

(525 a rel. n. from )5, (T,) IThe diversified

wary marks, streaks, or grain, of a. sword: (T, M,

A, :) likened to the track of young ants.

(’M, A.) It occurs in poetry, in which some read

8;; [q. v.]. (M.) __ And +A sword having

much of such wavy marks, &c.

(s, Msh, 13,) the most chaste form,

(Mgh,) and 55,3, (Msb, K,) and 55);, this last

without a sheddeh to the ), (Mgh,)Irespecting

the derivation of which see art. $3,] + Children,

or ofi'spring, (S, Mgh, Msb, as also ')3,

(Mgh,) of a man, [and of genii: see art.

$5,] male or female: (IAthz) little ones, or

young ones. (Mgh, Msb.) _Also IProgenitors,

or ancestors. (Msb, MF.)._.Also 1-Women.

(Mgh, K.) _ Used in a sing. as well as a pl.

sense. (Mgh, Mgb,1_{.) _ Pl. étjl'ji and (some

times, Msh) (2,55. (s, Msh,1_<.) '[In the egg,

the latter pl., with the article, is written (5)135",

without a sheddeh to the (5. _ For examples,

sec art. $3.]

95¢

SJJso An instrument with which grain is

scattered.

3 I;

)3» A she-camel evil in disposition. (Fr, s,

[See 3.]

Ls

1. LE, (T, s, M, &c.,) aor. ;, (s, M, Msh,1_<,)

inf. n. 2,3, (g, M, Mgh,) IIe (God) created, syn.

('1‘, s, M, Msh,1_<,) M1 [the creation;

i.e. the things that are created]. g(T, $, M, Msb.)

gig}; F...J_°T,§,..1;..s_“ fi'ipf’ 6|]; .1553, in the

Kur [vii. 178]; means [And eerily] we have

created [for Hell many ofthejinn, or genii, and

of mankind]. _ H's multiplied, or made

numerous. in the Kur [xlii 9],

means IIe multiplieth you thereby ,- i. e., by

making of you, and of the cattle, pairs, males and

females: so says Zj; and Fr says the like; and

this is a correct explanation. (T.) _. Also,

($, M, K,) and so (TA,) He son-ed land:

($, M, K, TA :) but the latter verb is said to be

I s in

the more chaste. (MF.)—._—o,5 1)) His teethfell

out from his mouth; TA;) as also 1» and

L533, without s: (TA:) but the most chaste is
51,

said to be without a: 1)}, with s, is said to be of

weak authority, or a mispronunciation. (M _

{5,3, (M,1_<,) or 913: (5,5, (s,) aor. ;, (K,)

inf. n. (S,* M, 0;) and aor. 5;

(K ;) and aor. 1; (Ktr, TA ;) His hair

became white, or hoary, in the fore part of his
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head: or he had whiteness intermixed with

blackness in the hair of his head: (M :) or his

hair became white, or hoary: (K :) or he began

to become white, or hoary, (M, K,) in the fore

part of his head, (K,) or in the upper part of

each side of the head. (A, TA.) The epithet is

2.. ... _
' DBl; fem. 21)}. (S, M,K. [In some copies of

so. '04

the K, L553 is erroneously put for 253.])

4. :13}! He angered him,- provoked him to

anger. (T, M, _. ‘01)}! Ill: incited

lzimagaiizst his companion. (AZ, T.) And ob3l

He incited him, or urged him, toido’,’ or

attempt, the thing. (M, And Lifi ob§l

He constrained him, or compelled him, to have

recourse to, or to do, such a thing. (Kf' TA.)

A’Obeyd mentions without o; but ’Alee

Ibn-Hamzeh asserts that this is incorrect. (M.)

_ all“ L51 He, 01; it, made tears to jlow.

(Kf TA.) _.. And 01)}! .He frightened him.

(M, K.) She (a camel) excer-ned

the milk (M, K, TA) from [app. a. mistake for

into] her udder: a dial. var. of [q.v.].

(TA.) The epithet applied to the she-camel so

doing is t (M, 1;.)

3;; The act of creating,- inf. n. ofiji. M,

Msb.) _. [And used in the sense of the pass.

part. n. of that verb; and alike as sing. and pl.

because originally an inf. n.] at?" {I}, (S, K,

TA,) [forjili 233,] related as occurring in a trad.

(S, TA) of ’(Jmar, (TA,) means Created [i.e.

destined] for the fire [of IIell]: (S, K, TA :)

but as some relate it, the pluase is )6!

meaning [either “the children of the fire,” agree

ably with what next follows, or] “to be scattered

in the fire.” (S, TA.) _ Also The number of

.so. n» It

[ones] ofikpring: one says, .953 @I .M'ay

God increase [the number of] thine oflspring;

as also = Somewhat; (M,K;) as

in the saying, [Somewhat of

news, or information, reached me, or come to my

knowledge]: (K, TA :) or 3;; [some

what ofgood]: (so in some copies of the K and

M :) thus 95 is written by IAth: in some copies

of the K, 2;, with damm: (TA :) or here

means a little; and is a dial. var. thereof

(M in art. x3.) Also A little of what is said.

(TA.) =11 thing intervening as a separation or

1'0», 11';9' r

an obstacle: so in the saying, 2)} 4A,); L4

[There is not anything intervening &c. between

us and him, or it]. (I_(,“k TA.)

9

i»: see what next follows.

(S, M, K) and Vi}, (S,) the latter an

inf. n. (M, [see 1,]) the former a simple subst.,

(S,) thiteness, or hoariness, in the fore part of

the head : 1) 0r whiteness intermixed with

blackness in the hair ofthe head : (M :) or white

ness, or hoariness, of the hair: (K :) or the

beginning ofn'hiteness or hoariness (M, in the

fore part of the head, (K,) or in the upper part

of each side of the head. (A, TA.)

8 n. 3 w.

veil» and UH» Intensely white salt: M,

K:) derived from one should not say

ar"3

glib-Sit; K;) for this is a vulgarism: some

pronounce it with the unpointed ;. (TA.)

2(2); Sewn seed. (S, M, K.)

(T, M,_Mgh,s> and (M, K) and

(K,) [or 2);, without a. sheddeh to the ),

accord. to the Min in art. 9,] always pronounced

by the Arabs without o: (S :) accord. to some,

(TA,) from :jii; (M, TA ;) so says Th; (M ;)

the measure of the first being or [so

that it is originally in]; or ;1 (TA ;) but the .

is suppressed because of frequency of usage : (M :)

e s . . . .

accord. to others, from )3", signifying “ the act of

scattering;” because God scattered the 13)} upon the

a: a: 0' .51 _

earth; and the measure is 35M or a! ', [1f the

’ a, an

latter,] the word being originally 5”», the last

3 being changed into (skin a manner similar.i to

,_ . .-.

a, 3n

that

becomes and then 515$]: (TA:) Children,

or offspring, (T, S, Mgh, K,) of a man, and used

as a sing. also, (Mgh,) or of men and ofjinn, or

J ” Iv! ' l

the case of qtiall M3 [in which

r Cl '1 u 4/

becomes MB and then “as; so

genii: (S, pl. (see art. )3) and some

times] nglgs. Hence, 9.]

[in the Kur iii. 33, meaning Give me,

frbm Thee, a good ofi‘spring]. (Mgh.) And in a

trad. of Ibn-’Omar, means

And he put me among the little ones, or young

ones. (Mgh.)._.. It is also applied to signify

Progenitors : as in the saying, in the Km

(mini. 41], @334“ Us: ,Zé'ji

[lVe carried their progenitors in the laden arh].

(T.) _ And it is used also to signify lVomen ,

[because they are the sources of offspring;] (T,

Mgh, TA ;) like as it; is used to signify “ rain :”

(TA :) as in the saying of ’Omar, 3.3.1“; 5;;

[Perform ye the pilgrimage with 'the women].

(T, Mgh, TA. [See his saying in full, voce

99

6-0-1)
a

65,6le an epithet applied to God, The Creator.

(Ti

fem. 1'15: see 1, last sentence. Applied to

a ram, _Having whiteness in the head; (M,K;)

and so the fem. applied to a ewe: (M :) or having

the ears variegated, or speckled, with black and

white, and the rest black: or it has this

latter meaning when applied to a horse, and to a

kid; and so the fem. applied to a female kid,

(S, 0,) 0|: to a she-goat: (M :) and is not applied

to the sheep-kind. (S, O.)

C 0)

(5);» : see 4, last sentence.

~05

1- 403, M inf-n- $33 (Bantams)

and 533;, (S,* M, A,K,) said ofa sword, and a

spear-bead, (A,) or of a thing (M, Msb) of any

kind, (M,) It was, or became, sharp, (S,“I M, A,

Msb, K,) and cutting, or penetrating: (Msb :) or,

said of a sword, and of a spear-head, it signifies

[or signifies also] it was steeped in, or imbued

with, poison. ;ajs, aor. as above,

[and so the inf. n.], His longite was, or became,

sharp [properly speaking, i. e. sharp in the eas

tremity: (see :) and also tropically, i. e.,

in a good sense, as’ meaning t chaste, or eloquent,

without barbarousness, or citiousness, or impedi

ment: and in a bad sense, as meaning tpro/ilse

of speech; or clamorous: bad, or corrupt: foul,

unseemly, or obscene]: he cared not what he said.

(TA.) [Foi] .Lj; (s, M, A, TA) and 31,155 (g,

A, TA) signify Sharpness of the tongue [properly

speaking, or, as is said in the A, tropically]:

(S, M, A, TA:) and the former, (TA,) or the

latter, (Mgh,) [or each,] metaphorically, (TA,)

Ichasteness, or eloquence, thereof; (Msb, TA 3)

without barbarousness, or vitiousness, or impedi

ment; 9. quality approved: and Iprofuseness, or

clamorousness, thereof; a quality disapproved:

(TA :) and the former, [or each,] tbadness, or

cm‘ruptness, thereof: (M,K:) and the former,

(AZ, S, M, or the latter, (Mgh,) or each, (A,)

Ifoulness, or obscenity, thereof: (AZ, S, M, A,

Msb,l_{ :) and the pl. of the former [used as a

simple subst.] is 3.43;“. (AZ, mass, M, 1;.)

A poet says, (S,) namely, Hadramee Ibn-’Amir

El-Asadee, (TA,)

DJ 4" I! )JJQII 9'41 .

" fid'Ne (53‘ like-5 NJ; *

'0! ~' I: I so”,

* vb'fl' I» a»,

1[And I have borne with you rte/withstanding

your vices and evil actions, and have known what

is in you of foul, or obscene, qualities of the

tongue]; (AZ,S:) [or] uh; (lAar,M,

TA) means notwithstanding what is in you of

annoyance apgl enmity :°(;I:A :) but accord. to Th,

he said, .flgs'jl, pl. of We. (M, TA.) [Accm-d.

to Z,] means IIn them are [qualities

that are] causes bferil, corruption, wrong, injury,

or the like. (A.)_.15,1=.2 34,3, (T, s, M, A,

Ma.) aor.:, (s, Mgh,) inf. n. L}; (T, s, M,

Ms1>,1_() and 541,5 and 2,33, (M, K,) no;

stomach was, or became, sharp, 01' keen, by

reason ofhunger: (M; but only the first of the

inf. ns. of the verb in this sense, and not the verb

itself, is there mentioned :) [or] this stomach was,

or became, in a good, or right, state: but

only the inf. ns. of the verb in this sense, and in

the next, and not the verb itself, is there men

tioned:) and also, (M,K,) 1112's stomach was, or

became, in a bad, or corrupt, state .- (T, S, M, A,

Mel),K:) th’us Jhavipg two contr. significatipns.

(BI, ‘9)! ($7 1“: Ar) inf' n“ 9).},

(S, M, K,) tThe wound admitted not of cure:

(S, A :) or was, or became, in a bad, or corrupt,

state, and wide, (M, K,) and admitted not of

cure: (M :) or flowed with Ag}; [i. e. ichor

tinged with blood]. ;a)i, inf. n.

+His nose dripped; let fall drops. (M.)

see 2, in two places—[Hence,]

6'): t1 excited, or provoked, [or exasperated,]
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such a one. (A.) And ADJ.» .7953 (33B

I[app. Such a one makes a separation between us,

4” J

see ‘J ' and excites discord: .a is erha s
.14, .4 P P

here used for to assimilate it to

(A)

2- .5» <M.1.<.> inf- 11- Leli-i, (so He

sharpened (M, $, K) an iron instriiment [such as

a sword and a spear-head &c.]; (M ;) as also

' (M. Ms. K.) m 1 . (M. L, Mo, TA.)

accord. to the 1, but this is without any other

authority, and contr. to analogy, as neither its

third nor its second letter is a faucial, (TA,)

inf. n. L33; (M, Msb, TA ;) and 1...,» (KL)

.Also, inf. n. as above, He poisoned a sword, i. e.

steeped it in poison, and, when it was well steeped,

took it forth and sharpened it; and véji, like

wise, is allowable. (T, TA.)=The inf. n. also

signifies A woman's holding her infant in order

that it may satisfy its want [by evacuation, as

the words in the explanation

commonly mean, not, as Freytag supposes, by

sucking]. (T,

4. vast : see 2. = Also 1- He became chaste in

speech, afier having been barbarous therein.

(lAar, T in art. Ag), and TA.).._.And -|-His

life became bad, or corrupt. (IAar, T in art. Jo),

and TA.)

(so in the CK and in a MS copy of the

K,) or VLJ'L, (so accord. to the TA, [which is

followed by'the TK, and so in my MS 00py of

the K, but altered from which I incline to

think the right reading,]) A shoemaker’s

[a word well known as signifying his knife, with

which he cuts the leather, but. here explained in

the TA as sivnif'infl' his “1 with which he
sews]. (K.) O y D we

9:;

*9} an irreg. pl. of .193, q. v.

i. . [i. e. Aganglion; &c.]: (AZ,T:)

or so '35}: and both signify a, certain thing

that is sometimes in the neck of a human being or

of a beast, like a pebble: or the former word

signifies a certain disease in the liver, TA,)

alarm of cure :.”(TA:) the pl. of the former is

795’, or igé, (AZ, T,) or this latter is pl. of

In.

1,02. (TA.)

:93 an inf. n. of [q.v. passim]. (T, $,

M, &c.) _. See also : and see there a pl. or

a. dual form, in three places—Also +An in

curable disease: [in the present day

applied to diarrhea; and this is app. meant by

what follows :] a disease that attacks the stomach,

in consequence of which it does not digest the

food; becoming in a bad, or corrupt, state, and

not retaining the food. (L.)_.And +Rust.

($.19)

3.9} S/wrn; (T, s. M, K» applied wanything.

($, M,) as, for instance, a sword, ($,) or a spear

head; and so V (T :) or this latter,

applied to a; spear-head [8m], signifies sharpened;

(so also was. (as) or 3.23 (MA)

Bk. I.

and ' iii; (MK) and ' L533, (T, TA.)

applied to a sword (T, M, A,K) and a spear

head, (A, TA,) signify [or signify also] poisoned,

(A, i. e. steeped in, or imbued with, poison,

(T, M, A, TA,) and then sharpened. (T, M, TA.)

And ; means Sharp poison. (M, A.) A

rajiz says, (referring to cattle, TA,)

04! .v re ’0” air

‘ )l-el'fll 59,15 W {we} "

meaning [Upon which have crept insects resem

bling ticks, that produce swellings where they

crecp,] sharp in stinging.

[properly signifies] A tongue sharp in'the ex:

tremity. (M, TA.) Tropically, (A,) {A sharp

tongue; A, TA ;) as also liars}: (TA :)

ta chaste, or an eloquent, tongue: (Msbz) [and

fa profuse, or clamorous, tongue: (see :)]

and +afoul, or an obscene, tongue. (high) And

063.11 1‘ Sharp in tongue: (TA :) [+prqfuse,

dr cliznzorbus, therein; long-tongued : (see :)]

+bad, or corrupt, in tongue: (Abu-l-’Abbas [Th],

TA :) i wont to recile ,' (T ;) foul, or obscene, in

tongue,- (ISh,T, TA ;) whp acares not what he

says. (ISh, TA.) And crab, alone, + Sharp

tongued: and Ilong-tongued,’ or clamorous; or

foul, or obscene, in tongue: (Kf TA :) and so

93;}, applied to a woman; (AZ, T, $, A, Msb f)

and (AZ,T,$,M,K:) this last [is app.

a contraction of 59)}, and used by poetic license:

it] is applied by a, rajiz to his wife, (T, $,*) as

meaning Ibad, or corrupt, and unfaithful to her

husband in respect of her ; or, accord. to Sh,

it means long-tongued; and foul, or obscene, in

speech: (T :) and liars; likewise, accord. to

Sh, meansfoul, or obscene, in speech : (TA :) the

pl. of .Lj; is t .25, (K,) which is irreg.; (TA ;)

meaning-r sharp; (M, and {sharp in. tongue

[&c.]: (K:) and the pl. of 12;} is {.35. (T, s,

3:“; [TA stomach sharp; or keen,

by reason, of hunger: or +in a good, or right,

state: (see éagbz) and also, the contr., i. e.]

I a stomach in it bad; or corrupt, state. (M, TA.)

“I, 1A wound in a bad, or corrupt,

--°.qi .

state, and wide, and not admitting of cure : or

flowing with 4.3.»; [i. e. ichor tinged with blood].

(M,TA.)_51;J\.;:,S 1A man ofa bad, or

corrupt, natural disposition. (A, TA.) = See

also *3}.

2'0

495:

places.

so . q - _

see .55: _.and see also .9), 1n two

3-293" Z

w} =
5 see what next follows.

uils’

't A nice, fault, defect, or the like; as also

V ._ And A calamity, or misfortune,

($, M, K ;) from meaning,“ the wound

admitted not ofcure;” ;)’as also V TA,)

or V :55}, (so accord. to the CK,) and l [or

EL}; 1']. (TA.) El-Kumeytsays, (,3)!

meaning T[He smote me, or afiicted me,] with

calamity, or misfortune: or with evil, or mis

chief; and discord, or dissension; (T ;) as also

7 [in the form of a pl. applied to rational

.beings, as though denoting personifications],

(K, accord. to the TA,) or [in the

dual form] ; (so in the CK and in my M$ copy

of the K;) which likewise means with calamity,

or misfortune. (TA.) And £in and

7 and 7 0,53", [thus this last is written in

the TT as from the M,] meaning 1- [I experienced

from him, or it,] calamity, or misfortune.

.v '5 so,» I ah

And V ADJ."M uiJl 1' Evil, or mischief, and

discard, or dissension, were cast among them, or

between them. (T.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.

L1,; Poison. (Kr, M, A, 1;.)

3,535 A yellowjlower : (K :) or yellow, applied

to a flower and to other things.

3459)

us)! dye Wool of Adharbeq'dn or Adhar

beejdn or Adhrabeejdn; for there are different

opinions respecting the orthography of this name:

5 '0

(TA :) (35;! is a rel. n. from Qty-fist: (K,

TA :) con'tr. to rule; for by rule it should be

3 - 3 s

(5,5? or (5,5. (IAth,TA.)

The tongue: (K0 so called because of

its sharpness. (TA.)

ii" a . _

see ‘3’}, m two places.

I Jlr C v I

can.» : see .795, in four places.

rub

a v ‘ r 14 ll 9 a: f! '1

1.,ufin as; see 2.=€._,n Us :um C»

He winnowed the thing; syn. (Kr, K.)

2.sm c3» ($.19 inf. 1» (s 0 9nd

V 3;,‘5, aor. :; (K ;) He put up); [or cantha

rides] into the food. __ gt." 10-35,

inf. n. as above, He put a small quantity of it,

namely, safi'ron, &c., into the water.

And CS5, [or C35, (see £133, below,)] He

poured water into his milk, in order thaot if pzight

become much in quantity. (TA.) __ u JJJ also

signifies The smearing with clay s. new’[water

vessel of skin such as is called] 8361, in order

that its odour may become good. (AA, K.“)

’33 A certain tree, of which camels’ saddles

are made. TA.) [Forskfil mentions, in his

“ Flora Aeg. An,” p. xcvi., a fabrile wood of an

uncertain kind, of which spears, or lances, are

made, called ,, (thus with the unpointed s),

brought from the region of Sank]

see

£55, applied to milk, i.q. (AA, 1;,) i.e.

Mixed with water; as also '(3.3.“ (TA :) or

121
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the latter, milk, and honey, mixed with a larger

quantity of water. (K.)

and El]; : see

5,33. egg.

its); [a coll. gen. n.] i. g. [i. e. Hills ,

0r mountains spreading over the surface of the

ground; &c.]: n. no. with 'o‘.

5 is .

5...,5,;;Li1....n..iy red; ($,A;) i. e. (TA)

1 J t o .5 4 o _

inq. 3,1,}. (1;, TA.) = sag-.3» UH] A certain

race of camels, so called in relation to a stallion

named (2223. ($, K?)

5’ 1

345.513: see

a»
5 5;

cl I

a and V éég, (S, A, K,) the latter (respect

ing which see below) anomalous in form, (TA,)

and 1%,}, (K,) agreeably with analogy, (TA,)

and l 53 and l (Fr) and" and

19,3 (1;) and V at (10) and t {,5 (1;) and

V as,» and v (ISd) and v i;.,,3 and

l (K) and l accord. to some, (TA,)

and t 3,3} (ISd) and V 6;}; and v élji, and

'the second letter [in the latter of these two

forms, or in both,] is sometimes doubled by

teshdeed, (K,) and sometimes the second J is

meksoorah, and the termination] is also added

thereto, (ISd,) and Y a,» ,‘J and v Gig; ,n

and V ’3‘, and l 3”); ,1»! imperfectly decl.,

(Kr,) [The cantharis, or Spanishfly ;] a kind of

insect of a red colour, A, K,) spotted, or

speckled, with black, which flies, (S,K,) and is

of a poisonous nature; ($, a kind of insect

larger than the common fly, variegated with red

and black and yellow, having a pair of wings

with which it flies, and of a deadly poisonous

nature : when they desire to allay the heat of its

poison, they mix it with lentils, and so mixed it

becomes a remedy for him who has been bitten

by a mad dog: (IO :) Ihn-Ed-Dahhan the Lexi

cologist says that the C55 is a kind offly varie

} see what next follows.

gated with yellow and white,- and what is called

,iiln by certain of the acute physicians

0 we;

it is described as (5;); (fly, app. meaning

a worm-like animal, of the size of the finger, and

Qf a conical shape, the head of which is at the

thickest part of it: and IDrst says that it is a

flying insect, resembling the [or hornet],

and of a deadly poisonous nature. (TA.) It is

observed in the S, with reference to a 33)}, that,

in the opinion of Sb, 33.13.; ,s'SLbi ;

meaning, there is ndt in lhe language a’subst.

(as distinguished from an epithet) of the measure

O 05:

(has; (marg. note in a copy of the $;) or his

meaning is, [there is not a word of this measure]

with damm alone; (MF;) or with a single

dammeh, that is, to the d; but with dammeh to

the d and to the 8: (IB:) and it is added in

the s, that he (Sb) used to say and 5.535:

Sb, however, also mentions the forms and

$.15. (ME) The pl. is éspji; ($,K:) in

the L, is also said to be 9. pl.: and Kr

mentions acflfi; but AHat says that this last is

only used in poetry. (TA.) Sb says that the

sing. of is ’3‘}, (or, in other words, that

one of the [insects called] ‘3)!» is [called]

G’s-)3) which is of the measure 5533;, and of

which the dim. is formed by throwing

out the first ; [not as it would be by

9 i", and its

rule, making it of the measure

' ;] for there is not in thecurtailed original

[anguage a. word of the measure can, except

s)», which is the proper name’ of’a man.

(MF.) AHat cites a verse in which occurs

as pl. of Cy); but the correct reading is

(ME)

I
9 a,“ 4 l! u:

c)» and and by} :

o _i‘; and 5.54:3 : o ,5,

ca)" 2' s i 5

I {0: 0 {04 t! I {01 ee ) .

C’s); and Cy» and 3””) :

'v )5

EQJS fill

0'01) 9:01) at .7E

C») and CPJS and Clef: and GP» ,1»!

4 .15 G:

and 3.9.93 ,gl : see

s 0,; o r a I:

Ch? dim. of c;)';: see ebb.

Cj-h'é: see ch}.

941

9 1p, 9

typo lid]; Food into which cantharides

(6,1,5) have been put. (TA.)

6’3

1. [infi n. of 65,] in its primary accepta

tion, signifies The stretching forth, or extending,

the arm, or fore leg : TA :) [or rather, when

said of a man, the fore arm; and of a beast, the

arm; though the whole arm of a man is generally

stretched forth with his fore arm, and the whole

fore leg of a beast ,with his arm: and V

and 7 and l signify the same, as will

be shown by explanations of their verbs.] You

say, is; jg! The camel‘stretched forth, or

extended, hisfore leg in going: and MI '

The camel stretched forth, or extended, his arm

(1255) in his going. (TA.)_ .153, ($, Msb, K,)

m (Ms, K.) M n- 55. (s. Ma.) He

measured it with the [or cubit]; (Msb, ;)

namely, a garment, or piece of cloth, Msb, K,)

&c.: ($:) and he measured ituivith

his Cb}. (TA.) [See also 5.] _ You say of a

she-camel, gill! +She goes quickly, or

swiftly, over the desert, as though measuring it ,

as also tflpii: and éqgti l IShe

stretchesforth her fore legs and so traverses the

distance of the way. (TA.)-6'56 53 He

strangled, or throttled, such a one from behind

him with the fore arm; (Ibn-’Abbz'1d,K;) as

also 71:33: (K :) or the latter, inf. n.

signifies, simply, he strangled, or throttled, him;

(S, L ;) but more properly, he put his neck between

his fore arm and neck and upper arm, and so

strangled, or throttled, him; and l :3, also,

has both of these significations. (L.) _

Qt, aor. and inf. n. as above, (TA,) He

trhd upon the arm ( 1,5) of the camel, [while

the latter was lying with his breast upon the

ground and hisfore legsfolded,] in order that a

person might mount him. (K.) = 2:55."

($, Mgh, Msb, K,) aor. as above, (Mgh,) and so

the inf n., (Mgh,) Vomit overcame him, and

came forth to his month before he was aware,

($,“ Mgh, Msb,* K,"k TA,) and issued from him :

(Mgh:) or vomiting came upon him without his

intending a. (Mgh.) _-= 3.12; '35, (Ibo-’Abbéd,

K,) inf. n. as above, (Ibn-Uib 6d,) {He made

intercession with him. (Ibn-’Abbfid, [Said

in the TA to be tropical; I suppose because the

stretching forth the arm is a common action of a

.I J 01.

person inter-ceding] You say, 46)}

M59! II made intercession for such’a one with

it; prince. (2, TA.) Amid}; ',5, like

(Ibo-’Abbz'td, inf. n. 6,3, (T _ ,) 1- He made

intercession to him. (Ibn-’Abbé.d, In the O,

a, ($35 11a made intercession [by him]. (TA.)

= '15, aor. : , He drankfrom a skin such

as is 'called 541:). £25,} His legs

became tired, or fatigued. (Ibn-’Abbzid, =

[app. an inf. n., of which the verb is '35,]

The being wide in step, (S, TA,) and light, or

active, in pace, or going. (TA.)

2. 8,5, (s,1_<, &c.,) inf. h. (s =) see 1,

first sentence. _. Also He spread himself out

widely, (El-Moheet, L, and stretched forth

his fore arms, (El-Moheet, L,) in swimming:

(El-Moheet, L, K :) said of a man. (El-Moheet,

L.) _. He (0. man) raised his fore arms,- and

particularly, in announcing good tidings or in

warning: (TA:) or he (an announcer of good

tidings) made a sign with his arm, or hand.

(S, He moved about his

fore arms in walking, or going along.

05 a

A . .nd 9.1...." U: a}, (L, TA,) pin the O and

Moheet and K, erroneously, ui-Jl US, (TA,)

He helped himself with his arms, and moved

them about, (0, El-Moheet, L, K,) in walking,

or’waléhing’ quickly, or running. (L.) _. u! 635

0)"- Q4 1 He acquainted me with somewhat

bf his tidings, or case; (K, TA ;) [as though he

stretched forth his arm with his information;]

said by one who has asked another respecting his

case. (TA.)—[And hence, app.,] iii; 63

THe acknowledged, or confessed, such a thing.

(K,TA.)_€;G a}; and 23 6,3. see 1._

[Hence, perhaps,] 1:35, inf. n. as above, +Hc

killed him; or slew him. (TA.) _kbl 63;,

and 63}, He bound both qf the arms of the

camel [to the shanks]: (K :) and the latter, he
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bound the camel with the redundant part of his

nose-rein upon his [the camel’s] arm.v TA.)

[See also below.] _ also signifies

The tinging a captive’s fore arm with crocus, or

with (5,151, as a sign of slaughter; which was

done in the time before Mohammad. (Meyd,

cited by Freytag.)_ [See also the act. and pass.

part. ns., below.]

3. signifies The selling by measure

with the cubit ; not by number, and without

knowing the measure. [In the CK,

is put by mistake for 551).;Jl}] You say, :33:

I sold to him the garment, or piece

qf cloth, by measure with the cubit. (TA.) .

See also 1, in two places. ._ 2;;le, (TA,) inf. n.

53,63, (1;, TA,) +1 mixed with him in fami

liar, or social, intercourse,- or became intimate

with him: or I became copartner with him,- or

shared with him : syn. (K3 TA.)

4. CJLI, inf. n. (Sz) see 1, first

sentence. _.IHe exceeded the due bounds, or

just limits, in speech, or talh; K, TA ;) he

“on.

talhedmuch; ($, TA ;) as also '6’»: ($,Msb,*

K, TA :) J says, [in the $,] I am of opinion that

it has originated from the stretching forth of the

fore arm ; for he who talks much sometimes does

that; and ISd says the like. (TA.).._ 9,11,; 6,2?
3;;Jl We: and Hgifil, He put forth,

(K, TA,) and extended, (TA,) hisfore armsfrom

beneath the jubbeh: (K, TA :) or 4:96}

and labia, [the latter with the g unpointed,] he

drew forth his fore arms from the sleeves of a

narrow-sleeved juhbeh: (Mgh :) the latter verb

being of the measure (Mgh,K;) like

35;], (TA,) or}.é:§!,(Mgh,) frompélh (Mgh,

TA :) the former accord. to one relation, the

latter accord. to another, occurring in a trad.

(Mgh, TA.) _ 8M also signifies He seized with

the fore arm. ._ l; [How long, or

large, is she in the fore arm !] is [from ’63:",

being] of the same [anomalous] class as

k£512.“ [from ing]. (TA.)=Z£_3 a}! He

(a man) omitted, or ejected, his vomit. (TA.)

5: see 1; first and second sentences: _ and see

9 :0 41

also 4. ..._. )4; also signifies The measuring a

thing with thefore arm. (S, [See also 1.] A

poet says, ($,) namely Keys Ibn-El-Khateem

El-Ansl'iree, (TA,)

'55, so: is es re

’ ‘e‘fi is“) 9W Ma LG)" ’*

'5 OF #0 Java

“ ri’w‘ was: are e“ *

[Thou seest thefragments of the hard and pliant

spears thrown as though they were what is seen

in the measuring, with the fore arm, of rods of

palm-sticks in the hands of thefismales who pare

,1 via!

them]: ($,TA:) or, accord. to As,

qu-Jl signifies Such a one put the palm-sticks

upbn hisfore arm, and pared them : and

means, originally, rods of palm-sticks: and

is pl. of meaning a woman who

peels the W-h, and then throws it to the 33:»,

who removes all that is upon it with her knife

until she has left it slender, when she throws it

back to the Kahlil. (TA.) _. Also, The splitting

(fl [which is intrans., but I think it is a

Jew“, which is trans.,]) of a thing

into several oblong pieces of the meggpfre of the

cubit in length. (Ibn-’Abbad,1_(.)_sl,.,tl

The woman split palm-leaves to make of them a

mistake for

mat. (IDrd, Thus some explain the saying

of Ibn-El-Khateem, quoted above. (TA.)—

6:9! Jg'gl The camels came to drink of

the rain-water and waded in it with their arms.

1H0 obtained, or sought to

obtain, access, or intimacy; or he ingratiated

himself, or sought to ingratiate himsel ; by a

means qfdoing so. (S, K, TA.) You say, also,

{He obtained, or sought to obtain,

access to him; &c. (TA.)

",1 ,

8. 83!, or see 4.

10. A; Mi He concealed, or protected, him

self by it, (namely a thing, TA,) and made it a

3%,; [q. v.] for him. (Hm-’Abbéd, 1;.)

935, in its primary acceptation, has the signifi

cation explained in the first sentence of this

article. TA.)._[Hence, it is used in the

sense of] IPower, or ability; as also V £133; (TA;)

or a man's reach, or extent ofpower or ability.

(Mgh) And hence the phrases,

and ' iii» (K,) and G35 )1?» (s, Msb,

K,) in which the last word/is in the accus. case

as an explicative, for the original form of the

phrase is that first mentioned, (TA,) and some

times they said ' £135, TA,) IHe was unable

to do, or accomplish, the thing, or afi'air; as

though meaning, be stretched forth his arm to it

and it did not reach it; (S, TA;") or these phrases

are thus used because he who is short ,in the fore

arm will not reach that which he who is long

therein reaches, nor will the power of the former

equal that of the latter; therefore they are pro

verbially applied to him whose power falls short

of the attainment, or accomplishment, of an affair:

(TA :) or he lacked strength, or power, or ability,

to do, or accomplish, the thing, or afl'air, and

found not any way of escape from what was

disagreeable therein: :) or he was unable to

bear, or endure, or undertake, the thing, or afiair.

(Mgh) You say also, e.,: u! Lia, and 1&8},

II have not power, or ability, to do it. (TA:)

And v.3}; IThat disabled, hm

dered, prevented, or withheld, mefrom doing that

which I desired. (TA.) And lail

tDeal thou gently with thyself; moderhte’thyse’l/i

restrain thyself; i. g. uh; TA;)

and let not thy soul, or mind, carry thee beyond

thy measure or extent [of power or ability].

(TA.) And II imposed upon

such a one more than he was able to do: TA:)

but Q; also signifies 1' the body : and . [accord. to

IAW‘] means 1 He wasted my body,

and cut of my means of subsistence. (TA.)

[See also art. ’54.] _You likewise say,

761;?" [and ésll] IA man having ample

strength, and power, and might in war or fight,

courage, colour, or prowess. (TA. [See also

And IImpotent. (KL)

_And hence, all; ISuch a one

has his heart devoid of anxieties, or solicitudes,

and griefs; because the heart is sometimes one of

the seats of power: or it may mpin, agreeably

with the original signification of )5, such a one

is free from the causes of occupation which re

quire the stretching forth qf the fore arm and

eztpzding qf the hand. (Her p. 131.) And

(gill £71; and 7 £135.", IA man large, or

liberal, in disposition. (15.) And Us};

TIts occurrence, or befalling, was of great mo

ment, momentous, grievous, 0r distressing, to

me. (TA.).._ 935 also signifies The measure of

anything: and 5115.3, A palm-tree of the

5

measure of the stature of a man. (TA.)

A. coveting; desiring eagerly; or lusting.

($, [Perhaps an infi n. of which the verb is
a 1 .fl fl

843.] = See_also 112.323.

8);: see 5.3;, in two Pl8065.—‘l‘ That jour

neys by night and by day. (K.)_..+Long

tongued with evil speech. Good in

social, orfamiliar, intercourse. (K, TA.)

0/0) .4

.

253 : see 0.3}.

2:35 (an) and v (ISd,K) la woman

(S) light, or active, with the hands in spinning:

(S, or one who spins much,- who has ability

to do so. (TA.)

élgé, of a. man, (Mgh,) [The part] from the

elbow to the extremities of the fingers,- (Mgh,

Msb5) the fore arm; syn. [q.v.; thus

corresponding to the (BL; of the leg]: (Lth, :)

and I[the space] from the extremity qf the elbow

to the extremity of the middlefinger : (M, Mgh,‘

K: [in the last of" which, the space is plainly

shown to he meant, like as the part is shown in

the Msb to he meant in the explanation cited

above from that work and the Mgh: see also

clad-fl) in both these senses, sometimes masc.,

(K5 accord. to Kh: (TA:) J says, (TA,) as

relating to the arm, it is masc. and fem.; but Sb

says that it is fem: TA :) [Mtr says,] it is

fem.: (Mghz) [Fei says,] the measure so called

is in most instances fem.: accord. to 181:, it is

fem. ; but some of the Arabs make it masc.: Fr

says that it is fem.; but that some of [the tribe

named] ’Okl make it masc. : As did not know an

instance ofits being masc.: and Zj says that such

an instance is extr.; not choice: (Msb:) the

measure thus called, [i. e. the cubit,] (Mgh,) the

{a}; [or cubit which a divided into frac

tions], (Mgh,) is sir; {91.33 [or fists] (Mgh,

Msb) of middling measure; (Mgh,) and this is

121 *
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called alibi)! ’ \35 [the cubit of the common people,

or the bommon bubit], because it wants one

[orfist] of what is called “fly,” [the cubit of

the hing], namely one of the Kisrds, (Mgh, Msb,)

not the last of them, whose was seven abides:

(Mgh:) [see also J’s : it is also an astronomical

measure ; and as subh, it seems, from several

instances in which it is mentioned by sz and

other writers, to be, probably, by rule, two

degrees; nearly the half, or quarter, of the length

assigned in difl'erentinstances to the measure termed

. 0 I n o

3; but, like the latter, not preclse nor uniform

in every instance :] the dim. is with 3

because it is fem.; (TA ;) or V [or V

without 3, accord. to those who make it masc.]:

(L voce :) the pl. is and 6Q;§;IO,

Msb,K;) or, accord. to Sb, the former only;

($, Msb;) and Sb adds, they have given it this

form of pl. because it is fem.; meaning, that

and and 3,25, when fem., have the pl.

of the measure (TA.) In the phrase

vi [The garment, or piece of

cloth, is seven cubits by eight spans], they say

6.“ because 3;? is fem., and 3,1,3 because

is masc. ; (S; [and the like is said in the Mgh ;])

and because the length is measured by the l»,

and the breadth by the (s in m. 0.3.)
o 1;? is also used as an epithdt, applied to a masc.

n.: thus they say, 13h [This is a gar

ment, or piece of cloth, a cubit in length]. (Kh.)

You say also, @3398 uh; 5; It is

prepared, or made ready, on my part : :) and

uh; 313 9 Iwill pay it to thee in

ready money: or it is prepared, or made ready,

for thee: the being a certain vein in the

it). (TA.) :[Hence several tropical sigpifi

cations :] see )3, in six places: and see also

.._. Hence also, (Z, TA,) IThe instrument with

which one measures the length of the 1)} [or

cubit], (S, Z, O, Mgh,K,) made of a piece of

wood, (Mgh,) or whether it be iron or a rod of

wood. (0, [Hence also,] {A sleet-e: as in

the phrase £133.11 +[a garment, or

piece of cloth,'variegated, or figured, in the

sleeve]: p]. V’aiji, n pl. not agreeing with its

sing, like and (TA.) _ 0f the

fore legs of bulls or cows, and of sheep or goats,

[The arm; i. e.] the part above the : and of

the fore legs of camels and horses and mules and

asses, [likewise the arm,- i.e.] the part above

the : (11:) [also the arm-bone of any of the

animals’here mentionedz] accord. to Lth, (TA,)

of any animal, [but this is by synecdoche, tthe

fore leg ;] i. q. 3.]; (Msb, TA ;) applying to the

whole of whatever is called thus: (TA :) [thus,

again, corresponding to 31;; this latter term, in

like manner, having a proper and a synecdochical

acceptation. Hence the prov.] 3.31! Isis

£6.31! us 8;»; [Feed not than the slave

with the shank, lest he covet the ow]. (K.)_

[Hence,] 83;", also called 4J3“ 81,3, 1~Tmo

bright stars, which are one ofthe Mansions ofthe

Moon: :) [there are two asterisms thus called;

together, gingili: one ot'them is] ibw’i égill,

[also called .uhfjl £1333] the two bright

stars [a and B] in the heads of Gemini: (sz in

his description of Gemini:) [the other is called

so .vlv 1" as“, -E J,

LAW! than, and] Lexi." Jul" 8,5, the

two bright stars [a and ,6] of Canis llIinor:

(sz in his description of Canis Minorz) [hence

it appears that the ancient Arabs, or many of

them, extended the figure of Leo (as they did

also that of Scorpio) far beyond the limits which

we assign to it: the former 55 accord. to those

who make 2;" to signify “the auroral rising,”

but the latter accord. to those who make it to

signify “the auroral setting," is the Seventh

Mansion of the Moon: the following descriptions

in sz’s account of the Mansions of the Moon,

and in the O and K and TA, are obscure and

inaccurate :] is one ofthe JIansions ofthe

.lPIoon, (O,I_(zw,K,) and is called “‘91 it);

brim", (O,sz,) or lbw! Adj! 8)}:

2) the lion has a 8)} which is its” anda

81,3 which is My», (0, sz,1_(,) and this is

the one next to Syria, (O,K,) or on the left,

(sz,) and in it the moon has a mansion,- the

3k” being next to El-Yemen, (O,K,) or on

the right; (sz;) [but this description of their

relative positions should be reversed, as is shown

by what precedes and by what follows ;] each

being two stars, between which is the measure of

a by [or whip]; (0;) and the latter is higher

in the shy, and more extended, than the other,

(0, K,) wherefore it is called 25”; (0;) and

sometimes the moon deviates, and so has a mansion

in it: (0, :) [it is said in the TA that 1,5." is

also a name of one Qf the asterisms of

33;»; but this is the same that is called the

319,-,» :] it rises [at dawn] on thefourth

[or July 0. 5.], and sets [at dawn] on thefourth

(#155)! [3,le [or January, 0. S.]: (O,sz:

[and so in the K, except that in this last, it is

ii J e

erroneously said to set in up» Q’ilé :]) so says

th: but Ibraheeln El-Harbee says that it rises on

the seventh of),£3, and sets on the sixth ofggilb

,5». (O,TA.) [See gill Jib-2., in art. (’53;

and see also 1;, and The rhyming prosaist

of the Arabs says, mi In; Cab-LL

s '5 Ian”, 0 Ni ii a: ;;fll , , '

Us .__,l,..u 5,5,2, {ml go's! Us cabal, final

éli Jé: [then the Dhirda rises at dawn, the

sun puts of the veil, and the rays ascend in the

horizon, and the mirage flickers, or glistens, in

every plain]. (TA.) And the Arabs assert that

when there is no rain [at any other season] in the

year, the i) does not break its promise, though

it be but a [or weak shower of rain] : (sz,

TA :) [or] its .23 is approved, arid seldom does it

break its promise. (sz.) _ also signifies

+11 certain marh made with a hot iron upon the

arm ofa camel: ($, 15:) and is a mark of

the Benoo-Thaalebeh in El-Yemen, and ofsome

persons of the Benoo-JIdlih-Ibn-Saqd.

Also IThe jore part ofa spear or spear-shaft .

(K, TA :) this is called ($, TA) also (TA)

Jib“ (S, TA.)

é); : see what next follows.

2.1;} lVide in step, and light, or active,

in pace, or going; ;) applied to a horse,
9 )1

IL) and to a camel; as also '€,)§2 (K:) and

quick: Msb,K:) [and so 'éé; for] ' 55,5,

($,O,K,) applied to the legs of a quadruped

($, TA,) signifies quick, K,) wide in

step, taking much of the ground: (0, or, as

some say, this last word signifies the legs of a.
_ J :r 5 e I

beast, (TA,) like 7 all“, pl. of 8,43.

(K) It is said of Mohammad, in a trad., 5,15

u-‘Ql in} t He was quick, and wide ofstep, in
. a a v I e , ,

walking. (TA.) And you say, lamb t1); J4.)

+11 man quich in writing. (TA.) And

e r so 2

lab} 3L5! JrIIe ate quickly and much. (TA.)

And J25 f Quick slaughter. And

£3); ISpreading death: :) or quick,

spreading death, such that the people can hardly,

or can in no wise, bury one another. (TA.)—

+An ample thing, aflair, or state. =+An

intercessor. (lbn-’Abbéd,

a dim. of q. v.

£113); A. she-camel by which the archer, or the

like, conceals himselffrom the game, ($,l_(, TA,)

walking by her side, and shooting, or casting,

when the object puts itself in his power, having

first left the she-camel to roam at pleasure with

the wild animals in order that they may become
9'0 r

familiar with her; (TA ;) like 313),; ;) as

also 153: (in) pl. 53. (IAar.)._Hence,

tAnything that brings one near to a thing;

(IAar;) a means of access, nearness, intimacy,

ingratiation, attachment, or connexion ; syn.

Gr r 9 r e .I 0 J

an”; high, K, TA;) and W; and 1L0);

(TA;) as also 1 it}; (Ibn-’Abbéd,1_§:) pl. ‘égi.

($,Msb.) You say, 652%,; ISucht't

one is my means of access to thee, and ofattach

ment to thee, or connexion with thee. (TA.)—

Also, [like )3,] A. ring by aiming at which one

learns the art’qf shooting, or casting [the lance

5-0.]. (TA.)

I a" I

e» =

y
A measurer with the [or cubit]. (T

dims. of q. v.

in art. pig—A hecamel that drives the she

camel with his arm and so makes her lie down

that he may cover her. (Ibn-’Abbé.d,

£213 [so in a copy of the and of the and in

the TA: in one copy of $ and in one of the K,

in the CK, but the right reading is

0,13, as is shown by verses in which it occurs,

cited in the TA, 813d by its pl.,] A small [skin of

the hind called] 6;, which is stripped qfl’from.

the part next to the [or arm], ($,I_{,) and
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which is for gig: [or wine]; (S ;) and V

signifies [the same; (It gimply] a small (TA:)

or, as some say, at} [5; signifies a 6) that takes

much, wafer? (TA:) the pl. is 82,135. (S,TA.)

= 2:213 ZSU An excellent she-camel. (TA.)

1'0!

J}! [.More, and most, light, or active, and

quick, with the arms, or hands, or +otherwise].

It is said in a ma, Siéjii The

best ofyou females is the niost light, or active, of

hand, ofyou, in spinning: or, the most able of

you to spin. (TA.) And +They

slew them with the quiche?“ slaughter.

+More, and most, chaste in speech. (K.) You

:0 Jack: I)

say, 8,3! ,0 iHe is more chaste of speech

than he. (TA.):tOne whose mother is Ara

bian but not his father; syn. or the son

of an Arabian man by an emancipated slave

woman: (K:) the former is the more correct.

(TA.) [See also

The redundant part of the cord with

which the arm [of a camel] is bound: [see 2,

l 0' Q 0'

latter part :] a subst. like [ 1.3%.;3 and]

not an inf. n. (TA.) ’

Q v Q. I ’

8M2: see tel}.

05"

Cris, an epithet applied to an ass, and to a

mule, meaning Having what are termed

[q. v.] upon his arms. (L.) ._ Hence, (L,) 1A

man (TA) whose mother is more noble than his

father: L,K:) as though, 01' said to be,

so called because of the upon the arm

[or arms] of the mule, for they come to him from

the side of the ass; ;) or so called as being

likened to the mule, because he has upon his

arms oil-2,5) like those of the arm of the ass,

thereby resembling the ass; and the mother of

the mule is more noble than his father.

[See also £31.] __ A lion having upon his arms

the blood ofhis prey. (IAar.) ._ [A beast].struch

in the uppermost part of his breast so that the

blood hasflowed upon his arms. (K.) _A horse

that outstrips: or (originally, TA) that over

takes the wild animal and has his arms smeared

by his rider’s piercing the latter so as to make the

blood_flowforth,- (K, TA ;) this blood upon his

arms being the sign of his having outstripped.

(TA.) _ A. bull having black spots, or‘ black

places, upon his shanks. (S,K.) A

hyena having stripes upon its arms: :) an

epithet in which the quality of a subst. predo‘

minates: or applied to the hyena because of

blackness on its arms. (TA.)

Rain that sinks into the earth to the

depth qfa cubit. (S,

’53.: sing. of 313;, [which is contr. to rule,]

(S, _ ,) in a sense pointed out below, (S,) or in

all the senses explained below, and of £91.11»,

(K,) which is agreeable to rule. (TA.) _ é);

B’ignifies The, legs of a beast; (S, K 3) as hlso

@144», and Juli}; see is}; because the beast

measures with them the ground: or, as some say,

9 a

[like the pl. of 8,3,] the parts of a beast between

the knee and the arm-pit. (TA.): é»; also

signifies The towns (‘53, S, or 5315, K) Ithatare

between the cultivated land and the desert;

(S, K ;) such as El-Kédiseeyeh and El-Am

bar; (TA ;) in this sense, (S,) as in others,

(K.) s of 563,. (also as also {go-ii.

;) syn. with ;) and gig: :)

El-Hasan El-Basree speaks of the at.“ of

El—Yemen. (TA.) [Freytag says, without men

tioning his authority, that 313; has the same

signification with the inhabitants of Nejd as

with the inhabitants of El-Yemen and

in the region of El-Hijz'iz: but this is at

variance with all that I have found, in respect

of the term _Also Parts, regions,

quarters, or tracts, syn. G55, (Ibn-’Abbad,l_{,)

of a land. (Thu-’Abbhd.) _And The places of

bending of a. valley. _. And Palm-trees

that are near to houses or tents.

.113; a p]. [contr. to rule] of q. v.:

(S, and of as signifying TA sleeve.

(TA.) See the last of these words, near the

middle of the paragraph.

53)}

1. ' "in .333, (Lth, T, s, M, Msb, K,) nor. , ,

inf. (Lei, T, s, K),an .353 (Bath, T, 1;)

and OH); (S, and big) and Jud-3, (K,)

The tears flowed. (Lth, T, s, M, high, 1;.) And

11; (S, Msb, aor. ; , inf. n.

(Mgh,) His eye shed tears; (Msb;) tears flowed

from his eye. (S, And $325,

(Lth. T.) or $13 +333 (K) or (533".

(M, Mgh,) aor. : , (M,) inf. n. and and

(Lth, T, M) and and and

and [ISd says,] I think that Lh has mentioned as

an inf. n. but I am not certain of it, (M,)

His cye poured forth its tears: (Lth, T :) or the

eye made its tears, or the tears, to flow : ‘(M,I_( :)

or let fall tea-rs, or the tears : and V inf. n.

Jigs)" signifies the' same: (M :) [or the latter

has an intensive signification : or] you say, ,7 ~33.)

(K,) 3; 3,...» (T,) infi n. at..sz and

deJ and 3.523, (T, K,)”;He p01£T€i forth his

tears. (K.) ._ [See also a)», and 05,}, below.]

2: see above, in two aplaces.=;4;hl= ~55,

(T, S, M, K,) inf. n. bit-4.33, (S,) He exceeded

it; (T, S, M,K;) namely, a hundred [years],

(S, K,) or sixty, (T,) or fifty, or some other

number. (M.)._.ap,.§; Us a}; He added, or

exaggerated, in his discourse, 0r narration: gs

also (IDrd and O in art. dilj.)==45)}

Z“;th IIe made him to know the thing: a poet

says,

r lile‘r

as» s)0, 0/ O a

* we ,1 0; mil

i. e. I will assuredly make thee to kntiw death

[if thou flee not]: (IAar,M:) or £94," A5,}

signifies he made him to be at the point of death.

(T, 15-)

10. 159:» He desired its (a thing’s) dripping,

or flowing. (M.) _ And ti)..'a"~l The

udder invited one to milk it ,- and to desire its

dripping, orflowing [with milk]. (M.)

[app. in the following sense, as well as in

others mentioned above, (see 1,) an inf. n., of

which the verb is $35,] A certain running of

horses, in which the legs are put together and

[then] the fore legs stretched out with the toes

near to the ground. (M.)

[app. in the following sense, as well as

in others mentioned above, (see 1,) an inf. n., of

which the verb is A. weak gait or manner

Ofevine- ($. K-)

I e l 0'

dug} ; and V Tears shed, or made

to flow. (T, M, K.)

J“; [accord. to Freytag, Largely flowing :

but he does not name any authority.] ._ Quick,

or swift; and so (M.)

3,135, applied to tears Flowing. (T.)

[And] Running waters. (KL)

J)th i. q. 81:»; [The channels of the tears ,

&c.: sec 5.23;]. (T, s, 1;.)

5J9; 0

55%;“: see tips.

615

1. 5,3, 301‘. : and ,, (S,Mgh, qu,1_<,) inf. n.

535, (Mgh, Mgh,) said of a bird, (s, Mgh, Msb,

K,) It muted, or dunged; (,JK, Mgh, Msb;)

[like 3,3,] as also taps, (Zj, JK, Msb, K,)

inf. n. (JK :) it is also, sometimes, 1* said

of a man: (Sf TA :) and the latter is sometimes

{said of a beast of prey, and [particularly] of a

fox}, (TA.)—[Hence,] one says, vi;

ugh" all: IWhen wilt thou behave in a light

witted, or foolish, manner towards men? or utter

foul, 01; ‘gbsge’nee, lgnguage, ggainst them ? (TA.)

And 49L: 6);; 3V: Us 1-This is speech, or

language, that is deemed foul. (TA.) And

;i is a phrase meaning a threat.

(TA. [But how it should be rendered, unless

it he said by a woman to her husband, (see

53,) and be for $533591

I know not.])=dl.,ll 6)}, [in the JK written

635, but said in the TA to be like )5, meaning

The cattle sufieged from eating the ’herb called

5,3, is] from (5,311. (JK, TA.)

1 E

4: see the first sentence above. == U638! ‘35)}!

The land produced [the herb called] 6)}.

5. She applied as a colly

rium to her eyes; as also i of the measure

$18.31 : [s0 accord. to the copies of the but]

in the"‘Nawadir el-Aarab” a is said, tesji

deli-ll,» 539‘ signifies the woman applied collg

rium to her eyes. (TA.)
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8 : see what next precedes, in two places.

Dung (JK, $, Mgh) of a bird; (S, Mgh ;)

as also lélgi: (AZ, TA :) [or] of the bustard

and the like: (JK :) the former word

an inf. n. used as a subst. in this sense. (Mgh.)

I

A certain plant, resembling ; (JK ;)

a certain herb, (TA,) i.g. [the herb lotus,

melilot, sweet trefoil, or bird’sffoot~trefoil: so in

the present day]: (JK, IDrd, S, K:) it has a

slight and sweet odour, and grows in [plains such

as are called] obié, and in places where water

collects and stagnates ; and sheep, or goats, safer

from eating it, and sometimes become distended

in their bellies : (AHn, TA :) n. un. with 5.

(AHn, JK, TA.)

4 a 20.

61)} : see (a).

Illilh mixed with water: (AZ, s,

13:) [like o

x5 and L525

1. 25,3, (T, s, M, Mgb, 15,) aor. 2,335,

($, M, Misha inf. n. ; M, Msb, ;)J and

act. £24.35, ($, M,) inf. n. (5)}; ($;) and 743;};

and '13)”; (M, the last on the authority

of IAar, but said in the T to be disallowed in this

sense by AHeyth ; (TA ;) The wind raised it,

(Tr Sal!) or made it “fills (AHeyth, T, $1]! M: K!)

and carried it away; ($,“E M, Msb,*K;) and

dispersed it; (Msb ;) namely, a thing, (Msb,

or the dust, (T, S, M,) &c. (S, M.) And accord.

to IAar, one says, and v 49331:, [ellip

tically,] meaning. Q33 [i. e. The wind

raised the dust, or made it'to fly, &c.]. _

[Hence,]];éél c933." f He carried

on the relation uninterruptedly and rapidly [like

as the wind carries away the dry herbage that is

broken in pieces] (TA.) _ Hence also,

iLZ-Jt [The people winnowed the wheat].

You say, (IAar, T, M, K,*)

aor. ti,,’§i, inf'. n. (IAar, T5) and l

(M ;_) I winnowed the wheat: (M,I_{:*) or

)Qlljlnlésiii, inf- 11- itgfi; (Msbn and xiii

and 0”}; (T ;) I cleared the wheat from its

straw. (Msb.) And ($, M,) and

no.5,

but the former is more approved; and '42,”);

(M ;) Imade it to fly, and go away; ($,M;)

namely, a thing, ($,) or grain, and the like.

(M.) 9413.559! V is well known [as mean

ing The, winnowing of the heaps gf grain].

And hence, ($,) 041;." I sought the

gold of the dust’q'f the mine [by sifting it or

winnowing it]: ($, K :) and V 233;! signifies the

same. (T and S in art. (5);. [See a'verse cited in

the first paragraph of that art. : and see also 2 in

the same art.])_2[;5.)l (T,) or

($, TA,) accord. to AHeyth, (TA,) I threw the

thing [or scattered it] lihe as one throws grain

for sowing. (T, $, TA.) And He

sowed the land, scattering the seed ,- as also

5,6,5" but the former is said to be the amore

chaste. (MF and TA in art. 53.) _Andlab},

inf. n. is a dial. var. of meaning He

[God] created them. _ 2&2." He broke

the thing TA) without separating. (TA.)

And .5533 Ibroke his canine tooth. (M, TA.)

_ the He displaced, or uprooted, him, or

it, with the spear. (Kr, intrans., It

(a thing, K, or dust, &c., M) flew up, and went

away, or became carried away [by the wind].

(M, _ He (:1 gazelle, K, or, accord. to some,

any animal, TA) hastened (K, TA) in his run

10,54

ning. (TA.) You say, 5)}; 1...,inf'. n. He

(a man, passed, or went, along quickly :

Mz) accord. to some, said particularly of a

gazelle. And He rose and

betook himself to such a. one. (TA.) ._ It (a
as, re Oar

thing) fell. K.)_4._:U 1)}, infi n. 3)}, His

canine tooth broke: or, as somie’ say, fell out.

(M.) And 2,3 1,5, (I;,) inf. n. ,,5, (TA,) 11a

teethfell out from his mouth,- (K, TA;) as also

v.

(5)}, and but the last is said to be of weak

authority, or a mispronunciation. (MF and TA

in art. 1,5.)

s '2' 5/

2: see 1, in five places. _ [Hence,] out!) (5)),

(M, TA,) inf. n. (TA,) He combed his

head (M, TA) [so as to remove the scarf gm],

like as one winnon's a thing .- but [with the

unpointcd g] is of higher authority.

1.53;, namely, a sheep, inf. n. as above, I shore,

or sheared, his wool, leaving somewhat thereof

upon his back in order that he might be known

thereby : and in like manner one says in relation

to a camel. (S, [See ._ [Hence,

app, or from $335, as is indicated in what follows,]

’r I praised him: (IAar, M, You say,

1‘ Such a one emalts the state, or con

dition, (if such a one; and praises him. (T.) A

poet says, [namely, Ru-beh, (so in the margin of

one of my copies of the

are; 05 a! ‘1’! so»

* \q-Iig 0‘ Us... (5))! the *

r [Purposely I praise and exalt what constitutes

my grounds of pretension to respect or honour,

lest it should be reviled]: (T, S, M:) as though

I put it upon the :3}; [q. v.] (M.)

4: see 1, in three places. _ Accord. to AHeyth,

this verb is not used in the sense first explained

o i e a i a we!

_ A , 4 s ..
above, but one says, 5U...“ so..." c.1935

meaning I threw down the thing from the thing .

(T, TA :) or Elf}! signifies the striking thing

and throwing it down : (Lth, T :) and sometimes,

the throwing down without cutting. vYou

L J 045/ 05

say, wab' \Jlgodlq [I struck him with

the sword and made his head to fall from him].

".0 ' 1.10/08, “0"

('11.) And “,5 Q; 4:3)35 Ms, (T,) or);

42:13, ($,) is. [I thrust him, or pierced hiin, and]

threw him down [from his horse, or from the

back of his beast]. (T, 5.) And 5.71.11: .15?

The beast threw down its rider.

And :él‘lJt (5)}! He struck the thing

with the sword so as to throw it down. (M.)

And $3; 9,21 (s,) or £33", (M,) The

eye poured forth [or let fall its tears, or the

tears]. (s, M.) [See also i,’§i.]==(5,n said of

a camel, He was, or became, tall, or long, in his

333,} [or hump]. (TA.)

5. i139." iii? The wheat was, or became,

winnowed: or was, or became, cleared

from its straw. (TA.): as IIe protected,

0r sheltered, himself by means of it; (M, Msb;)

i.e. by means of a wall, &c., from the wind and

the cold; as also as ' (9&1. (M.) One says,

Jl-iill Protect, or shelter, thyself

from the north wind by means of a shelter. (T.)

And iml 3.3;; l Shelter thyselfby means

qfthis tree: (T:) or Ml,» ' Ishdded

and sheltered myself by mehns of the tree.

And 3g?! The camels protected, or

sheltered, themselvesfrom the cold, one by means

of another; or by means of the [trees called]

oLée. And I sought

refdge with such a due, dnd became his pro

tection. And 6)}! [thus I find it written,

without any syll. signs, evidently for '(531, of

the measure fil, like wt and Siélj 'He

sought protection by means of'a king. (TA.) =

jL'Z-H 63.33, or 5531!, (M, IIe mounted

upon [the hump, or the’top of the hump &c.].

01:05:; ' s 05 a,

(s, M, 1.1) - [Hence,]ww“: U5. ~11)”

+I married among the $335 and the of the

sons of such a one; (As, T,“ $ ;) i. e., dmong the

noble and high qfthem : (T a) 05:“; 1‘ He

married among the 33;? of them.

B : see 1 : = and see also 5.

_ 0 r 0'0

10: see 5, in four places. _ Q)J.2.ol, said of a

she-goat, She desired the ram; ;) like

.i;!0

yszs. (s) _ And the inf. n. :L'izia signifies

The act of leaping upon a fizmale.

'1) f) ’1

5)}: originally 3):: ($2 Mgb; Kr) or L233, ($7

M,* Msb,) the 3 being a substitute ($, Msb) for

the final radical letter, (Mgh,) [A species of

millet; the holcus sorghum. of Linn. ; thus called

in the present day, and also, vulgarly, 833

and 553, to distinguish it from maize, the

zea ways of Linn., which is vulgarly called

3;} and Qljé 3,35] a species qurain;

(M ;) a certain grain, well known : (S, Msb, z)

the word is used as a n. an. and as a coll. n.

(T.) [See

3;} A portion not completed, of a saying;

as in the phrase, [An

uncompleted portion of a saying was related to

me from him]: (T,§:) or a little; a dial. var.

of [q.v.]. (M.):Also, and 7635, i. g.

75.33, (M, TA,) [respecting the derivation of

which there are different opinions, explained in

art. L5,] i. e. Created beings: [or children, or

ofspring: (see art. [‘30] or and 7&5;
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signify the number of the (M.) One says,

slit. and meaning May God

increase [the number of] thine ofi'spring. (T.)_

And ,6" _occurs in a trad., as some relate it,

instead of )lth 13;, as others relate it; meaning

[either The'children of thefire of Hell, agreeably

with what next precedes, or]9 to be scatteredoin

the fire. and TA in art. 53.) =Also, x},

The curved extremity of a bow. (So in a copy of

the S.)

L535, also written 1;, (or, accord. to some

copies of the $, ' [53,) A thing [such as dust

‘51.] that the wind has raised, or made tofly, and

carried away: :) or it signifies what one has

winnowed; (M ;) or gig is; [what thou winnow

est, as is indicated by the context of this explana

tion]; like as signifies (T.)—

And (5)} or is); (accord. to different cgpies of

the S) Tears poured forth: ($ :) or so 7(5)} [or

3,3 £23]. (M, TA.)=Also A shelter; (M,

TA ;) anything by which one is protected, or

sheltered: (S, Msb :) a shelterfrom the cold wind,

consisting ofa wall, or of trees : and particularly

a shelter that is made for camels such as are

termed ng'l, by pulling up trees of the hind called

' do. andplacing them one upon another in the

direction whence blows the north, or northerly,

wind, in the camels’ nightlyfiresting-pltfce.

[Hence,] one says, (5)5 Q35 Such a

one is in the protection of such a one. (T.) And

'4 r e) u 'EJob} of} Ul Iam in the protection

of such a one, and in his shelter. _($.) And

[hence, perhaps,] 1- Verin

such a one is generous in disposition. (AZ, T.)

_Also The court, or yard, of a house.

(Har pp. 56 and 442.)=See also in two

places.

I, 4.!

[53; : see [535, in two places: _ and 3,53.

quch property; like so in the

saying, 53;; ,3 3.; [IIe is a possessor of much

propertys]. (TA.)= See also

533;: see what next follows.

333} and V The upper, or uppermost, part

of a'thing (s, M, Mgb,1_() of any kind; (M,

Msb ;) and so, accord. to Et-Talgee Esh-Shemenee,

".1335: (TA:) and particularly, of a camel’s

hump, M,) and of the head: (M :) and a

camel’s hump itself: (up) pl. (53;. (s, TA.)

It is said in a trad., [533"); [or];

7] He brought camels having white humps.

And in another trad., £93.; Jé: ul;

0%,; [On the hump of camel’isva dcpil]:

(TAJ), And in a prov., 5"”.9! ué Lo

7953!, [He ceased not to twist the fur of the

uppcr part and the fore part of the hump:

originating from, or occurring in, a trad., which

see explained in art. _pjs]: it means, the ceased

not to render familiar, or tame, [or rather to

endeavour to do so,] and to remove refractoriness.

(TA-)- [Hence,] #966 53-?" a»;

(T, M‘) + He married among the noble and high

Qf them.

s . .. s . .. '

L545: see [5)5.=(543 L5,) A warm shelter.

(TA.)

2); A she-camel by means of which one con

ceals'himself from the objects of the chase: on

the authority of Th_: but the more approved

word is with s [i. e. 55;, or, accord. to AZ, 35,3].

(M-)

(vulgar-1y pronounced 8365, TA) What

has become brohen into small particles, (M, K,)

and dried up, (M,) or ofwhat has dried up,

of a plant, or of herbage, and has been blown

away by the wind. (M,K.)_And that has

fallen of, or from, corn, (M, K,) or especially

wheat, (Lh, M,) in the process of winnowing.

(M, And that has fallen of, or from, a

thing; as also 7 (Mf‘

as.” an.

3.3,}: see m3.

iii-2,1331 [as used in the Ear li. 1] means The

n1-inds’($, Bd, Jel) raising, or making tofly, and

carrying away, or dispersing, the dust tj'c. : (Bd,

Jel:) or tthe prolific women,- for they scatter

children: or t the causes of the scattering of the

created beings, angels and others.

533» (s, M) and t iijis (M) A wooden

implement, ($, M,) or a small’wooden implement,

(so in one copy of the having [several] ea:

tremities [or prongs], with which one win

nows M) wheat, and with which the heaps of

grain are cleared [from the straw fie]: ($ :) or

the former word signifies the thing with which the

wheat is carried to be winnowed : and the latter,

the wooden implement with which one winnon's.

(T.)= Also, the former word, The extremity of

the buttock: (AO, T, M, z) or 'Qlyiio signifies

the two extremities ofthe two buttobhs; (A’Obeyd,

T, S, M, K ;*) or the two uppermost parts of the

two buttochs ,- (Meyd in explaining a prov. cited

below;) and it has no sing.; (A’Obeyd, T, $, M,

Meyd, for if the sing. were the dual

would be (A’Obeyd, T, $, M, Meyd.)

Hence, (Meyd,) '

shaking the two extremities, or the two uppermost

parts, of his buttocks]; Meyd,l_§;) a prov.,

applied to one behaving insolently (gig), and

:1» p,

3., [He came

threatening; K;") or to one threatening vainly:

(Meyd, and Ear p. 603:) and

[He came striking &c.] ; a prov: also; applied to

him who has come empty, not having accomplished

that which he sought. (Har ubi supra.) _

l also signifies The two sides of the head:

(M, z) or all; siggifies the temples ofthe head,"

and the sing. is 6);»; accord. to AA. ($.) _

Also, 7 @633», The ’two places, of a bow, upon

which lies the‘string, in the upper portion and the

lower: (AHn,$, M, K :*) and in this sense it has

no sing. : :) or, accord. to AA, its sing. is

L553?- (M.)

U ’0

853.»: see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence.

0633?: see in five places.

fem. 553;, A sheep having a portion of

its wool left unshorn between the shoulders when

the rest has been shorn. [See 2.]

545

)9“: I w
, a

5. gait was, (15,) as also (TA,) The

jinnfrightened him, or terrified him.

7. “and”, (K,) as alsow” the latter thought

by A2 to be the original word, (TA,) It (water)

flowed, ran, streamed, or poured: it flawed in a

continuous stream.

0 ID)

a.» snug wvlf- (1.1)

45 1") an?! a Ital.) .JJI‘t

~991Mb aegis-M M115, (K,) and

$9.3M, (TA,) I saw then: following one another

as though they were the mane ofa male hyena.

(A?) K')

)5}

1. 0):}, aor. 1, inf. n. A, Mgh, K;)

and v 3,51, (TA,) inf. n. 36.3]; (K ;) IIefright

ened him; made him afraid: A, Mgh, Msb,

K. Ta) Hence. ~13 $5» 9'5 .25

Arise thou, and go to the people, meaning

Kureysh, but do not make them to befrightened at

me; i. e. do not acquaint them with thyself, but

go clandestinely, lest they take fright at thee:

said to Hodheyf'eh, on the night of the Ahzab [on

the occasion of the war of the Moat]: so in a.

trad.: and in another trad. is mentioned the fol

lowing saying of ’Omar, to some men contending

together in throwing colocynths: bgjj

6.3;, meaning, Let that stiflice you: make not

our camels to be frightened at us. (TA.) _;;3,

(s. K.) M n- 323; (TA 0 and new; (Mo

[and app. V ; of which see the act. part. n.,

below ;] He became frightened, or afraid. (S,

K, TA.) [You say, He was frightened
at him, or it.] t l

4: see above, first sentence.

5 and 7 : see 1.

jéi Fright. (s: Mgh, Ma); 1;.)

A state ofstupefaction, (K,) by reason of

shame, or pudency. (TA.)

i=3, a possessive epithet, (T, TA,) or ';S,

(K,) A thingfcared; afrightful thing. (T,

__ See also

.v) Q 1

)ss: Beef}.

5,23 Afright. (TA.)

5;; [an intensive epithet, Very fearful.

And hence,] A certain bird, asmall bird,

(T,) found in trees, always wagging its tail,

(T, K,) never seen otherwise than frightened.

(T, TA.)
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0-10: on

34):} 3;.» A severe year. (A,

In,

y’ab: see _. Also, [without 5,] A

woman who becomes frightened at a thing that

induces suspicion, or evil opinion, (S, A, Msb, K,)

and at foul language. (K, TA: or, accord. to

the GK and a MS. copy ofthe K, “foul language”

is a distinct signification of the word.) A poet

Q I 0 ' 4 )0! J J1

* >13 up ~‘r-’-*-" ~15)” .Jfi "

*» as as as as *

[She will give thee kind discourse; but than

desire other than that, she will be frightened

at thee; for she is one who is frightened at

a thing inducing suspicion dc]. (TA.)-Also

A she-camel which, when her udder is touched,

takes fright, and will not yield her milk. (So

accord. to two copies of the [Epr. by IS]

05/ I’lr is _ _

Q) leap v.4; and so in some copies of the

and accord. to the TA: in a 00py of the A,

which has a similar meaning: in some copies of

the K, Qilfs, without teshdeed, i. e., is jealous.])

5:93.; : see the next paragraph.

' Frightened; or that becomesfrightened ,

(s, A, K.) as also 555 (A) and Uséb (Is) and

(M, TA,) or (15.) _ 33,233.,

and ' 5.53.1, (K,TA,) or V (so in the GK,

and a. MS. copy of the K,) A mad she-camel.

(19)

:eiis

95“:

Ga 4”

f“:

‘ I 10:

)5“:

p

see the next preceding paragraph.

bib}

1. (s. 1.1.) m as.) is n- <T1.<.)

He gave him to drink gile [i.e. poison, or

instantaneous poispn’]; ’($, ._M[And He poi

soned food: (see J’s-Lo :) for] do} also signifies

the infecting with poison.9 (ISL) = and

JG}, aor. 1, (K,) inf. n. 0W3, (K,* TK,) He

died: z) [or he died quickly : like

4. his)! He, or it, slew him, or killed him,

quickly. (K)

7. JFJQI His breath became interrupted, or

short, (fig) and his heart broke (23.3;

[a phrase probably to be understood in a figurative

sense; like Jean). (15.)

.0,

J»: see

pent that kills quickly.

Death. (K.) [See 1, last sentence.]

)0, ’54

do} 3.,- A ser

.l 4" . I

vb} P090011: (S, K:) or instantaneous poason;

as also 'u'wb: (K:) or such poison is called

Q a 1 a I , , a J or

dis): (Mgh:) pl. Jess. (K.)_$le3 is,»

i. q. d5}; i. e. A quick death; that bills

I! I l 04

qnickly; ($ ;) and so ' a”. (K)

JFJM: see what next precedes.

J’s-3;)“ [Poisonedfood; or] food in which

is set»- (s. 1.1-)

[This art. is wanting in the copies of the TA

known to me. Compare with it art. 45.]

w}

1. see what next follows.

4. if Qisl, ($,Msb,*1_§,&c.,) inf. n. 323;,

(Mgh,) He was, or became, quick in obedience to

him, or it: 2) this is its [proper, or primary,]

meaning, accord. to Aboo-Is-hék, in the language

of the Arabs: (TA :) and he acknowledged, or

confessed, to him : z) and he was, or became,

lowly, or humble, and abject, to him: ($,I_{:)

and he was, or became, tractable, submissive, or

manageable, to him; ($,* Msb,‘ K, TA ;) and

easy; (K,* TA 5) not disobedient ,' (Msb ;) as also

we}, act. =, (K,) inf. n. (TA.) You

sayiéi ul 05M He obeyed me with respect

to that [right, or due,] which I sought to obtain

from him, and hastened to render it: and he

acknowledged, or confessed, to me my right, or

due, willingly, not against his will; as also

(TA.) Some have used 5&3; as meaning Per

ception, and understanding : but there is no

foundation for this in the language of the Arabs;

and its being tropical, as some of the sheykhs

have endeavoured to show it to be, is improbable.

(MF.)

31's: 1.» an e .

6-"...1 of: 01.:

lit, in the Kur [xxiv. 48], means

[But the right be theirs,] they come to him

quickly obedient: (TA :) or [simply] obedient;

not compelled against their will: (Fr, TA :) or

acknowledging, or confessing, and lowly, or hum

ble : or tractable, submissive, or manageable, and

easy. (TA.) listed», also, signifies Tractable,

submissive, or manageable, (Msb, K,) to her

leader, (TA,) and easy in the head; ;) applied

to a she-camel: (Msb, IQ) and, applied to a man,

tractable, submissive, or manageable. (A, TA.)

[act. part. n. of 4].

I r I

leia: see what next precedes.

¢ u e 0) snob

1s a mistake for Mt),

meaning I saw them following one another, or

doing so uninterruptedly.

d3

1. .33, 8.013;, (s, M, Msb,]_{,) inf.n. 3365,

(M,) He, or it, (a thing, Mgh,) zwas quick

M, Msb, K) and light, (M,) ,2-9: Us in the

qfl'air: or he was light [or went lightly]

upon the ground. You say, uh;

5,6359” and (IAar, T in the present art. and

in art. 55),) i. c. He went lightly upon the ground.

(TA in art. sis.) _... Also, nor. as above, said of

a pestilence, It was quick; and despatched, or

hand, quickly. (13.) And .33, (M, 15,)

3/ g, ' 1k,

inf- 11- d: and veg. ($.12) or u»; (M ;) and

an Vcais, (T in art. .3, s, M, Mgh,) or
J a 0 or a,

1 0'6}, (K,) inf. u. use“f'fi; ($3) and 44; 7‘)”,

(T, M, 1;, in the 01,; $151,) and 1.5, and his;

(M, K, in the CK 13m ;) and s,» V .351, (M,)

or V 33!, and 7 3 ;) namely, a wounded

man; (S, M, Mgh, K ;) He despatched him,- i. e.

hastened and completed his slaughter ,' (T, $, M,

h1gh,K;) as also a,» .33 [&c.]_. (Msb in art. as.

[See 3 in, that art.])_ Also 35, (T, M,) aor. ;,

inf. n. aei; (M ;) and 1 Jam ; (T, M, K,)

It (a thing, or an afi'air,) was, or became, easy ,

(T ;) within one’s power or reach; (M ;) feasible,

practicable, or prepared. _ (M, You say,

all L; and all Voila-bib, and and

Jabl: all signify the same: (T, i. e. Take

thou what is easy [&c.] to thee. (T. [See 10 in

art. 555.])_ [The signification “ Celeriter oborta:

fuerunt manaruntque lacrymaa,” assigned by Go

lius to the first of these verbs, as on the autho

rity of the KL, is a mistake: it is taken from

an explanation of which, in my copy of the

K’L, immediately follows the explanations of

and $63.]

2: see 1, in two places. _You say also,

jg;- Lighten thou' the travelling~

apparatus of thy riding-camel.

3: see 1, in two places.

4: see 1, in two places.

10: see 1, in two places._ Also It (an afi'air,

or a thing,) was, or became, rightly disposed or

arranged; in a right state ,- or complete, and in

a right state; as also Six-d. (IKtt,IB, TA in

art. .J;.)

R. Q. 1. see L=Also He walked

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait, with an aflected inclining of the body from

side to side. (IAar, T,

5,

J} Sheep or goats. (Kr, M,

.133 :L; (M, K) and 1.155 (M) and 1.36;

(T, s, K) and 1.363 (M, 1;) A small quantity

ofwater; water little in quantity: (T, $, M,K :)

or the last two signify, or the last but one

signifies, (M,) moisture: the,pl. [of

mult.] (of Jléé, T,K, or J6), is J53 (T,

and [of pauc.] (T,

fl ; I

J6} : see what next precedes.

a subst. from 421; [and as such

signifying The act, or a means, of despatching a

wounded man; i. e., hastening and completing his

slaughter: and hence, qffinishing a thing]. (El

Hejeree, M, K.) A poet says, referring to a.

draught of water,

a r 6 e! 05 re .9 :1 n

l“: L! EU} ,1 3L? 0,9 '“'

[That may be a cure, or a means offinishing, of

what is in me, i. e., of what I am safer-ing].

(El-Hejeree, M.) = See also the next paragraph.

: see in two places:_and J63:

_and _. You say also, L; I

tasted not a little thing, or a thing small in quan

tity: (M :) or V (5!; L3 and V [like

He tasted not anything. In the CK $1} Lo.)
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.36, [or $651.31, (AA, T, s,) or tési,

(M,) or both, (K,) Deadly poison: (AA, T, s,

M, K:) because it kills quickly him who drinks

it. (AA, T.)-_Y0u Bay also, .36; as a},
:flee) Oi”) ’ I ’

JLaJ-g M [i. c. There is not in it

that whereby one may retain life; or a bare

sufiiciency of the means of subsistence]. _

See also : and

meaning 4,:

Quick: Msb:) or, as also 'Jljg,

quick and light: or light, or going lightly, upon

the ground. (M, K.) You say also

(T, S, K,) meaning Quick, and in like man

ner ' (T, K,) in each case using the

latter word as an imitative sequent. (K.)—

Also A death, (M,) or a pestilence, (K,) that

kills quickly. (M,I_{.)=Also The male

[or hedge-hog].

0.5" so,

a!» m... A swift and light arrow. (K.)

)5}

1. ,3, aor. =, (s, Mgh, 15,) inf. 11.33, (Msb,)

He, or it, had, or emitted, a pungent, or strong,

odour, or smell; (S, Msb ;) or a very pungent, or

very strong, odour, or smell; (M, whether

sweet or stinking: (S, M, Msb:) or he had stinking

arm-pits; or it (the arm-pit) stank. (Lh, M,K.)

[See also below.] _ wt The plants

became abundant. (AHn. M.) ’

10. )3)“ U? )5le +110 became very deter

mined,4and hardy, [as though he drew forth from

himself a pungent odour by sweating,] to do the

thing, or afair. (M, TA.) = 9,53“! said of

a woman, 1'. q. sly-LL'QI [q. v.]. (TA.)

inf. n. of 1. (Msb.)_Pungency, or strength,

qfodour; (S, A, Mgh, Msb;) or intense pungency

or strength thereof; (M,K;) whether sweet or

stinking; (s, M, A, Mgh,‘ Msb ;) as also 1 5,35,

(K, TA,) or viii: (so in the TT, as from the

M :) a subst. to which it is prefixed, or an epithet

by which it is qualified, shows whether it mean

sweet or foul: (TA :) or any pungent, or strong,

odour; whether sweet or stinking: (T :) or stench

ofthe arm~pit : (Lb, M, z) or it has this signifi

cation as well as the first: (S, M:) or stink, or

stench, [absolutely,] (IAar, M, except when

relating to musk; not used with reference to any

other perfume, or sweet-smelling substance: (IAar,

M :) but with the unpointed 5, signifies only

“stink, or stench.” _The seminal fluid

(1;) ofa mum. (K.)

393 (s. M. A, Mgh, K) and '35? <M.1.<>

Having, or emitting, a pungent, or strong, odour,

or smell,- (Sf Msb;) or having, or emitting, a

very pungent, or very strong, odour, or smell;

(M, K ;) whether sweet or stinking: (S, M, Msb :)

or especially, (Lh, M, K,) or also, (S, M, A,) a

man having stinking arm-pits, M, A, K,) and

a foul smell: M,A:) fem. of the former,

its; and of the latter, (M :) or

' signifies a woman having a strong smell; whether

sweet, like that ofmusk, or foul, like that of the

arm-pits. (Msb.) You say a“, A,

Bk. I. " '

M, and p5, (M, K,) Pungent, or strong

scented, mush: (S,A:) or musk of the utmost

I40! ,2.

excellence. (K.) And to,» Z'JU [A pungent, or

strong-scented, or] sweet-smelling [follicle, or

vesicle, of musk]: Er-Ra’ee says, speaking of

camels that had pastured upon herbage and its

flowers, and gone to water, and come back from

it with their skins moist and diffusing a sweet

smell, g
I!) 4 I' r 44

* alzéiétzwspw *

* 'tgselgsca -

[They have an odour like that of a strong-scented

vesicle of musk, every evening; as when. one has

imparted additional fragrance to camphire by

miwirotg with it musk]. (T, M, TA.) One says

also 8,5} (S,A) A sweet-smelling meadow.

(TA.) 'And '5}; A stinking arm-pit. (A.)

And '5335 (s. K.) or 14551'5333,(A,)

An army, or Z. collected portion'thereof, or a

troop of horse, having afoul smell from the rust

of the arms or armour. (S,A, A

certain plant, (K,) which grows in the midst of

herbage, little in quantity, of no account, growing

in hard and level ground, upon a single root,

having a yellow fruit, resembling the 3.3;»:- in

[the sweetness of] its odour. (TA.) _. And

' A certain herb, or leguminous plant, (K,)

which remains green until the cold smiles it:

[a coll. gen. n.; and with tenween; for] the

n. un. is : (TA :) [but it is from fem.

of a certain herb, of foul odour, which

camels dc. scarcely ever eat : (Yaakoob, z) or a

certain tree, also called 359! 1,125: or, accord. to

AHn, a species of [the trees called] : or, as

he says in another place, a certain green herb,

which rises a span high, with round leaves, and

with branches, having no flower; the odour of

which is like that of a slight windfrom the anus :

it makes the breath of camels to stink; and they

desire it eagerly: it is bitter; and grows in rugged

places: and Abu-n-lV 'm describes it as in mea

dows. (TA.) [Ruta sylvestris. (Golius, from

Er-Razee.)]

l'O/

3133

odour.

A single emission of pungent, or strong,

(Msb.)

} seeps.

($35}, without tenween, (S, because the

alif [written L5] is the characteristic of the fem.

gender, (S,) and sometimes, more rarely,

(8b,) (533;, with tenween, (s, 1g) when indeter

minate, (S,) the alif in this case being considered

as making the word quasi-coordinate to 13;),

(S, K,) The place that sweats, in the back

camel’s neck, behind the ear: (Lth,S :) or, in a

man, (M,) and in any animal, the part extending

from the [or part between the two cars,

5,35 =.

9”,

erroneously written in the CK 13:0,] to the half

of the [or entire back of the head] : or the

prominent bone behind the ear: or a

bone in the upper part of a man’s neck, on the

right and left of the small hollow which is in the

middle: (Sh =) or the .353; [which is the dual]

are the two protuberance: on the right and left of

the small hollow in the middle of the back of the

neck : (M :) it is from 63!}; [“ the pungency of

the odour of sweat ”],' because it is the first part

that sweats in a camel: (S :) pl. and

@363. (s. as and some my}; (a) '

3,

: see what next follows.

33} A camel large in the part called Lid}:

fem'.‘ with 3: (AZ, or a great camel:

(AA:) or (so in the TA; but in the K, “and ")

hard, or firm, agtd strong: as also (K:)

but the former is of higher authority: also

applied to a. camel; fem. with 5: and in like

manner to an ass: (TA :) or (so in the TA; but

in the K, “ and ”) great in make: (K :) also a

young man tall, perfizct [in make], and hardy,

strong, or sturdy: (S, and 353 an excellent

she-camel, long-necked: (TA?) and, accord.

to the K, a bulky, or thick, ass: but this is at

variance with what is found in other lexicons.‘

(TA.)

and : seeps, in eight places.

h ’0' .7

3),5,,'u A meadow abounding with

I;

(Is) [see,gs-J

055

1 3553, (JK, s, A, K,) aor. :, (JK,) inf. h.
.01 44

055, (TK,) He struck his 05} [or chin]: (JK,

S, A, or he struck him on the back of his

neck, or on his head at the part next the back of

the neck, with the inside of his hand; syn.

(K, TA. [In the CK, erroneously, bibj) And

He struck him, or beat him, with a staff, or

stick. (JK.)._. 9.3.; at; (K,)oritzé Us»,

(JK, K,) He put his 055 [or chin] upon his

hand, or upon his stafl, or stick, (JK, K, TA,)

and leaned [upon it]: (TA :) and do;

[He leaned his chin upon his whip]; (TA:) as

also '65;- (K->=;FI~" mass.)

aor. 1, (JK, 11,) inf. h. 3,53, (JK,) The bucket

was, or became, such as is termed or

(JK.)

2 : see the preceding paragraph.

3. 2.513 He straitened him.

[4. 05” is said by Golius, as on the authority

of the KL, to signify Opem tulit in tollenda re:

but the word explained in the KL as signifying

the doing this is the inf. n. of QSJI, not of QSMJ

53 A decrepit, old and weak, or extremely

aged, man. (K.)

[The chin;] the place where the (pg-l

[here meaning the two lateral portions of the

lower jaw] combine, (JK, S, Msb, K,) at their

lower part: (K :) it is of a man (S, Msb) [and

of a beast]: also pronounced with kesr (lSd, K)

tothe 5 [i. e. 1 5,39]; (TK =) of the masc. gender,

(Lb, K.) only (Lb. TA => pl- 563?. (Msb.'K.)

12‘2
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n pl. of pauc.; and the pl. of mult.,is

(Mgh.) Hence, (K,) 5&2? dais [A

heavily-burdened, or overburdened, camel sought

to help himself to rise by means of his chin]:

($, M, a prov., applied to a low, base, or

mean, and weak man, who seeks to help himself

by means of another man like himself; ;) or

to him who seeks to help himself by means of

one who has no power of defending, and by

means of one more low, base, or mean, and weak,

than be: (M :) or to him who seeks to help

himself by means of one less than he: :)

originating from the fact that a camel laden with

a heavy load, and unable to rise, bears with his

chin upon ,the ground. ($, You say also,

l5; [They fell down prostrate, with

their chins to the ground: see the Kur xvii. 108

and 109]: and [hence,] . _)éni:l;;

1[A wind blew violently, so that the

treesfill, or bent themselves down to the ground] :

(A in art. and e1"

{[The wind blew, and overturned, or threw

' dbwn, or bent down, the trees]: and, of a stone,

all IThe torrent overturned it.

(TA:) _... The hair that grows upon the chin:

used in this sense by the vulgar; and said by

Esh-Shihab El~Khaf£tjee, in the “ Shifa e1

Ghaleel,” to be post-classical: Z says, in the

“ Rabeea el-Abrér,” that it signifies the board in

the language of the Nabathaeans. (TA.)

9 a

Q55: see the next preceding paragraph, first

sentence.

: see the paragraph next following.

A she-camel that relaxes her chin [so as

to make her lower lip hang down] in going

along : :) or that moves about her head in

going along: (JK :) or that stretches her steps,

and moves about her head, by reason of strength,

and brishness, liveliness, or sprightliness, in going

along: (A,TA:) pl. (TA :) and Visits,

applied to a she-camel, signifies the same as

5 Jr . Jr ’0’

Q)“. (IAar,TA.)_Q,53 ,5; tA bucket [of

leather] which one has sewed in such a manner

that its lip inclines on one side: K :) or a

large bucket inclining on one side: (Er-Raghib,

TA :) and V a bucket with an inclining

lip: (IB, TA :) and 7 a bucket that has

had an addition made to one of its two sides, and

consequently inclines on one side. (J

isiin The part beneath the [or chin]:

:) or the part, of the breast, that is reached by

the 053; or the [itself]: (TA:) 01' the

head of the _pfii; [or windpipe]: (K:) or the

prominent extremity of the ,o’UI-t (S, :) thus

explained by A ’Obeyd and AA in the saying of

’Aisheh, “ [The Prophet died] between my

aisléjnd my 1313;" (TA: [see 5551;.» :]) or

the 8,5); [or collar-bone,- or it may [here mean

thefore part of the throat, next the chest; or the

uppermost part of the chest]: :) but this, in

the M, is an explanation of (TA :) or

the lower part of the belly, nemt’the navel: (K :)

but this, also, is given as an explanation of 3.5%.",

.Alg-la

by ISd and by Z: (TA:) or the pit ofthc upper

most part of the breast, or chest: or the upper

part ofthe belly : :) and the stomach: (JK :)

pl. TA.) [See also Hence

a r a 4 I r e i I he . _

the prov., Mb}; gin-3'9 [explained in

art. 05;]: Sigil, accord. to AZ, meansnthe

lower part of the belly. ($.) = See also of}.

A man long in the [or chin] : and so

[the fem.] applied to a woman. .

And A man having the two sides of the mouth

inclining, or n-ry. (JK.) _And [hence, app.,]

53;, (K,TA,) applied to a woman, by way of

comparison, (TA,) IHaving the j;- [or pu

dendum] inclining, or wry. (K, TA.) ;

I 14

sec Q35}.

,2»

1. 2353, [aor. 1,] inf. n. djéi, (s, A, Mgb,)

which is fem., (Mgh,) and imperfectly decl., ($,)

and (A, K) [and $5, or, accord. to Et

Tebreezee, (Ham p. 26,) the latter of these two

but not the former, or, as is said in the Melt,

both are properly substs., and a distinction is

made between them, as will be shown below,]

andgléiii, He preserved it in his memory .

(K,* TA :) he remembered it; (S, A ;) as also

2,153 [to distinguish it from ,5; in a sense

afteiwards to be explained], ‘($, Mgh,) and

"is; (s. A» and itis-$5 (s. lam.)

originally 2,635, ($,) and 2,53], (TA, and so in

the 01g) and $3533}, (111,) and tipszsi,

(AZ, K,) signify the same as 2);.» (1;)

[as explained above]: '21-'53 signifies also he

became reminded of it ,' (Msb;) [and so 'z’s-Sl

and its variations: and ' bbxbl seems properly

to signify, as also 'iJléJJ, he recolleclcd it; or

called it to mind: and he sought to remember

it: and lijJ-bl and “fax used intransitively,

he sought, or endeavoured, to remember.] You

aid '0

say, [DWI 1&2" [I remembered

the thing after forgetting]: :) and

[is-2Q! and [I remembered the thing

forgotten, and I became reminded of it, or I

r; a 0’ a

recollectedit]: (A:) and {Lei M 'fisl, occurring

in the Kur [xii. 45, accoid. to one reading of the

last word], means He remembered [or became

reminded] after forgetting. And Us

.3 [He tied upon

hisfinger a thread or string, seehing to remember,

or recollect, or call to mind, thereby the thing

that he wanted: such a thread or string is com

monly called :]: (AZ :) and V’thL-Il is

used alone with the like signification [i.e. He

sought to remember]: and also signifies He

studied a book and preserved it in his memory,

accord. to the K; but accord. to other lexicons,

he studied a thing in order to remember it, or

preserve it in his memory: (TA :) you say,

lpibl He sought to remember by his

studying of a book. (A.)-ii. 355, (K,)

1’; 4

a4

inf. n.;é:§, (TA,) He was mindful in his right,
or claim; rand did not neglect it. Agreeably

with this explanation, the words in the Km

[ii. 231, &c.,] nifi 5,537, have been

rendered And be ye mindful of, and neglect not

to be thankful for, the favour of God conferred

upon you : like as an Arab says to his companion,

¢ .1!

31A; v.5;- Bs thou mindfuqumy claim

upon thee; and neglect it not. (TA.) _. [In like

manner also are explained the words] L; 53$ng

‘9, in the Kur [ii. 60], And study ye what is in

it; andforgetit not: or think ye upon what is in

it: or do ya what is in it. (Bd.)_..One says,

Cs, (Fe and Lb, and so in a copy of

the K,) or ;éil, (so in another copy of the K,

and in the TA,) the hemzeh of jé‘ii being dis

junctive, (Lb, K,) [in the 01; we find inlet t.

fisl élu'q ifé-ail, as though the read

ing were with a disjunctive hemzeh from

[,éfii, which is manifestly wrong,] and with

fet-h, because it is the hemzeh of the first person

of a triliteral [unaugmented] verb, and with the )

mejzoom, because it is the complement of an

interrogative phrase: (Lb :) it is expressive of

disapprobation, (Lb, K,) and means, Acquaint

me with thy name: [or, lit., what is thy name ?]

I will remember it, or I will bear it in mind

(9551): the conditional phrase [if thou tell it to

me] is suppressed because unnecessary, on account

of frequent usage of the saying, and because what

remains is indicative of it: (Lb, MF :) the saying

is a prov. ; and is also related with the conjunctiva

hemzeh, or ;éail; in which case it is

most appropriately rendered, W’hat is thy name?

Say: or Tell it] but the reading with the dis

junctive hemzeh is that which is commonly

known: (TA =) [for] =Sjéii, set. i, (TA,)

infi n. 6,1,5}, fem., [and imperfectly decl,]

(Mgh,) and ;é} and 3:23, (TA,) [or the former

of these two (which is the most common of all)

but not the latter, or, as is said in the Msb, both

are properly substs., and a distinction is made

between them, as will be shown below,] also

signifies He mentioned it; told it; related it;

said it; (TA ;) and in title [to dis

tinguish it from in the 'first [sense explained

above]. (S, Msb.) You say (flu!

lié: I mentioned, or told, or5 related, to

such a one the story of such and such things.

(TA.) And 4:5 t; $13353 [He mentioned,

or spoke of, d inan as having that attribute which

was not in him]. (El-Jami' es-$agheer voce

_And fHe magnified Him, namely,

God; celebrated, lauded, or praised, Iiim ,

asserted his unity; ;) [saying and

all ml, andIéll or '9'; or

Hp!

41!! ;b; or the like.] ._ [And, in like manner,

tile spohe well of him, namely, a man; men

tioned him with approbation; eulogized, praised,

or commended, him : for My 2355, or

See ;éb, below.] _ Also, contr., [for

teddy, or 32.3,] 1- He spoke evil of him; men
. . , , s
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tioned him with evil words; (Fr ;) mentioned his

vices, or faults; spoke evil of him behind his

back, or in his absence, saying of him what would

grieve him he heard it, but saying what was

true; or merely said of him what would grieve

him: an elliptical expression in this and in the

contrary sense; what is meant being known.

One says to a man, 6.5,

meanng [Verily, thou mention me] with eiiil

words [thou wilt assuredly repent]: and in like

manner the verb is used in the Kur xxi. 37 and

61 : and ’Antarah says,

11010! I! fl 1',”

‘ Ml Lo, Uzi} (545,35 '9 *

* *
meaning Mention thou not reproach/idly [my

horse, and what I have given him forfood,f0r,

if thou do, thy skin will be like the skin of the

scabby]: (Fr,T:) but AHeyth disallows this

signification of the verb, and explains the saying

of ’Antardh as meaning, Be not thou fond of

mentioning my horse, and my preferring him

before the family. (1‘, TA.)_53'>'G {53, int‘. n.

jé'é, [expressly said to be] with kesr, [so in the

0x, and I think it the right reading,] or 155,

[so in a MS. copy of the K, and in the TA,]

with fat-h, [so in the TA,] He demanded such a

one in mam-inge: or he addressed himself to

demand her in marriage: :) [as though the

mentioning a woman implied a desire to demand

her in marriage :] it occurs in one of these,two

senses in a trad. (TA.):géai, inf. n.

with fat-h, He struck him upon his penis.

2. iii] Sjss, (s, A,# M,]), n.,] and .3, 2,2,5,

(Kur xiv. 5, &c.,) inf. n. 5;?33 (A, TA) and

k5, (K, TA,) and quasi-inf. n. idjéaé, im

perfectly decl. ; (A,‘ K,‘ TA ;) and Obsi ' 55:51;

($, Msb, ;) He reminded him of, or caused

him to remember, him, or it. ($, Msb, _

And {55, (TA,) inf. n. (1;) [and 5,535

also, as in the Kur xx. 2],, He exhorted; 'ad

monished; exhorted to obedience; gave 'good

advice, and reminded of the results of affairs,

reminded qf what might sqften the heart, by the

mention of rewards and punishments. TA.)

Thus the verb is used in the Kur lxxxviii. 21.

(TA.) = Also 5'55, inf. n. He made it

(a word) masculine; contr. of (S,n Msb,

15.')_ In the Km [ii. 282], filial]

(531% is said by some to signify t That one of

them may make the other to be in the legal pre

dicament of a male : [meaning that both of them

together shall be as one man:] or, accord. to

Others, one of them may remind the other. (TA.)

_It is said in a trad., 2,}533 L335 {y'ljin

IThe Kur-dn is eminently excellent [lit., mascu

line]: thcrefore do ye hold it and know it and

describe it as such. (K, TA. [In the CK, for

2-6 if pip, Eran-[Hence,] ties. (TA,)

inf. n.,,éséi, (K,) He put to it, namely a sword,

(TA,) and the head of an axe &c., an edge

qfstcel. (1;; TA.) [See $53.]

3. 2,55, (MA,) inf. n. (KL,) He

called to mind with him (MA, KL) 9. story, or

discourse, or the like, (MA,) or a thing. (KL.)

_. [And hence, He conferred with him.]

4: see 2. =|=)bbl also signifies He (at man

[or other]) begat a male. (TA from a trad.) And

:2955‘ She (a woman, $, A, or other female,

TA) brought forth a male, ($, A, IL) or males.

(Mgh.) It is said in a prayer for a woman ill

s. 02¢ 0 es.

labour, £9551, Carrel May she have an easy

birth, and may she bring forth a male child.

(A.) And you say also, its 0,5}! t She brought

himforth a male, and hardy : (TA from a trad. :)

or a male, and sharp and cunning. (Mgh.)

5 : see 1, in five places, in the first and second

sentences. _ [Also It (a word) was, or became,

or was made, of the masculine gender; contr. of

dis]

6. 1,1513 They called to mind [a story, or

discourse, or the like, or a thing,] one with

another. (KL. [See 3.]) _..[And hence, They

conferred together.]

8. }é§l and Jyéagl and ;é;;l: see 1, in three

places, in the first and second sentences.

10: see 1, in six places, in the first and third

sentences.

'0;

)5}: see3é5 : = andjefis.

jég : see ;.é:}, in six places. ,3 JQL,

or “i=3, (as in different copies of the $,) and

8,531: [which is the pl.,] (A,) 1.4. cutting, or

sharp, sword. (S, A.) [See 655.]

ji-A (Yoo, A’Obeyd, Yaakoob, s, M, A, Meb,

K) and tjéi, (Yoo, A’Obeyd, Yeahoob, s, A,

high, K, TA,) or the latter only in the first of the

senses here to be explained, (Fr, Msb, TA,) and

the latter only is mentioned in this sense in the

Fe, (TA,) and is said by El-Ahmar to be of the

dial. of Kul-eysh, (TA,) [both said in the Mob

to be simple substs., though many hold them to

be inf. ns.,] and 7,2:3, accord. to one of the

expositors of the Fe, but this is strange, (TA,)

and Wife; (5, M) and 15,923 (M, TA) and

7 (51:53, M, [see 1, first sentence,]) and also

3.5:, and )“53, mentioned by ISd as of the

dial: of Rabee’ah, but held by him to be of weak

authority, (TA,) Remembrance; (s, M, A, Msb,

K, 80c. ;) the presence of a thing in the mind:

(El-Réghib:) also termed dial, ,2»), (Mgb,

TA,) to distinguish it from ’29} in another sense,

to be explained below: (TA =)’lhe pl. of vii-.5

is (M,) also said to be pl. of idliéibl

(MF, art. eta-t.) You say, 5.5:; at;

and in the same sense: Place thott’hi’m, 5;];

it, in thy remembrance. And “pl

' U15, and {by I will not forget him, or

n. (A.) And ' U1; [)5 l2, and

or the former only, (Fr, Msb, TA,) He, or

it, did not cease to be in my remembrance; ;)

I did not forget him, or it. (Fr, TA.) And

vi; Thou art in my mind.

(ISd, Lb.) ._ The words in the Kur [xxix. 44]

admit of two explanations: The

remembrance of God is better for a man than a

man’s remembrance of a man: and the remem

brance of God is better as more efficacious in

l'pfbidding evil conduct than is player. (TA.) _.

)5? also signifies Memory ,- a certain quality of

the mind, by which a man is able to remember

what he cares to know; like Lip, except that

this latter term is used with regard to the pre

servation of a tlling [in the mind], whereas the

former is used with regard to calling it to mind.

(Er-Réghib:) =Also féis (Er-Raghib, Msb,
TA) and Viabs, (Msb, TA,) or the former only

accord. to Fr, (Msb, TA,) and vdjés, (Mgh,)

The mention, telling, relating, or saying, of a

thing: said by some to be contr. ofa; : (TA :)

and also termed otfol, fag, (Msb, TA,) to dis

tinguish it from 3,953 in the sense first explained

above. (TA.) ._ Also ;°53, 1-The praise, and

glorification, of God ,- the celebration, or decla~

ration, of his remoteness, or freedom, from every

impurity or imperfection, or from everything

derogatory from his glory; or the saying

[and dd! 3.1;", and 36,] and $1 '§

:Ill, [&c., Bee 1,] and uttering all the forms of his

praise : a reading, or reciting, of the _Kur-dn : a

thanking [God]: obedience [to God]: (Abu-l

’Abbas :) prayer to God; (K ;) supplication.

(Abu-l-’Abbas, _ Also IPraise, or eulogy, or

good speech, of another. ($,“ K,‘ TA.) _ [And,

accord. to some, IDispraise, or evil speech. See 1.]

_. Also T A thing that is current upon the tongue.

_ I Fame ; renown ; report ,- reputation ;

(S, A, ;) whether good or evil; (ISd ;) as also

1 (Az, ISd, 1;.) Thus in the saying,

will" L55 1H0 has fame among the

people : in which it has also the signification next

following. _ IEminence; nobility; honour.

(s, A, Msb, 1;.) So in the Kur [xciv. 4], its],

3%} ill IAnd lVe have raised jbr thee thine

eminence, or thy nobility, or thine honour: as

some say, it means, when I am mentioned, thou

art mentioned wilh Me: and again, in the Ear

[x1iii. 4s], 23]; IAnd verily a

(the Kur-an) is an honour to thee and to thy

people. (TA.) Also, in the Kur [xxxviii. 1],

)5:le [5; (335113 tBy the Kur-dn possessed of

eminence, #0: ($) _. Also + A book containing

an exposition of religion, and an institution of

religious laws: (Kz) any book of the prophets :

(TA :) and especially the Kur-dn: (MF, TA :)

and the it}; [or Book of the Law revealed to

Moses]: (Aboo-Hllreyreh, TA in art. )5 z) and

that [law] which is [recorded] in heaven. (Sa’eed

Ibn-aneyr,' TA ubi supra.) _. ’r An exhorte

tion; an admonition, or a warning. (Bd ill

xxxviii; 1.) _ 0:;- 3°bb IA written obligation;

an); (A, KO pl- @- {£55, ,(Ap, 01

,,¢_-3. (TA.) You say, ,0“ 1.» UL: u]

d! J.

(j. )5} I [I have a written obligation to insure

this thing]. (A.)= See also the next paragraph,

in the latter half.

I5; [probably originally signifying “men
Q'

tioned,” or ” talked of,” of the measure in
Joe Ogr

the sense of the measure (Links, like valid in the

122 *
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sense of and in the sense of

and in the sense of &c.; and hence

the first, and perhaps most others, of' the significa

tions here following :] Male; masculine; of the

male, or masculine, sex, or gender,- contr. qfugl:

($, A, Msb, K, &c. z) [the corresponding word

in Hebrew (ID!) has been supposed to have this

signification because a male is much “ mentioned,”

or “talked of;" and it is well known that the Arabs

make comparatively little account of a female :]

pl- Lé’s (s. A. Meb, K) and iséi (A. Msb. K)

andjié; (1g) and 2,15; and @géi (s, A, Msb,

and 5353: ($,K:) [the last, in one copy of

the S, I find, written 7 §;}, which, if correct, is

a pl. of pauc. : and in the TA, in the same phrase

in which it occurs in the $, it is written ' 6.53,

and expressly said to be with damm, so that it is

a quasi-pl. n. z] the pl. form with , and Q is not

allowable. (Mgh.) One says, 55:5)! ,9:
or Vijdbéll, (accord. to different copies of

the $,) or Viéin, with damm, (accord. to the

TA,) How many are the males of thy children?

(5, TAO—The male organ queneration; the

penis; syn. J’s; (S, K, &c. ;) ofa man: (TA :)

or the [an equivocal term, but here evidently

used in the above-mentioned sense,] ofan animal:

(Msb =) pl. 3,55, (K,) or like (Msb,)

or 5,155, (T, TA,) and V},2>13.L= (s, Msb,K:)

the last contr. to analogy, ($,Msb,) as though

used for the sake of distinction between this

signification and the one immediately preceding:

($ :) or of the same class as [with respect

to and ’ [with respect to U]:

(ISdz) Akh says that it is a pl. without a [proper]

sing, like and accord. to the T, it

has no sing. ;' or if it have a sing., it is 7:,532,

like of which the pL ages, and sighifies

the parts next to the penis: (TA:) or it signifies

the penis with what is around it; [or the genitals;]

and is similar to in the phrase

and afield; H : signifies He extirpated

ii. penis. (Mgh.) _ Applied to a man, (A, K,)

it also signifies IStrong ,- courageous; acute and

ardent; vigorous and efective in afairs; [and

also] stubborn,- and disdainful : (TA :) or [mas

culine, meaning] perfect; like as ufil is applied

to a woman. (T and A in art. al.) The sig

nification of “ strong, courageous, and stubborn,”

and the significations which the same word has

when applied to rain and to a saying, are assigned

in the to '25}; but [SM says,] I know not

how this is; for ‘in the other lexicons they are

assigned}? (TA.) You say, '2

419?.“ 8;,5} {[lVone will do it but such as are

strong, &c., of men]. (A.)—Applied to iron,

10f the toughest and best quality, (K,) and

strongest; (TA ;) contr. qf ;) [iron

converted into steel ;] as also [See

also __ Applied to a sword, IHaving

[i. e. , diversified wavy marks, streaks, or grain] ;

($;) as also ';éd:u;t ($,1_§:) or of which the

edge is qf steel 3.1?) and the [or

middle of the broad side] of soft iron; of which

the people say that they are of the fabric of the

Jinn, or Genii: (A’Obeyd,$:) or sig

nifies having a sharp iron. blade or edge: (As :)

the pl. of the former is ,,s-.§. (Ham p. 168.)

tHerbs, or leguminotfisgflants,

that are hard and thick : (TA voce uni-5:) or

that are thick, and inclining t0 bitterness: ($,

'l‘A :) like as signifies such as are slender

and sweet: (TA :) or the former signifies such as

are thick and rough. (AHeyth.)_wl:-Jl 613%,},

(K,) and 03,233, and 133%}, (TA,) tPerfurne

properfor me‘n, exclusively of:women: i. 9., (TA,)

that leaves no stain; (Kf TA ;) that becomes

dissipated; such as musk, and aloes-wood, and

camphire, and and 83.93. (TA.) [See the

contr., Q, in art. .LJl.] applied

to the Kur-{in signifies IE'ntinently excellent.

(K.) See 2. _Applied to a saying, IStrong

and _firm: and in like manner to poetry. (A.)

_The Arabs disliked a she-camel’s bringing

forth a male; and hence they applied the term

g3, met, to IAnything disliked.

[Thus,] applied to rain, it signifies IVioIent;

(A,K;) falling in large drops. They

said, {glisi IRains bringing

intense [cold and torrents’fell upon the earth.

(A.)—Applied to a day, I [Sevfng' distressing;

hard to be borne: see also (A.)

IDrd says, I think that the name )5)" [so in

the TA, without any syll. signs; app. ;éjli] is

applied by some of the Arabs to lcfljdi

[or the star Arcturus]. (TA.) '

.J/

'3'

{5; ’3 W1 : seeps.

: see

550:3: see ;é>}, in two places2=and 353,

in two places. =‘Also IA piece ofsteel that is

added [to the edge ofa sword and] to the head qf

an axe (K): TA.)_ And ISharpness of a

sword: [see alsops :] and ofa man. ($, A, K.)

You say, 9.2:” Big; and 5°53,

I The sharpness of the sword, and the sharpness of

the man, went. ($, A.)

gig-1t: see kg}, in two places: =and

in two places. '

84,5}:
li a:

, , see)b.,'u.

Lg}é§: see :..2:~5, in three places. _ Remem

brance with the reception qfezhortation : so in

the following passage of_ the Kur [xlvii. 20],

[Then how, that is,

of what avail, will be to them their remembrance

with the reception of emhortation when it (the

hour of the resurrection) comet/t to them: or] how

will it be to them when it (the hour) cometh to

them with their remembrance and their reception

1";

of ewhortation: (K,' TA :) i. e., this will not

profit them. (TA.)-Repentance: so in the

1;." [lxxxix. 24], 6%.?" 15 gig, i. e. And how

shall he have repentance? TA.)_A re

minding, or causing to remember : so in the Kur

viii. 1, and xi. 121, (K,) and Ii. 55. (Fr.) See 2.

_An admonition: so in the Kur xxxviii. 42,

and xl. 56. ._ A being reminded, or caused

to remember: so in the Ear [xxxviii. 46], in the

phrase fig" (5;) Their being reminded of, or

caused to remember, the latter abode, and being

made to relinquish worldly things, or not to desire

them: or it may mean their remembering

much the latter abode. (B, TA.)

Lbs A man possessing an excellent memory.

(s.)'_A1w, (AZ,K,) and fiéi, (accord. to a

MS. copy of the K, and so, as is said in the TA,

accord. to the method of the author of the K,) or

'353, (accord. to the CK,) and and

73,55, (K,) 1A man possessing/$1}, i. e.,

fame, 0r renown: or glory, or boastfulness. (TA.)

=See aleéb, in the latter halfof the paragraph.

2.,é} : see the next preceding paragraph.

The males of palm-trees.

3,513 [act part.n. MIL—'93 kl; fa

Gil: see art. )31.

Illlore, and most, sharp, ($, TA,) acute

and ardent, vigorous and efl'ective in nfl'airs.

(TA.) Mohammad used to go round to his wives

in one night, and to perform the ablation termed

Jib for his visit to every one of them; and

being asked wherefore he did so, he answered,

1' 05:5

’53! 451 t It is more, or most, sharp [or efl‘ective];

d.

syn. TA, from a trad.) And it was

said to Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr, when he was prostrated,

.1120 L; {By God, women

have not broughtforth one more acute and ardent

and vigorous and efl'ect-ive in aflairs than thou.

(TA from a trad.)

an int". n. of 2. (A, TA.)_ [And

hence,] A thing by means of which something

that one wants [or desires to remember] is called

to mind; a memorandum. (S, K, TA.) _ [A

biographical memoir. _And, in the present day,

Any qfiieial note; such as a passport; a permit;

and the like.] '

I! Ir

)5» A place of remembrance: pl. ;£->l.:'\;:

whence i511,“ in a trad., app. meaning The

black corner or stone [of the Kaabeh]. (TA.)

I a J _ _ _ _ l i a J

see its term, With 0, voce)é>.,\4.

jail A woman [or other female (see 4)]

bringingforth a male : (S, :) or a woman that

brings forth men-children. (TA in art.

_And 1A desert that produces herbs, or

lcguminous 4,plants, of the hirid’ c’alled

(As. [Scefik and see also )lbdf.])_And

{A road that is feared. (A, 1;)—See also

gig, in two places—And see in the

former half of the paragraph.

lir
’ I

’53.. [A masculine word; a word made mas
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culine]. A she-camel resembling a he

camel in make and in disposition. And

also, (K,TA,) or 155.3, (accord. to the 019)

A woman who makes herself like a male; ;)

as also ' (L, and so in a copy of the K,)

or H.353, (so in another copy of the K, and. in

the TA,) osvijéi, (so in the 011,) and

(K.) _Qgt A she-camel having a large

head, (K, TA,) like that of a lie-camel: (TA :)

because her head is one of the parts that are

excepted in the game of chance [called Am]

for the man who hgs sold her: [therefore'those

parts are termed 1351:] :) or resembling the

make of the male in [the largeness of] the head

and legs. (Th, M in art. dag-Amijéjl ,1;

IA day that is severe, distressing, or hard to be

borne; as also H.533. (K, TA :) or in which

a severe fight, or’ slaughter, has taken place.

(A, TA.) [See also last sentence but one.]

_And 1A severe calamity or

misfortune; (A,K;) and so [without 3

because it is from this epithet applied to a she

camel as meaning “bringing forth'a male ;” for

her doing so was disliked, as has been mentioned

voce : (K :) or the latter means which none

can withstand but strong, courageous, stubborn

men. (TA.):See also in two places, in

the latter half of the paragraph.

A woman [or other female] that usually

brings forth males. And A man who

usually begets male children. (TA.) _ Also

1 Land that produces hgrbs, or leguminous plants,

such as are termed ”b}: (A, TA: [see )534,

andjél :]) or that. does not produce [anything] :

but the former signification is the more common.

(TA.)—And IA terrible desert;

(As, A,K;) that is not traversed but by strong,

courageous, stubborn men. (As, K.)

[pass. part. n. of1].—I A man praised,

or spoken qfwell. (TA.)

in the Kur [lxxvi. 1], means [accord. to some]

then he was not a thing existing by itself,

though existing in the knowledge of God. (TA.)

$9513; said to be an anomalous pl. of in

a sense pointed out above: see the latter word.

($1 Mtb, 19‘)

Jen I!) I5 '1

5,530 : see )5».

:53

1.3131 .555, ($,1_<, &c.,) aor. (s,)

inf. n. Mgh, K, &c.) and accord. to

3 I J a:

Z (K) and ’55, (M,K,TA,) like )0; (TA;

[accord. to the and so accord. to the

MA, as well as ,és's and 1’53 ,1) and VQbJZ-n;

(K ;) Thefire blazed, or flamed; burned up; or

burned brightly or fiercely: (S:) or blazed, or

flamed, vehemently, or intensely : z) or blazed,

flamed, or burned up, completely ; agreeably with

the primary signification of the root, which is

“completeness.” (Mgh.) _ 3...?" \55 The

mask gave forth odour, or fragrance; (MA;)

[or a strong, or pungent, odour,- for] the primary

signification of in relation to odour is the

being strong, [or pungent,] in sweetness or in

fetidness. (TA.)_ [,e-oi, hos. (s, Msb,

Ki). find ‘55; (M§b3 aor- (K3).f>r

i (Mill) i) and ’53: (MA: K7) aor- i

(K;) all three mentioned by lSd; (TA ;) inf. n.

ilé'}; MA, K,‘ TA; [in my copy of the Msb,

the inf. n. of the first is said to be ; but this

is app. 11 mistranscription; or the author perhaps

held more properly, written , to be the

inf. n. ; for he says that u?) is of the class of

a, of which the inf. n. is “:33, and afterwards

mentions as though he held this to be a

simple subst.;]) said of a man, Mgh,) He

was, or became, sharp, or acute, in mind,

TA,) with quickness of perception, and of in

telligence, understanding, sagacity, skill, or know

ledge: (TA :) or quick of understanding, (Msb,

K,) or intelligence, sagacity, skill, or knowledge :

(K :) or quick ofperception, and sharp, or acute,

in understanding : (Er-Raghib, TA :) or quick in

drawing conclusions. (TA. [See Zlézs, below.])

[Also, app., said of a camel, and the like, me’aning

He was, or became, sharp in spirit. See

= seems to have been also used by some as

meaning He (a beast) was, or became, legally

slaughtered ,- and consequently, legally clean: or

to have been supposed to have this signification.

_. And hence,] means

1- lVltatever ground has become dry: it has become

clean, or pure: but [Mtr, after mentioning this,

adds,] I have not found it in the lexicons. (Mgh.

[See also .SLég, below.])

2. 31311 ués, (T, Msb,K,) int‘. n. (s,

TA,) Ile made thefire to blaze orfi'ame, to burn

up, or to burn brightly orfiereely; (T, S, ;) as

also I Loléa'fl: K :) or he supplied the fire

fully with fuel: (Msh, TA =) and tuba

He lighted the lamp. (Her p. 53.)_[J.i;u (,es,

and L355 alone, said ofa'medieine &c., It sharp

ened the intellect.] = vb}, (Mgh, Mgh,) inf. n.

as above, (S, Mgh, Msb, K,) He slaughtered '

(S, Mgh, Msb, K) an animal, (Mgh,) or a camel

and the like, (Mgh,) in the manner [prescribed by

the law,] termed C135, (s, Mgh,K,) i.e., (Mgh,

K,) in the manner termed [q. v. infra].

(Mgh, Msb, The proper signification of

£533! is The causing the natural heat to pass

forth: but it is peculiarly applied in the law to

signify the destroying of life in a particular

manner, exclusive pf any‘ other manner. (Er

Réghib, TA.) L; '9'], in the Kur [v. 4],

means Except that whereofye shall attain to the

3153 [or slaughter in the manner prescribed by

the law] (Bd, Msb, TA) while life yet remains in

it. (Bd.)=Also, (S, K,) said of a man, (S,)

IIe became old, or advanced in age, (S, K,) and

big-bodied, or corpulent .' :) [or he attained to

full growth or age: said of a man, and of a horse

and the like:] see 555, last sentence. [See also

below.])

4: see 2, in two places-[Hence,]

nga +1 kindled war. (TA.)-5:1; éééii

(5.9101 I sent against him. the scouts. (S.)

10,: see 1, first sentence—[Hence, app.,]

was: “,1; MI am +The stallion

pressed vehemently upon thefemale. (TA.)

(5; an inf. n. of 1; The blazing, or flaming,

&c., of fire. (S, K, &c. [See 1, first sentence.])
0' I .I 9 , e

_See also 3,55. =And see 3K5}.

.333 a possessive epithet: (lSd,TA:) you say

,6, (1;, TA,) without teshdeed, (TA, [in

the CK A. fire blazing, or flaming, &c.

(K. TA) '

iléi: see 5,143.:[Als0] a subst. (Mgh,

Msh, TA) syn. with (Mgh, Msb, 1;, TA)

as signifying [i. e. The slaughter of an animal

for food in the manner prescribed by the law];

(Mgh, 1;, TA ;) as also Héi, (1;, TA, [in the

CK nhbSJ which is likewise said to be a simple

subst. : (TA : [in the TK, and are both

said to be inf. ns., of which the verb is $5,

signifying ’3; but this I do not find in any

lexicon of authority:]) it is satisfactorily per

formed by the severing of the windpipc and gullet,

as is related on the authority of Ahmad [Ibn

Hambal], or, as is also related on his authority,

by severing them and also the [or two

external jugular veins], less than which is not

lawful; or, accord. to Aboo-Haneefeh, the severing

ofthe windpipe and gullet and one qf'thc U\?,,;

or, accord. to Malik, the severing of the . [or

external jugular veins] though it be. without the

severing of the windpipe. (Msb.) The saying

at as; he; is r... g. he;

ail [The legal slaughterqfthefoetus, or young

‘ in the belly, it is the legal slaughter ofits mother]:

(Mgh, TA :) or it is an instance of the transposi

tion of the inchoative and enunciative, (Mgh,

Mgh,) its implied meaning being i153

all [The legal slaughter of the mother of the

foetus, or young in the belly, is a legal slaughter

of it also; so that the latter, like the former, may

be lawfully eaten]; (Msb;) i. e., when she is

legally slaughtered, it is legally slaughtered:

(TA:) the use of the accus. case (Mgh, TA) in

the like thereof, (Mgh,) [or] in the phrase 5L5}

all, [i. e., the saying 5151,] is a mistake.

(Mgh, TA.)_Hence the saying of Mohammad

Ibn-El-Hanafeeyeh, +[The

cleanness, or purity, of the ground is its becoming

dry]; i. e., when it becomes dry from the moisture

of uncleanness, it becomes clean, like as a beast

becomes clean by means of legal slaughter. (Mgh.

[See also 1, last sentence.])

3:53, (T, TA, &c.,) with damm, not as

the text of the K indicates it to be (TA) [and as

it is written in the copies thereof], and

(S, TA,) also with damm, (TA,) [in the copies of

the What is thrown upon the fire,

(T, S, K,') qffirewood, or of camels' or similar

dung, (T,) to make it blaze, or flame, or burn

up, or burn brightly or fiercely. (S, __ Also
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the former, A. blazing, or flaming, coal qffire;

and so H53, (K,TA,) with the short t, on the

authority of IDrd; [in the 01; .téi ,] or, as in
6 4 r

the M, tats-.5. (TA.)

A. kind of trees : n. pa. with 3: (IAar,

TA :) the pl. of the latter is 0.33%}, and signi

fies small [trees of the kind called] Cr: [q. v.].

(M, K, TA. [In the CK, is erroneously

put for cpij)

Sharpness, or acuteness, of mind, (S,

Msb, TA,) with quickness of perception, and of

intelligence, understanding, sagacity, skill, or

knowledge: (TA :) or completeness of intelli

gence, with quickness of apprehension : (Msb :)

or quickness of intelligence, understanding, saga

city, skill, or knowledge: or quickness of

perception, and sharpness, or acuteness, of under

standing: thus applied, it is like the phrase

)6 ill}. q: (Er-Ritghib, TA :) or quickness

in drawing conclusions. (TA. [See 6;}: and

See also 1.]) [It app. signifies also Sharpness of

spirit; as a quality of a camel and the like.

:. .

See _ Also Age: (S, or full, or

complete, age: so says Mbr in the “Ktimil :"

(TA :) contr. of Zlii: (Ham p. 217:) accord. to

Az, its primary signification, universally, is a

state of completeness: and 5):” U3 means

completeness of age : accord. to Kh, it means the

age of completeness of strength, [app. in a horse,

or any solid-hoofed animal, for he says that it is]

when a year has passed after the t); [or

finishing of teething]: (TA :) or all!

means the utmost term of youth/illness} [from the

primary signification of the root, which is “a

state of completeness.” (Mgh.) Hence the saying

amined as to age; app. meaning +7113] abilities

have been tested and proved]: and $1.3M

{(53}! The beast attained to [fulness of] age.

($, TA.) [Hence, also,] one says, {is

' it; and [Th‘e youth

fulness ofsuch a on; is like'the fulness of age of

such a one], i.e., the prudence, or discretion, of

such a one notwithstanding his deficiency of age

is like the prudence, or discretion, of such a one

with his fulness of age. (Ham p. 217.)

55’}, imperfectly decl., The sun: (S,K:)

determinate, and not admitting the article Jl:

you say, alga. filial} 9.? [This is the sun rising]:

(s =) derived from 36: 9553. (TA.)_ Hence,

of El-lflajji’ij, ‘iéi $3,; [I have been ex—

(S,) 3:1 The dawh, or daybreak : K :) '

because it is, from the light of the sun.

Homeyd says, [or, accord. to some, Beshecr

Ibn-En-Nikth, as in one of my copies of the $,

in art. ’15,]

. I j e 9.0 a a: a”:

* Ht Exact 5).,4 is»; r

I” I ¢ we 1 Jon,

* {Jill uf 355 of!) *

[And she, or they, came to the water before the

bright shining of the daybreak, while the dawn

lay hid in the darkness qu'ght].

Léi, applied to musk, and so 2%3, (K, TA,)

for $11.0, as is said by IArnb, is both masc. and

fem., arid so isp, (TA,) and l .915, Difi'using

odour: or having a strong [or pungent]

odour. (TA. [See 1, second sentence.]) You

say also Lilli; A. sharp [or pungent, or a

strong,] odour [whether sweet or fetid] ; syn.

(K in art. 1- Applied to a man, Having

the attribute, or quality, termed £53, ($, high,

K,) as meaning sharpness, or aeuteness, ($, Mgh,)

or quickness, (K,) quind, Mgh,) or of intel

ligence, &c.: (1;, TA, &.c.:) pl. {hie-3i. (Mgh,

TA.) It is also, sometimes, applied to a camel

[or, the like, as meaning Sharp. in spirit: sec

>155]. (TA.) = Also i. q. _ 5 [meaning

Slaughtered in the manner prescribed by the

law, termed and 3&5]: (in) it is of the
16v

measure in the sense of the measure ,3 :

(Mgb :) and [therefore] you say 3L5, mean

ing [a sheep, or goat, slaughtered in the manner

above mentioned; and also,] to whose 3G,; [or

slaughter in that manner] one has attained

[while life yet remained therein : see 2]: (Mgh,

Msbz) [as its fem.] is extr. [like

(TA.)—hence, use; in skin stripped

from an animal that has been slaughtered in the

manner mentioned above. (Mgh.)

:96: see the next preceding paragraph.

; and the fem., see the following

paragraph, in three places.

33;, applied to a man, (TA,) Old, or advanced

in bge, and big-bodied, or corpulent : (K, TA :)

[orfull-grown, or offal! age : see 7153:] or an

old man, but only such as is much experienced

and disciplined: (Er-Raghib, TA :) and accord.

to ISd, anything [i.e. any animal] old, or ad

vanced in age: by some especially applied to a

solid-hoofed animal; and said to mean one that

has passed the C); [or finishing of teething] by

ayear: (TA:) or .‘llii, ($, K, TA,) which is

its pl., ($,TA,) [(lliie as is pl. of the

fem.,) and also pl. of its syn. ’7 9:83,] signifies,

applied to horses, (S, K, TA,) of" generous race,

advanced in age, (TA,) that have passed a year,

or two years, after their C); : K, TA 1) the

sing. is like applied to a camel : TA :)

or signifies a horse offull age and of com

pletiz strength; as also Vflfui: (Ham p. 217:)

or a horse whose run beconies spent and

[then, but not before he has exhausted his power,]

stops. (TA.) It is said in a prov.,

QQéjl-ll [The running of the horses that

have'attairied to their full age and strength is a

contending for superiority]: (Meyd, and so in

some copies of the it may mean that the

horse in this case contends for superiority with

him that runs with him; or that his second run

is always more than his first, and his third than

his second: (Meyd :) or, as some relate it, Salk;

(Meyd, and so in other copies of the S in this

art., and in the and K in art. meaning

that the running of such horses is several bow

shots: (Meyd, and and K in art. it is

applied to him who is described as entering into

contests for excellence with his compeers. (Meyd.)

_ [Hence,] (K,) or, as in the

Tekmileh, (TA,) 1-A cloud that has

rained time after time. (K, TA.)

Quasi 053

: see 62%;, in art. ,5}.

$53 : see art. ’53,

J5

'. 3v ~ ls

1. J}, at». an, (M, high, K,) inf. h. J) and
O i I i ee ’

EU} and AU», ($,* M, MA, or ghese three

are simple substs., and the inf. n. is Ji, (Mgh,)

and (M, K) and (K,) [contr. qu-s;

(see ()3 below ;) i. e.] He, or it, was, or became,

low, base, vile, abject, mean, paltry, contemptible,

despicable, ignominious, inglorious, abased, humble,

and weak; (MA, Msb,l_{;) syn. {,u, (Mgh, K,)

and (Msb.)__JS, (M, K,) and 3.35,

(M, Mgh,) aor. as above, (M, K,) inf. n. d},

(M, Msb, K,) said ofa man, (M,) and ofa beast,

such as 8 horse and the like, (35:5, M, Mgh,) IIe,

or it, was, or became, easy, tractable, submissive,

or manageable; (M, Msb,K;) and [which

belongs to art. d5] signifies the same as in

this sense. (ISd, TA.) And ii 1 (is: He

became lowly, humble, or submissive, [or he

Ion-cred, humbled, or submitted, himsel ,] to him ,

(5, TA ;) as also kiii, originally (TA.)

_ [Hence,] J; is also said of a road [as mean

ing 1- It was, or became, beaten, or trodden, so as

to be rendered even, or easy to be travelled, or to

walk or ride upon: see (A in art.

_. And weigh" TThe _rhymes were

easy to the poet. (T.)—And said of a

watering-trough or tank, (TA,) or of the upper

part thereof, (M,) fIt was, or became, broken

much, or in several places, in its edge, and much

demolished. (M, TA.)

2. Jl}, (M, Mgh,) int“. n. (Mgh,) 11.

made, or rendered, (M, Mgh,) a’ man, (M,) and

a beast, such as a horse and the like, (M, Msb,)

easy, tractable, submissive, or manageable: (M,

Msb:) [said of the former, it may be rendered

he brought under, or into, subjection; or he

subdued: and said of the latter, he broke, or

trained: and said of any animal, he tamed. _

Hence, 1‘ He beat, or trod, a road, so as to render

it even, or easy to be travelled, or to walk or ride

upon : sce _ And J1?) 1‘ He made

an ofuir easy to him; syn. and

(TA in art. h,.,....)_Anei 1.1.5:" 3;; TThe

bunches of the grape-vine were made to hang

down [so that they might be easily plucked]:

(M, :) or were evenly disposed [for the same

purpose]; syn. (K :) or, accord. to AHn,

Jail-3! signifies the disposing evenly the bunches
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of the grape-vine, and making them to hang down.

in the Kur [lxxvi. 14], means

+ The bunches being evenly disposed, and made to

hang down, JM,) exposed to be plucked:

(JM :) or being well disposed, and made near:

(IAmb, TA :) or being within the reach of the

seeker, or desirer: (Ibn-’Arafeh, TA:) or being

easy to reach by those who will pluck them, in

whatever manner they may desire to do so : (Bd :)

accord. to Mujahid, it means that if one stand,

the bunch will rise to him; and if one sit, it will

hang down to him. (TA.) [In like manner,]

(L335! also signifies 1‘ The putting the raceme of

thdpalm-tree upon the branch [near it] in order

that it [the branch] may support it : (AHn, M :)

or (3’35" as practised in the present

world, is tthe trimmer’s making straight, and

fecundating before the usual time, the racemes of

the palm-tree, when they come forth from their

spathes that covered them, these having slit open

and disclosed them, by which means one makes

them to hang out from among the branches and

prichles, so that the fruit is easily plucked when

it ripens. (T. [See also [Hence it is

said in the 1; that Jiia J33 signifies

1.1....33 ijg’éJI the explanation

If a,

should be “4;: use We; 33%}, i.e.

+ The palm-trees had their racemes put upon the

branches in order that these might support them.]

_ See also what next follows.

4. 3», (M, Msb, K,) inf. n. (Big, (TA,) He

(God, Msb) lowered, abased, or humbled, him;

or rendered him low, base, vile, abject, mean,

paltry, contemptible, despicable, ignominious, in

glorious, abased, humbled, and weak ,- (M,“ Msb,

K, TA;) as also -' 26> and ' alibi: (K, TA :)

all these signify the same. _. See also 10.

= J51 [as an intrans. veer He (a man, s, M)

became one whose companions were low, base, vile,

8w. (5, M, _ And He became in a state, or

condition, that was low, base, vile, 8w. in art.

"so

5: see 1.

10. 332.»! He saw him to be [i. e. low,

base, vile, &c.]: (M,K:) or he found him to be

so; (TA ;) as also I 35!. ._ See also 4. .

éiill 5.91;}! JJLA He plucked ofi' the ticks

from the refractory camel in order that he might

experience pleasure [or relief], and so become at

ease, or tranquil, (M, K,) with him. (K.)

vii.

[u',.l5l, a verb ofwhich one ofthe significations

is mentioned in this art. in the K, belongs to

art. I“535]

R. Q. 2. [app. from It was, or

became, in a state of commotion, or agitation, and

lax, slack, or pendulous. (K.)

g) i 5 r a

J} and lid} and V [all mentions: in the

M and MA and K as inf. ns.] contr. of}; (S,

M ;) [i. e.] Lowness, baseness, vileness, aly'ectness,

meanness, paltriness, contemptiblencss, despicable

ness, ignominiousness, ingloriousness, abasement,

' Op,

humiliation, and weakness. (Msb,K.*) ’1,

at! r 3 e s, ..

Qil 0., ul, 0, in the Kur [xvn. last verse],

means Nor hath taken to himself any aider to

assist Him and league with Him by reason ofauy

lowness qfcandition in Him, as is the custom of

the Arabsto do: (1;, TA: [in the 01;, is

erroneously put for :]) for they ulsed to

league, one with another, seeking thereby to

become strong and inaccessible. (TA.) See also

kLib—And see the paragraph here following,

in live places. -

j} Easiness, tractablcness, submissiveness, or

manbgeableness; M, K, and Ham p. 50;

[mentioned in the [VI and Msb and K as an

inf. n.;]) as also (M, K, and Ham ubi

supra.) Hence the saying,

JR") [Somewhat of sabmissiveness is most

preservative of the family find the property]:

:) or '33”, occurring in a

trad. of Ibn-Ez-Zubeyr; meaning that abjectness

betiding a. man when he hears patiently an injury

that has bef'allen him is most preservative of him

and qf his family and his property. (TA.)—

Also Gentlencss;,and mercy; and so v:])}: thus in

the phrase, '33" LLB or Jill,

(M, K,) in the Kur [xviL 25, m. And make sbft

to them (thy two parents) the side quentleness;

meaning treat them with gentleness]: the former

is the common reading: (TA :) or the latter

means easiness, tractableness, or submissiveness :

(K 2) [and so the former, its has been stated above:]

Er-Raghib says that l is a. consequence oi'

subjection; and is whatis-dfter refractoriness:

so that the phrase’means, [accord. to the former

reading,] be gentle like him who is subjected to

them ,- and accord. to the latter reading, be gentle

and tractable, or submissive, to them. (TA.):

Also The beaten track, orpart that is trodden

and made even, (M,) ofa road. (M, Its pl.

occurs in the saying,

Let events, or afairs, take, their course in the

ways, or manners, that are fit, or proper, for

them, and easy. El-Khansa says,

eeeol 0-00 ea: on -/ '0’ sis is,

*L-y‘l'jblf—ollf'géhlq—J'tummy“;Wis

' [Letfate take its ways after the youth left behind

in El-Mahw]; ($,M;) meaning I mourn not

for anything after him: cited by AA: in the

present art. and in art. ’10:) ,5," is here the

name of a place. in the latter art.) And one

says, vi; ($, M,K,) and

Egg, (M, The decrees qf God take

their [appointed] courses: M, K :) here, also,

Jen is pl. ofd‘s. (M, 1;.) And msjil (,1; .123
Leave thou him, or it, in his, orfdits, [present]

state, or condition: ($,M,K:) in this case it

has no sing. (M, [And,so in the saying,]

7 L512 2L:- It came in its [proper] manner.

($,K.)_See also another usage of as a

pl. having no sing. assigned to it, voce

last sentence.

: see _ In the following verse,35

* “a 0: ’ " ‘fl: I .0! l *

fér‘ as”. u-l'r'

I ' ise I e I J I;
. Ml: QlJLl 4*

[JIay my heritage give joy to a man not low, or

base; slender arrows, singular of their kind,

that have a whizzing sound], the meaning is,

$25, or ill} (5? and flu‘ is put in the

doin. case as 5 bubstithte for $1).

Easy, tractable, submissive, or manageable;

($, M, Mgh, K;) applied to a beast, such as a

horse and the like, (336), ($, M, Mgh,) and to a

man [&c.]; (M ;) and so 'iljs, applied to a

man: (TA, as from the M: [but not found by me

in the latter; and I believe that the right reading

is belonging to art. d3, q. v. :])

former alike masc. and fem.: (M, TA :) pl. J!)

(S, M, Msb, K) and A poet applies

the epithet to spend-heads, as meaning lllade

easy [to pierce with] by being sharpened, and

made thin and slender. (M.)—See also the next

paragraph, in two places.

J»; Low, base, vile, abject, mean, paltry,

contemptible, despicable, ignom-inious, inglorions,

lowered, brought low, abased, humbled, and weak ;

(T,$, M. Msb. K;) “PPlied *0 a ma"; (T,$;)

and 7 signifies the same, as a sing.; (Ibn

’Abbad, or this latter is a pl. of the former,

win I Oi E

(T,) as also i‘jil M, Msb, and 8131 (T, $,

Msb, 1;) and 3-9;. (M, K.) __ [Also Gentle;
r i i 1 OJ re 5 5

and merciful. Hence,] 5f! wyl ulc- it?!

gig, in the Kur [v. 59], means Gentle,

(Zj‘,’T,) and merciful, (T,) to the believers, rough

in behaviour, (Zj, T,) and hard, or severe, (T,) to

the unbelievers. (Zj, T.) __ Also applied to a.

road, meaning ’rllIade even, or smooth, and easy

to be travelled, or to walk or ride upon,- as also

with 3; being applied to [,which is fem. as

well as masc.]; (M ,) and .2. 1 (3,33: (T =) pl. of

the latter, (T,) or of the former, (M,) (Eli. (T,

M :) and [in like manner] V so applied,

beaten, or trodden, and [made] even, or easy [to

walk or ride upon]: (T :) [in like manner also]

is applied to land or ground &.c. [as meaning

easy to be travelled, or to walk or ride upon, &c.].

(As, M voce 5,55.)_Also 1-Lon', applied to

a wall, and toa house, or chamber; (T ;) and [so]

applied to a mountain: and K in art. .9, z) or

{low and thin, applied to a wall: (Mgh:) and

+short, gpplied to a spear. (T.) _ You say also

(3:33 V J5, [meaning Exceeding lowness or base

nesb Sec. ; or lowering, or abusing, lowness or base

ness &c.; i. e.,] using the latter word as an

8 )

intensive epithet; or as signifying (M,

Good and easy in respect of natural

’ I 5 a!

disposition: pl. 0,2155}. (lbn-’Abbé.d, [In

the CK, “3qu is erroneoust put for

See also

i 599' J‘ng
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is sing. of JSKJQ, which signifies The

lower, or lowest, parts,’(AZ, T, $,) that are next

the ground, of a shirt, or of a long shirt;

(AZ, T ;) and IAar says that the sing. is"

and 7 Ellis}, also; and they are also called

pl. of (T ;) and : in art. 0, z)

or and 7,1,5} and V5.53 and and

V all signify’tlie lower, oi- lowest, parts of a

long shirt (M, when it dangles and becomes

old and worn out; (M 5) as also ; (K ;) [or

rather] this last is pl. of all the foiegoing words ;

(M ;) and v and [in some copies

of the K, erroneously, or and

signify the same; ;) [or rather] the former of

these two is a contraction of the pl. ($, M)

[and the latter of them is the same contracted pl.

with the addition of s]. _ [Hence,] (86:! Jyji

tT/zose who are the last of the people; (K;) or

the last of a few of the people; so in the Moheet;

(TA ;) and t and vfi'gdji, (1;, TA,

[in the CK, erroneously, andfi’jiéhfl)

the lattera dim., (TA,) and Vfi'dii, signify the

same: z) or this last signifies the lower, baser,

ciler, or meaner, of them. (0, TA.)

l
[,ftzlt and see

O _O I :1 .9 is

and 91.)!) and (J19) and see Jim, in

3:35; and and eight places,

a
...z

[J31 [ZlIm-e, and most, low, base, vile, &c.]:

EI'D

see

es .5

[jle as a pl. without a sing. : see d5 (ofwhich

it is also a pl.), in two places: = and! see

last sentence.

:1 e e B) i r I )0 1

50.5.0: see J}. ._.. [Hence,] Eli." no ’r The

wooden pin, peg, or stake: ($, :) because its

head is broken [or battered by beating].
.O’

[Seek-l

see sigh—Also, [applied to palm

trees (dd-3),] ~l- Having the fruit thereof bent

[down] in order that it may be [easily] gathered:

[see also its verb (2):] so in the following verse

of Imra-el-Keys: (5gb, TA :)

5': I
ii a I s.—e,irg’3 *

is: a i sol, ,,

* gum up! 79.9% gas, *

meaning And a n-aist slender like the camel’s

nose-rein of [twisted] leather, thin; and a shank

resembling, in the clearness of its colour, the

stalk (lit. internodal portion) of the papyrus

w .p

((5);!) growing among irrigated palm-trees

having their racemes bent down by reason

of the abundance of their fruit; so that their

branches overshade these papyrus-plants : or,

accord. to some, and a shank resembling the {talk

of the irrigated papyrus that is bent down

by saturation : (EM pp. 28 and 29:) As says that

it means, [agreeably with the former explanation,]

(41: a i 1 a I u o, "is a

JJJ-oll Jim is}. L9,, fists-e at.” A0

says that 5.5.; means watered [naturally,] without

occasioning one’s tghing any trouble to water:

IAar explained as meaning having the

way of the water: thereto made easy: and some

say that by Grill! is meant the tender, white,

stalk qfthe (T.)

J}

1. aor. 1, inf. n. said of a nose, It

was short and small: (M, Msb :) or short in the

bone, and small in the tip, or lower portion: or

.55 is like [intl n. of q. v.]: (M =)

or the verb means it was small, and even in the

tip, or lower portion: ($,‘K:) or small and

slender: or thick and even in the lower extremity,

(M,I_(;) or, as some say, it had in it what re

sembled a pit, or depression; (M ;) not being very

thick Q): (M, Ks [in the latter I

find 3.2.; 93.5, which I doubt not to be a

mistrdnscriiitioii :]) or it was short in the tip, or

lower portion, and even in the bone, without

prominence. (M.) And said of a man, He had

a nose such as is above described. ($,

A man having a nose such as is described

above: ($,Msb,K:) or having a short and

slender nose : (Mgh :) fem. : Mgh, Msb,

Kz) pl. (S, And A nose such as is

described above. (K.)_And biliapplied tosands,

TEven and compact; as also (AHn,

6‘5

1. @i, aor.=, (s,1_§,) int“. n. 53, (s,) It

(a spear-head [and the like]) was, or became,

sharp, cutting, or penetrating. ($,K.)_And

in like manner, aor. and inf. n. as above, [the

inf. n. erroneously written in the CK [3.5,] said

of the tongue, I It was, or became, sharp and elo

quent; as also aor. i , inf. n. ; and

aor. 1: TA :) and i. g. [which means it

was, or became, sharp properly speaking; and

also chaste, or eloquent ; and profuse of speech, or

clamorous]. (S in explanation of the first verb,

and app. of the second also, i. e. inf. n.

and in explanation of the first only.)—

Also, i. e. like + It (a lamp, or lighted wick,)

gave light, shone, was bright, or shone brightly :

(15:) [far] so 335, int‘. n. (JK.)=Also,

i. e. 6!}, aor.=, inf. n. @5, It, or he, was, or

became, unsettled, unsteady, unquiet, restless,

disquieted, disturbed, agitated, flurried, or a

state of commotion. (S, TA.) You say, @333

I rose from my place, and became

disquieted, or disturbed. (JK.)_And, said of

the [lizard called] :0}, (K,) inf. n. as above,

(TA,) It come forth from the roughness of the

sand to the softness qfthe water. (K.) _And

Ml He (a man) became at the point

of deathfrom’thirst : :) or he becamevafi‘ected

severely by thirst so that his tongue protruded.

(£A.)=Qil§, (JK, 15,) aor. 1, (TA,) inf. n.

J3, (JK,TA,) He sharpened it,- (JK,I_§;)

namely, a. knife, (K,) or anything; (JK;) as

also 11am; (Lang) and Vail), (1g) inf. n.

(TA.):And said of the [hot wind

called] ,0);, or of fasting, It weakened him,

(K,) and emaciated him, and disquieted him, or

idisturbed him; (TA ;) as also 1 flash (1;, TA =)

or the latter, thus used, it qflected him severely,

afilicted him, ordistressed him. (J

said of a bird, i. q. [It muted, or dunged];

(K;) and in like manner, 'élsl (Kf TA)

it castforth its dung quickly. (TA.)

2. dill}, inf. n. see 1: =and 4. =

(gin 53's, (JK,K,)'inf. n. as above, (K,) i. q.

2):; [He made the horse lean, or light offiesh;

or prepared him for racing, #0., by feeding him

withfood barely suflicient to sustain him, after he

had become fat, or after he had been fed with

fodder so that he had becomefat; &c.;] (JK, K;)

and took good care of him. (J

4. did}! as syn. with and his}: see 1.—

Also, (inf. n. TA,) fHe made it to give

light, shine, become bright, or shine brightly,

namely, a lamp, or lighted wick. (JK,K.)=

Also He, or it, unsettled, disquieted, disturbed,

agitated,fiurried, or put into a state ofcommotion,

him, or it. (JK,$, You say,

News came to me, and unsettled me, or

disquieted me, &0. (JK.) And'it is said in a

trad. omens}; liiiii Ci, (Mgh, TA,)

i. c. When the stones disguieted him, See. : (TA:)

or when the stones hit him, or hurt him, with the

point, or edge, [or rather the points, or edges,]

thereof, he ran [or went] quickly. (Mgh.) See

also 1, last sentence but one. You say also,

all; Thy saying afllicted me, or distressed

me, so that I writ/ted, or showed that I was hurt.

(TA.) And {in Jib! He poured water .'r,to the

hole of the [lizard called] in order that he

might come forth, ($,K,TA,) thus disturbing

him ,- (TA ;) as also viii}, (K,) inf. n.

(TA.)-s: 63M also signifies IIe dug magi-ii [i. e.

furrows, trenches, or channels; or ribulets, or

streamlets]. (TA.):And The casting

quickly. (JK, TA.) See 1, last sentence.

7. 5L5! It (a branch) had [or presented to one

(for the verb occurs in a trad. cited as an ex. in

the TA followed by up] a point, or an en:

tremity, (K, TA,) to be cut of. (TA.)

10. ii" (PS-bl He sought, or endeavoured,

to make the [lizard called] come forth

from its hole. (TA.) One says likewise, pl

QQL‘J! The rain drawsforth the reptiles,

dr small creeping things, or makes them to come

forth, from their holes; as also WM. (TA in

art. 61;.) And big" “Bx-A and hilmlol He

drewforth the sword, or made it to come forth.

(TA ibid.)

:53 (JK, s, Mgh, 1;) and 1&5; and #5553

and ($,l_{) The point, extremity, or

edge, (JK, S, Mgh, K,) ofanything: (JK, $, K :)

and the sharpness thereof: (AA, TA :) and the

last, [particularly,] the extremity of a spear-head,
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and +ot' the tongue. ($, K.) _ And the first,

The slender part of an arrow. (TA.) _And The

place in. which turns the pin, or pivot, of the

sheave of a pulley. (S, TA.) = For the first,
‘ 4

also, see 635, in three places,

:53 inf. n. of K,‘ TA.) __ It may

be also pl. of lélli, signifying Sharpened, or

pointed, in the iron head or blade: [like :]

00'

_ and it may be used by poetic license for Q3.

( L.) __ See also the paragraph next following.

$13 and tjii, applied to a spear-head [and

the like], Sharp, cutting, or penetrating : 2)

pl. of the latter (K3 TA.)_And in like

manner, both words, applied to the tongue, Ii.q.

‘4’} [which means Sharp properly speaking;

and also chaste, or eloquent,- and profuse of

speech, or clamorous]: and "its and

'55; and and léls, so applied, signify

6 e 0 I

sharp and eloquent. Y_ou say Q5 UL...)

ékla, expl. in art. 6U: [q. v.]: (K :) and

find." vj; 51;; emf-en' his; ehdjii. 1,53

and will: his: (IAar,$:) and l jiL and

'53 [or and his; all

meaning [a tongue] sharp, penetrating, or efec

five: and fills or (TA.)

And and l ($, K) + [An orator,

or a preacher,] chaste in speech, or eloquent:

(Kf TA :) the fem. of each of these epithets is

with 3.

and : see the next preceding paragraph,

each in two places.

53;

see 6!).

: see $35, in four places. _. Also A vehe

ment run or running. (JK, TA.)

0 e e!

@l} : see $13.

2‘: Q! 25'

03;} : see 913.

a; '01

3.35.193: see the paragraph next following, in

and :

two places.

and its pl. : see _ 53);!

The letters [that are pronounced by means] of the

tip of the tongue and the lip: ($,K:) sing.

they are six; ;) [comprised' in the

phrase g :] three of these are termed

tagginamely, ) and d and Q; and three,

Eggs}, namely, by and J and)a :) or all

of; these sia: letters are termed l (TA voce

Lie.) Every quadriliteral-radical or quinque

literal-radical word [that is genuine Arabic] con

tains one or two or three of these six letters:

every word of either of these classes that does not

contain one of these six letters is to be judged

adventitious: all the other letters are termed

$5.141. (1.1.)

92¢:

J)» Anything sharpened, or pointed, at the

extremity: ($ [like all} :] or a sharp point.

(TA.) _. Also Milk mixed with water: (AZ,

Bk. I.

K:) [like =1 accord. to Ibn-’Abbad, like

:us. (TA.)

A quick-paced she-camel. (TA.)

$.05

r I

3133 : see art. I} ; and _‘J as a particle ofallocution.

u!)

1. 63;, like “is, (K,) [i.e.,] aor. =,

inf. n. J}, (TA,) He gathered the fresh ripe

dates: :) so in the copies of the K; in which

is added, 63331;. but what we find in the

Tekmileh is this: d1 *1.» ung J»

m and Ag is written as [the aor. of]

a quadriliteral [i.e. as the nor. of bl, for it is

without a sheddeh]: (TA :) [here, however,

is evidently, in my opinion, a mistran

scription for and the right reading and

rendering I therefore hold to be as follows:

st, or perhaps means He

continued gathering the fresh ripe dates, they

hanging down with him : for the gatherer laying

hold upon the raceme. it hangs down with his

weight. in the TK, this passage in the TA has

been misunderstood and misrepresented, as though

it meant that signifies “he gathered

with him."]

4: see the preceding paragraph.

5. i.g. [He became lonlly, humble,

or submissive,- or he lowered, humbled, or sub

in itted, himself] : (T, K :) the latter verb is the

original: the former being like UZBJ, originally

(T.) [See also the next paragraph]

12- .3935 (13$. M. K.) inf- n- 51.51. (so

He went away hiding himself; stole away

secretly. (T, S, M, _ He hastened, made

haste, sped, or went quickly; (TA ;) [like 6!,ng ;]

and (TA) he did so in fear lest a thing should

escape him. (T, TA.) And ul’lsl He

went back, or array, running quickly. _

He was, or became, easy, tractable, submissive,

or manageable. (M, [See also 5.] _ He

(a man) was, or became, brohen-hea-rted. (T,

_. It (thejéag) stood in a law state. (T,

[in copies of the K ULTLJ applied

to a man, i. g. [pal-t. n. of 12, q. v.]:

(K, TA: [in sgmoeicopies of the ,of'

the measure or, as some say,

(TA.)

ZED [A nleIl-rope] unsteady ,' or moving

about, or to imdfro, orfrom side to side. (T.)

)5

1. 113, ('1‘, s, M, &c.,) aor. 1, (T, M, Mgh,)
3' as H

inf. n.,} (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, and 34.1»,

(M, IIe blamed, dispraiscd, discommended,

found fault with, censured, or reprehended, him,

in respect of evil conduct; signifying 1.3)!

(T, Mgh) FL}? usl; (T ;) contr. of ch,

(s. M. Mgh, Msb. K.) or of se-Jh (Msh=)

and t 1.2}, (31A,) inf. h. (KL,) signifies

the same: (MA, KL:)-[or this has an intensive

meaning: see its pass. part. n., below.] Hence

the saying, 331, (T, $, i. e.

,ai meaning [Do thou such a thing,

and] thou nlilt not be blamed; (ISk,$,K ;) or

thou nn'lt have an excuse,- [lit.] blame will fall

from thee: in art. :) one should not say

(ISk, S in the present art.) ,3, also,

signifies He was satirizcd, particularly in verse.

(IAar, T.) And He was made to sufi'er loss or

diminution [app. in respect of his reputation].

(IAer,T.)_,_{,li;ll ,2; IT)“. place was, 01'

became, afl'ected n-ith drought, or barrenness,

and its good things [or produce] became scanty.

(TA.) [But perhaps is here a mistranscrip

tion for for] you say of a land,

[He dispraised, or discommendcd, its pasture,

when its pasture is scanty]. ($ and M and K in

art. =js, [a0r.‘; ,] said of the nose, ($, K,)

It flowed [with Mo}, i. e. mucus]; ;) like

And [the aor.],:J:_a is said oily};

(5,19) like ; (s, TA ;) iiieehihg It flcin's.

(TA.)

2 : see 1, first sentence.

3. t Such a one passes his Ii 0

contended with scantiness. (TA.)

4. ,231 He (11 man) did [or said] that for which

he should be blamed, dispraised, discomnzendea',

found fault with, censured, or rcprehended ,

(s;) contr. of iii. (A in ei-l. h...) And

42?; view. <M.I.<.> or will 31. (so He did

to him, or to the people, that for which he should

be blamed, &c. (s, M, 1;.) _ [Hence,] iii

lily-l3 IHis riding-camel ceased going on ,- as

though she made the people to blame her. (TA.)

And Llé) tTheir camels upon which

they were riding became jaded, and lagged behind,

(S, M, K, TA,) not keeping up with the main

body of camels,- (S, TA ;) [as though they made

their riders to blame them; or] as though [the

idea of] their strength in journeying were derived

from meaning “a well having little water.”

(TA.) And 3.9; ,23l 1[His camel became

jaded, and lagged behind with him]. TA.)

And *épls said of a she-ass, IShe kept

hack the company of riders upon camels by her

weakness and her ceasing to go on. (TA from

a trad.) = 35! He found him, or it, to be such

as is blamed, dispraised, &c.; (S, M, K, TA ;)

I e - 0 e .4 J 04

contr. of Ohm-l. (TA.) One says, “I

1.5.3:, i. e. [I came to such aplace, and]

Ifound it to be such as is discommended. (S) .

QJM, (S,) or N, (M, K,) He held him, or

them, in little, or light, or mean, estimation, or

in contempt : (S, K:) or he left [him or] them

blamed, dispraised, &c., among the people. (IAar,

M, K.)= Also, .351, He protected him ; granted

him protection, or refuge. (5, _ And jisl

4:1; He took, or obtained, a promise, or an

123
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assurance, of security or safety, and a compact,

or covenant, for him, or in his favour, of, or

against, him [i. e. another person, making the

latter responsible for his (the former’s) security,

or safety, &c.]. (M,* K,‘ TA.)=See also the

next paragraph.

5. He shunned, or avoided, (T,‘ Mgh,)

or he preserved, or guarded, himselflfrom, (MA,)

blame, dispraise, &c.: (T,* MA, Mgh :) this is

the proper meaning; and hence, (Mgh,) he felt

disdain, or scorn, and shamg. (S, MA, Mgh, K,

One says,

[IfI did not refrain from lying for the

purpose of abstaining from sin, I would refrain

from it from affecting of disdain, or scorn, or

shame]. And [He abstained,

0r refrained, from it to dvoid blame, or through

disdain, or scorn, or shame; disdained, 0r scorned,

it; or was ashamed of it]. (K in art. It...)

And Aboo-'Amr lbn-ElJAla mentions his having

heard an Arab of the desert use the expression '9

0,1,}; [app. V '93 for the I in the measure

r '0! ’

Jail sometimes has a privative property,] mean

ing They do not shun, or avoid, blame ,'

and are not afl'ected with shame.

(TA.) It is said in a tl'ad.,))li;ll

veal! 1:331, meaning [Of the properties of

generous, or honourable, practices, is] the being

regard/ill of everything that is entitled to reve

rence, respect, honour, or defence, in the character

and appertenanccs of the companion, orfricnd,

and dispelling from oneself the blame that he would

incur from men he were not regardful thereof.

odee 4 ea r s

And one says, MM .9»; )1...» and

a M“ . . .

U35...» [To the neighbour, with thee, is shown

regard of everything that is entitled to reverence,

respect, honour, or defence, in his character and

9
fl r I Q I

uppertenances: ,0sz being app. an inf. n. of

Radial, and this being syn. withlzJJ]. (TA.)

6.1,:135 They blamed, dispraised, discom

mended, _fiiund fault with, censured, or repre

hended, one another. (M,

10. ,ZJSJ [He required blame, &c.; as though

he called for it; or] he was blamed, or dispraised,

&c. (KL) See also 4, second sentence. _ And

see 5, last sentence. _ [Mania ;»l is used by

post-classical writers, and is perhaps a classical

phrase, meaning He begged, or implored, his pro

tection. See an instance in “ Abulfedu: Annalee,”

vol. iii. p. 170.]

R. Q. 1. He made his gift small, or

scanty. (IAar, T, K.)

,2; inf. n. of 2.25. (T, s, M, 8:0.) [As a. simple

subst., Blame, dispraisc, or censure.]_And

[the pl.] signifies Vices, faults, defects, or

the like. (M,_I_(. [See ;i5.])=s66 also jag.

== And see

5 ,

,9? : see if}. — Also Eccessively lean or

emaciated; and perishing .- (K :) or like him who

is perishing. (T, TIL) _ See also 213.

05/ 40

.133 [as a subst.]; (T, Mgh,) and a, )9,

(T, S, M, Mgh, in which the latter word is

an epithet, (Mgh,) and it} also, with kesr, (so

in one of my copies of the'S,) and 1;...5, and

Q43; (M, K;) A well containing little ’water;

(T,’S, M, Mgh, K;) because discommended: (M,

Mgh :) and, (M, K,) as some say, (M,) contain

ing much water: thus having two contr. signifi

, 3/

cations: (M,K :) pt)»; (T, S, M, K) and to},

(T, TA,) [or rather the latter is a coll. gen. n., of

which is the n. un.] A poet says,

namely, Dhu-r-Rummeh, describing camels whose

eyes were sunk in their sockets by reason of

fatigue, (T,)

~ QGH-I’, as" r

* C’sipt Q15}! A}; *

[Upon camels of flimyer that were as though

their eyes were wells containing little water which

the camels employed to draw it had exhausted].

(as)

it} A compact, a covenant, a contract, a

league, a treaty, an engagement, a bond, or an

obligation; (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, ;) because

the breaking thereof necessitates blame: (Mgh :)

and a right, or due, for the neglect of

which one is to be blamed: (Bd in ix. 8:) [an

inviolable right or due :] and and

and signify in like mannera compact, a

covenant, &c. as above, for the neglect, or non

observance, of which a man is to be blamed:

(Msb:) or these three words [in the CK the

first and last only] signify a right, or due,- syn.

(M,K:) or so the first of them: (T,*S=)

and each of them, (M,]_(,)ror the first of them,

i.e.,zkis), (T, S, Mgh,) i.q. [which includes

all the significations of ii; likewise, those above

and those which follow, but appears here to be

used as meaning especially a thing that should be

sacred, 0r inviolable; or which one is under an

obligation to reverence, respect, or honour, and

defend ,' erel'yth-ing that is entitled to reverence,

respect, honour, or defence, in the character and

appertenances ofa person]; (S, M, Mgh,l_{ ;) every

3;;- for the neglect, or non-obscg-pance, of which

one is to be blamed: ' 30b3, also, and

l’v u

Heb}, are syn. with J; and (TA :)

and 5.25 signifies also i. q. [as meaning

security, or safety; security of life and property;

protection, or safeguard; a promise, or an assur

ance, of security, safety, protection, or safeguard ,

indemnity; or quarter]; Mgh, Msb, KL,

TA;) and so Luis: (MA, KL: [explained in

both by the Pers. 3G); and in the latter by

and also :]) and responsibility [for the

fillfilrnent of an obligation, for the payment of a

sum of money, jbr the restitution of a thing, or

for the safety, or safe-keeping, of a thing or

person]; suretiship; (M, Mgh, Msb, K ;) as also

and 131;}; (M,l_{; [in the former of

which, these two words are said to be syn. with

3

5.05, app. meaning, in all the senses mentioned
a 9

above;]) and L2» (M,I_i; [said in the M to

be sym with ii) in the first only of the senses

mentioned above in this paragraph .' in the CK,

Jill, is erroneously put forééll; :]) the pl. of

ii} Big} (T, Msb) andiLié : (T and the, pl.

of ';L;} as [a sing.] syn. with and]

1.1 e 93 I _

and i.e.‘u is 3.031. (M, Hence, 1. e. from

16 ’ ’ _

3.0} in the first of the senses explained above,

.123" ,jli, (s, Mgh, TA,) and 21.3”, (T, M,‘

Mgh,1_(, TA,) with the prefixed noun Vlal sup

pressed, (TA,) The people with whom a compact,

or covenant, &c., has been made,- (T, S, M, K,

TA ;) [and particularly] those, of the believers

in a plurality of Gods, [by which are here meant

the Christians, Jews, and Sabians, but no others,]

who pay the [tax called] (T, TA ;) [i. e.

the free non-Muslim subjects a} a 111aslim govern

ment, who pay a poll-tam for which the .llIuslims

are responsible for their security and freedom

and toleration : see z] the appellation 7 35%,

(Mgh, Mgh,) a rel. n. from its”, (Msb,) is

applied to a person of this class ,- [(Mgh, Msb;)

because he is rendered secure, or free from fear,

for his property and his blood, by means of the

(Mgh) £1,331,141 means

'Oniar treated [lit. made] the people of the Sawdd

as those who are termed (Mgh.) And

3.2.3.3 [or will], in the prayer ofthe traveller,

ineaiis Restore us to ourfamily insafety. (TA.) It

is related in a trad. of ’Alee, that he said, L1,!

4,: meaning My responsi

bility pledged'for [the truth of] what I say,

and Iam answerable for it; (Mgh, TA ;*) i. c.

this my saying is true, and I am responsible for

it. (Mgh) And it is said in another trad.,

ill-ill [Then the responsibility of God

is clear, or quit, of him]; i.e. there is given to

every one, by God, a covenant whereby He

binds Himselfto preserve and protect him; and

when he throws himself into destruction, or does

that which is unlawful for him to do, or acts at

variance with that which he is commanded to do,

the covenant of God fails to aid him. (TA.)

13:5 v.21} means [,3 [virtually Iam

responsible for such a thing; i.e. for paying it,

or restoring it, &e. ; but lit. in my responsibility

is such a thing; or on my responsibility rests, or

lies, or be, such a thing,- for may be here

used, as it is in many other instances, in the

sense of Lfile]: (Msbz) [or,] in the saying

L52:») $3, [which means Such a thing

became, or has become, binding, obligatory, or

incumbent, on me,] the term 313 is applied to

designate [the moral sense considered as] the seat

[of the sense] of obligation to fulfil what is [pro

perly] termed 1:3 [i. e. a compact, or covenant,

or the like]. (Mgh.) u.

(T, s, Mghf) or éLéjl ' (T, Mgh,) mean

ing [What will put amayfrom me the obligation

of] the right, or due, of the woman who has

suckled for the suching ? is a question occurring

in a trad, (T, S, Mghf‘) as put by a man to the
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Prophet: (T :) and the answer was, “A slave,

male or female:” (T, S, Mgh:) En-Nakha’ee

says, (S,) they liked, on the occasion of the wean

ing of a child, to give the woman who had

suckled it something beside the hire: (S, Mgh :)

in this case is a dial. var. of it};

(Mghz) or, as IAth says, the former is from

s .1 sit a

,3"; and the latter, from 3.0.3.". (TA.) You

say also, w0': gig-1|

3.513" and tidal», meaning [Put awayfrom

thee the obligation of] the right, or due, that is

incumbent on thee to render her for the suching

of thy child [by something that thou shalt give to

I." who has suchled]. (T.) And Jail

and 'w, (T, and so accord. to

different copies of the and K, in which :13; is

omitted,) being a dial. var., (T,) i. e. [Put

away from thee the obligation of their right, or

due, by something; meaning] feed them with

something, (T,) or give to them something, (S,K,)

for they have a right, or.due. (T, S, K.) And

1,; a '1

'64.?» ‘_,.as and [He paid his right,

or due;] meaning he did good to him, or con

ferred upon him a benefit or benefits, in order

that he might not be blamed. (M, And

V and l [in the CK the latter orily,

A man who has a right, or due,] meaning J5:

gill?" I [a man who is a burden upon people,

to be maintained, or supported, by them]. (M, K,

TA.)= Also (i. e. A repast, or banquet,

to which guests are invited, [simply] forfood, or

for a wedding. = See also

see iié, in three places. It is also a pl.

of 3:5 [as well as syn. therewith]. (T.)

1,233 Blamed, dispraised, discommended, found

fault with, censured, 0r reprehended; M,

Mgh, Ms). K o i- q- Uri-13; (1M. Ms). K o

as also Li; (T, K, TA) and big, (M, 1;, TA,)

which last is an inf. It. used as an epithet, and,

like [its contr.] 3;, is applied to a man and to

a place of alighting 0r sojourning or abiding.

(TA.) [See ’31.] _ See also _. Also,

applied to water, Disliked, or disapproved. (S,

K!) = [As a subst.,] Urine and mucus, (K,)

so in the copies of the K, but correctly, (TA,)

mucus, and urine TA) that _flows from the

penis of the goat: K, TA :) or a _fluid that

flows from the nose. (IAar, T.) _ And in like

manner, fiIilh [that flows] from the teats if sheep

or goats; (K ;) or, as in some copies of the S,

from the teats of the she-camel ; (TA ;) or from

the teats of the sheep or goat: (so in one of my

copies of the in the other of those copies

omitted :) or milk that becomes sprinkled upon

the adders: (Th, M:) or milk that flows upon

‘ the thighs and adders of camels and sheep or

goats. (M.)—Also Dew, (M,K,) absolutely;

(TA ;) accord. to IDrd: (M 2) or dew that falls

in the night upon the trees, and upon which dust

lights, so that it becomes like bits of clay or

mud. (M, _And A thing [meaning the

sebaceous matter] that comesforthfrom the pores~

of the soft part of the nose, like the eggs of ants :

:) or pimples, or small pustules, T, K,)

or a thing resembling )5, black, or red, (M,)

like the eggs of ants, (T, M,) coming forth upon

the nose, (T,) or arising upon the faces (M,

and the noses, (M,)from heat (T, M, orfrom

the scab: (M, K :) or the dirty matter that

comesforth upon the nose : n. on. with 8. (TA.)

_. And ""hiteness upon the nose of a kid. (Kr,

M. 15-)
I, If

Lab}: see it}, in two places. _ Also

Shame, and fear of blame: whence the saying,

uxl [Shame, and fear of

blame, with respect to his companion, seized him] :

'v r v )5\ :0. ft

and 3.0L.) as» @hal, i. e. Shame and disgrace

ofl‘ected him on account of him, or it. (TA.)

10"

0.2,, 1

One says also, Vases

meaning Shame and disgrace, by reason of the

neglect of that which should be sacred or in

violable, or of that which was entitled to reve

rence, respect, honour, or defence, or of the

obligation or duty, or the right or due, that

should be regarded as sacred or inciolable,

D and la

43.4 use»! and in“,

'0 Oe D

(34);." 9).." 04,) [seized me on account qf him,

or it'll

0/ 4

Fuel-o; +A remain, remainder, remaining por

tion, remnant, or relic. [See also .ili,

below.]

2(0) : see at}, in two places.

5;”; 44 In him is a crippleness, or a chronic

disease, (K, [in the CK is erroneously put

for or an infirmity arising therefi'om or

from some evil affection, (M,) that prevents him

from goingforth. (M,

éill {[He left] the last remains

what was poured out, or forth, at once]: so in

the A. (TA. [But the last word is ,ther1e written

without any syll. signs]) [See also ital-05.]

3 u 5

L54}: see is}, in the former halfof the para

graph.

One who blames, dispraises, discommends,

&c., much, or often. (TA.)

its and iii, with and without teshdeed, [the

latter belonging to art.A3,] A nice, fault, defect,

or the like. (As, T.) [See also$3.]

A horse fatigued, and standing still. (TA.)

3.. 3

,sJu and”: see 31>, in the latter part of the

paragraph.

,1}; A thing blamed, dispraised, &c.; [like

;] or made, or caused, to be faulty, or de

fective, or to have a vice, fault, defect, or the

3 ,

like; as also 7,934. (K.)-_And A

man (S) in whom is no motion. (S,

3 r

)3»: see the next preceding paragraph.

533;, with fet-h only [to the 5, A cause of

blame, dispraise, discommendation, censure, or

reprehension; a blamable, or discommendable,

quality or action;] a thing for which one is, or

is to be, blamed, dispraised, discommended, found

fault with, censured, or reprehended: contr. of

_ ’ asst.

(S, 1. e. [.legardlt'uess is] one of the things

for which one ’is, or is to be, blamed, &c. (S.)

AndillJl, [Beware thou of, or avoid thou,

or remove thyselffarfrom, causes of blame, &c.].

See also .135, in six places. _ And

see his).

5-: _r :

also

4,444 A man blamed, dispraised, dis-commended,

5.1;; :) [plum-ib.] You say, J a J

see 335, in six places._And see

foundfault with, censured, or reprehended, much.

(S, K.)_.And A place held in reverence, respect,

or honour. (TA.)

.1»? =

3"»;

M:

Q a

see”), first sentence.

see 5, last sentence.

)4}

1. 3.23, (s,) inf. n.}li, (K,) He (a lion) roared.

(s,1_<.)=.,;>, aor. =, (s, M, A,) inf. n. ,23,

(T, S, M, K,) .He excited, incited, urged, or

instigated, him, (T, S, M, A, K,') with chiding,

or reprgqf, (T, M, A, K,‘) and encouraged him,

(L,))l'fll to do the thing; (A;) as also "1,13:

(L, TA :) and he threatened him,- (L,K;') and

was angry with. him. (L-)=:o};i, aor. 5

h)», [infi n. M5,] He felt his ,ssl [q. v.].

(M.) You say also, Ml The pastor

felt the place where the head of the young camel

just born was set upon the neck, to know it were

; and

a male or a female: (A :) [or its inf. n.,)..z‘s,
' .1

signifies the same as] 'Mfi a man’s inserting

the hand into the vulva of d she-camel, to discover

if her foetus be ti male or afemale. [See

Gale)

0

e v _ _

2 : see 1, in three places. _pefi also signifies

The determining the quantity, measure, size, or

bulb, of a thing; or computing by conjecture the

quantity or measure thereof. (K,“i TA.)

5. );£, an irreg. quasi-pass: of 3,3, (M,) [or

rather a reg. quasi-pass. of 3,15, which is men

tioned in the L, and meaning He excited, incited,

urged, or instigated, himself,] as though he blamed

himselffor a thing that had escaped-him: z)

or he blamed himself(M, K)fbr a thing that had

escaped him: (K:) or he blamed himself for

negligence, in order to inspirit himself, that he

might not be negligent a second time .' (A z) or he

blamed himselffor the escape, or loss, of [what he

was bound to preserve and dqfend, or] what is

termed (TA.)—JIe became angry. (M,

K.)_Ile dislihed a thing, and was angry in

consequence thereof. (Har p. 517.)._a;.l§

IIe became changed, or altered, to him, and

threatened him with evil. (S, But in the

Ii”, a r

trad. in which it is said of Moses, p.23 0L5

‘33, this expression means that IIe emboldened

himself to his Lord, and raised his voice in his

expression of disapproval. (TA.)

1‘23 *
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6.1,).0133 They excited, incited, urged, or

instigated, one another, (S, K,) in war, ($,)

or to fight. (K.) _ Also, sometimes, They

blamed one anotherfor neglecting an opportunity.

(TA.)

so a - 5 c s

and V1145 and l and bees A courageous

man : (Sfl M, K z“) or who combines sagacity, or

sagacity and cunning and croftiness, with courage,

(M,) or with strength,- (T ;) and ';5Li>$ has also

this last signification: (TA:) or the four preceding

words signify, (M,) or signify also, (K,) clever,

intelligent, and a good assistant: (M, K :) pl. of

the first ($, M) and second and fourth, (M,)

,“LQii; (s, M ;) and HI. of the third, 5,}.5. (M.)

and ' are also names ’31" Cala

nzitics, or misfortunes.

:2“
3 _ see the next preceding paragraph.

)2’3:

)3 a verbal noun, like (J17; [signifying

Eircite thou, or incite, urge, br instigate, thy

companions to the fight : or, perhaps, be thou

ewcited, &c. :] from ‘5);Jl (R.)

: see the next paragraph.

3L2} Whatever one is obliged, or bound, to

preserve and guard and defend or protect, (T,

M, K,") and fir the loss or neglect of which one

must be blamed : (T :) things that are sacred, or

inviolable ,' a man’sfamily, and property

and servants or dependents, and relations : (AA,

'1‘ 2) as also 'JLQS: (TA :) thingsfor which, if he

did not defend or protect them, a man would be

blamed, and severely reproved: (A z) or what is

behind a man, [as a burden upon him,] of those

things which it is his duty to defend or protect;

for they say aid}?! “21;, [see below,] like as

they say iii-pl mini; and those things are

termed )4} because anger on their account

is incumbent on him to whom they pertain; and

they are termed 33,1.- because it is the duty of

him to whom they pertain' to defend them.

4&5" Ufb; signifies The defender, or protector,

of those things for which a man is to be blamed,

and severely reproved, if he do not defend or

protect them: (A :) [or of those things which he

is bound to preserve and guard and defend, &c.:

see above :] or one who, when he is incited, or

instigated, and angry, defends, or protects.

One says also, [app.,

Such a one is a greater defender of those things

which it is his duty to defend than such a one].

_)Q3Jl The day of war: or prer
dition : for bf anger. (Et-Towsheeh.)

see _ Also A man goodly, or beau

tiful, TA,) in mahe. (TA.)

9, ¢ 1

3}»3 Courage: (M, or sngacity, or sagacity

and cunning and craftiness, combined with courage

. " '. .
[or with strength : see )b}] : or cleverness, intelli

gence, and the quality of rendering good assist

ance.

kids: seejss, in two places.

5 1 .

(5,45, (1;, TA,) with damm to the ,, (TA,)

[in the CK ngb] A man sharp in temper, who

adheres to things and minds them pertinaciously.

3 as.

(K,‘ TA.) [And so GHQ-1

The back ofthe neck: (M,Kz) or two

bones in the base of the back of the neck : or the

part called (5,233 [behind the ear] : or the

[or upper part of the bach, next the neck] : z)

or this last-mentioned part with the neck and

what surrounds it as far as the 635}; which is

what the» [q. v.] feels: (As, :) hr the place

where the [head of a camel is set upon the neck.

(A.) 3.159! I The afl'ai-r, or case, or

eve)th reaghed a distressing pitch; (A,* ;) like

$341 (A.)

A man who inserts his hand into the vulva

of d she-camel, to discover her fmtus be a male

or afemale : (S, M, K :) because he feels itséil,

and thus knows it: he feels its jaw-bones: if they

be thick, it is a male; and if thin, a female. (M.)

El-Kumeyt says,

* {Waiting JG} *

’ Jest ' o: 0": 24

Je-fd' . 51-}. £933 u» *

[And he whose business it was to feel the foetus,

for the purpose of discovering it were male or

female, said to those assisting the she-camels in

bringing forth, When, before my time, were the

legs felt to discover the sea: of the foetus ?]:

M:) for it is the head that is felt, as above

explained. (M.) The is, to camels, as the

midwife to human beings.

J43

1. (s, M, K,) or 5.1.23, (T,) aor. 1 (T.

s, M, 1;) and -_, (s, M, K,) inf. n. 3:45 (T, s,

M, 1;) and $23 and $1.3 and 1,5143,’(M,1_<,)

said ofa camel, (T, He, or she, went a gentle

pace: (T, M,Kz) or went a pace above that

which is termed $5M), M, and above that

which is termed [for] A’Obeyd says,

when the pace rises a little above that which is

termed fit, it is termed sit; and when it

rises_ above this, it is termed 3:43."; and then,

jig-43M: As says that no camel, goes the pace

termed for a day and a night except the

dy- ($-)

2. inf. n. Iurged him, or made

him, (namely, a camel, TA,) to go the pace above

mentioned.

[A she-camel that is accustomed ‘to

go the pace above mentioned]: (M, :) pl. Jli,

(M, and so in my MS. copy of the or

(TA: in the 01; J33.)

Fatigned, or jaded; (IAar,T,K;) ap

plied to a she-camel. (IAar, TA.)

[A she-camel going the pace above

mentioned]: pl. (1.133. (T.)

U43

1. (M,K, and so in some copies of the

$,) aor. (K, and some copies of the

or UK}, aor. ; ('1‘, and so in some copies of

the $;) or both; (sgh, TA ;) inf. n. :Les; (T,‘ S,

M,“l K,‘ TA;) said of a slaughtered animal, ($,

TA,) It moved. (T, s, M, $gh, K, TA.) And

(M ;) or aor. ;) inf. n. as

above; (M,K;") He retained remains of the

soul, or vital principle: or had strength of heart

[remaining: app. said of one dying]. (M,

[These meanings are there indicated, but not

expressed.]) You say, ;, inf. n. as above,

IIe passed by atflhis last of breath; (Hat

p. "220), And us»), nor. inf. n. U43 [and

app. 2L0} also, as seems to be indicated by what

here follows, or perhaps the latter only], He (a

sick person) was seized by' the agony of death,

and was long in suflering the disquietude thereof:

whence one says, 221:5 L; [Ifom long is his

sufl'ering of the agong and disquietude of death !].

(As, T.) [See below.] You say also, of a

man, inf. n. its, meaning die relrtairied

long sick, or diseased. (M.) = 5, aor. .35,
inf. n. He hastened, madfhaste, spke’d: or

went quickly : (Fr, T, s, M, :) some also men

tion aor. [in this sense, and thus I

find in one copy of the S,] but [ISd says,] I am

not sure of this.

means Semen-hat thereofwas, or became, prepared

for me; orfeasible, or practicable, to me : (M :)

[and so, app., u! for] one says,

:le L; meaning Tahe thou,froni such.

a one, what has risen up for thee, or arisen for

thee; i. e. 'tiiji' t2. (s.)=

signifies The odour annoyed me, or molested me,

($, accord. to AHn: (M :) and took

away my breath; refezrl-ing to a wind emitted

from the anus; inf. n. U45 : (M :) and killed me,

(T, M;). accord. to AZ; (T ;) aor. “.55, (M,)

inf. n. v.0}: (TA :) but Alsop-Male disallows

ca“ a" u? w,
meaning The odour flew [or rose] into his

[nose and] head: and accord. to As, you say,

aor.

inf. n. The Abyssinian annoyed the man in

his nose by the odour of his armpits" (T.) One

says also, aor. meaning He, or it,

emitted a dis-pleasing odour. (M.)

this, and says, you say,

4. Sum He up him m, or sich, (3333?, T, or

$333, K, [which latter may mean thus, or he beat

him, or struck him, violently, or so that he bet‘ame

at the point of death, &c.,]) _and left him at his

I..." gasp. (T, K.) And um He failed

of hitting the animal at which he shot, or cast, in

a vital part, and therefore hastened t0 hill it:

(T :) [or] he hit the animal at which he shot,

or cast, and drove it along, and it drove along

with him. (M.)
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10. [5432“! He sought, or demanded, a thing:

(M :) or he sought, sought for, or sought after,

repeatedly, or gradually, and took,

a thing that another had. K.)

UL; A fetid odour: (M:) an odour that is

disliked, hated, or hateful. (K.)

it; [an inf. n. ofl, (q.v.,) in several senses:

as a simple subst, it signifies] Motion [in a

slaughtered animal: see 1]: (T, M, and

remains of the soul, or vital principle, M,l_{,

and Meyd in explanation of a prov. cited in

what follows,) in a slaughtered animal: (S:) or

strength of heart : (M, K:) or the state between

slaughter and the exit of the soul; but there is no

35 in the case of a. human being: or strong

tenaciousness of life after slaughter. (Meyd in

explaining the prov. above referred to.) It is

said, :12; ini .Lin [The lizard called

v.6 is the longest thing in retaining the remains

of life, &c.]. (T, s.) Hence the prov., sti

Lin [Longer in retaining the remains

if life, 8th., than the La]. (Meyd, TA.) _

Alsp ISichness; as in the saying,

5K5." Such a one is long sufi'ering sickness.

(MF.)_.And A fracture of the head: and a

spear-wound, or the like, such as is termed

[q.v.]. (Meyd ubi supra.) '

46 (M, K) and ' iii-ii. (M,) or 5&3; (Is)

Art animal shot at, or cast at, which is hit,

(M, K,) and which one drives along, and which

drives along with one.

sis: 9

5b.», or 5Q); : see what next precedes.

03

a, 5 t , .

1. Q}, aor. oi], inf. n. Oil») (S,M, and

(K, [but the latter app. belongs to the verb

as said of a man,]) It (what is termed S,

or mucus, TA, or a thing, and likewise the

seminal fluid, ,M,) flowed,- (S, M, K,‘ TA ;)

[like aor. ;] as also 7 Q3}, inf. n.

(lAar, T, K,) said of what is termed

(IAar,T.)_And said of the nose, It flowed

[with what is termed (Lth, T,) likeji.

(S and K in art.)§.) _ And said of a man,

(MA,) or (K, [but this latter I think

doubtful,]) sec. pers. (A’Obeyd, T, s, M,)

aor. (A’Obeyd, T, s,) int‘. n. (A’Obeyd,

T, S, M, and [but this latter app.

belongs to the verb in’the senses explained above,])

111's nose flowed (A’Obeyd, T, S, M, MA, K“)

with what is termed 0.93: (A ’Obeyd, T, s, M,

K :*) and both his nostrils flowed. (M.)—

also signifies The flowing of the eye with

tears. (M.) [You say, app., 6;" mean

ing The eye flowed with tears]

I Verily he is weak and perishing, by reason of

extreme old age, or of disease ; (S, K, TA ;) said

15 I 0' 5 r

ofaman: (S :) or (3+3, (K,) or 0.3.3,

inl'. n. 0:53, (As, T,) means he walks, or goes

along, in a weak manner. (As/P, And

3 a 5 .

Q), as an int". n. [of Q3], signifies 1*The being

in a state of perishing. _
I e a at i a 1 e , o '

lvaq...“ US:- aq-hm-ll .‘UJ IHe ceased not to

labour, or ewert himself, (A, K, T A,) with modera

tion and gentleness [to attain that object of wgnt

until he accomplished it]. (A, TA.) __
g r

inf. 11. Q9}, 1- The cold became intense. (TA.)

2: see 1, first sentence. i

,4 13 a; a

3. uh: 45!}; ,b ‘IL He seeks, or demands,

of him an object of want. (S, L,

4: see 536;, below.

5,3, for or lg]: see ii], in art. bl.

[originally an inf. n.: see 1:] Dirt, or

filth; and [i. e. or Jill, meaning saliva;

or froth, or foam, or the like; or perhaps it is

a mistranscription for J3, meaning sediment,

settlings, dregs, or lees, &c.] : mentioned by Suh.

(TA.)

I a)

QB} : see what next follows.

(1112,13 s, M, K) and ' .363 (Lb. s.

M, K) [the former originally an inf. n.: see 1:]

Mucus (Lh, T,‘ S, M, K) if any sort, (Lh, M,)

or thin mucus, (M, K,) or a thin fluid, (K,)

or any fluid, (Lh,M, that flows from the

nose. (Lh, T, S, M, .._ And the former

signifies also The seminal fluid of a stallion, and

of an ass, and of a man, (M, TA,) that flows

from the penis by reason of excessive appetencc.

(TA.)

A remainder, or remains, of a thing that

is weak, or frail, L, K,) and perishing; ;

in both of which is added, vii-h;

[app. meaning that leaves it portion after portion,

by perishing, or passing away, gradually; but

this rendering is purely conjectural, for I have

not found the verb here used anywhere explained,

nor elsewhere even mentioned] ;) and particularly

of a debt, or of a promise: it is distinguished

from which signifies a remainder, or re

mains, ot' a thing that is sound, or valid, or sub

stantial. (S, L.) ._.. Also An object qfwant; syn.

_ (Is)

The mucus qfcamels: :) or [afluid]

like mucus, that falls from the noses of camels:

or, accord. to Kr, it is [but see this latter

word:] or, as is said by some persons in whom

confidence is placed, [in the TA, “in whom con

fidence is not placed,”] it is termed (M :)

or it is a dial var. of or it is correctly

with 5.

is mentioned by AHn as being in wheat,

but not explained by him, except by his likening

it to 53;», which is taken forth from wheat and

thrown away. (M.) [It is perhaps a mistran

scription for £253, q. v.]

I {0:

(34.33, (S, M,) or (3.333, (T,) The lower, or

lowest, part (T, M) of a'shirt, (T,) or of a long

shirt; a dial. var. of J33 (M) [or Jain,

mentioned by AA: pl. (T :) the

ofa shirt, (lSk, or ofa garment, (K,) are like

llS (13k, and some say that the

Q of the former is a substitute for the J of the

latter. (TA.)

A man M) whose nose flows with what

is termed 0.533 : (S, M, K 2) and one whose

nostrils flow: (T, M :) fem. 1155, (S, M, l_(,)

applied to a woman. (S, _ It is also applied;

_ ism

[Thy nose is a part Qf thee though it be

flowing with (TA.)—Hence, (TA,)

the fem. signifies'also IA woman whose men

strual discharge ceases not. M, K.) _ And

1' [A wound] that will not be stanched.

(TA.)

to a nose; as in the prov.,

VJ}

1' ‘93, (1“) aor- g M; A: and r,

(M, 1;,) int‘. n. .133; (TK;) 'hhd Visas-n;

(M, K ;) [properly signifies] Hefollowed his tail,

not quitting his track: (M :) [and hence, tro

pically,] The followed him [in any case], not

quitting his track. You say,

and l k4,}le Hefollowed the camels. (A: there

mentioned among proper significations.) El

Kilabee says,

.l!!: i ' 134 Up;

' 4-9-9 lien- Jed-J! ails-3 ‘

[And the horses, or horsemen, came all together,

following him]. [in which the meaning is

indicated by the context 5 but whether it be proper

or tropical in this instance is not shown].) And

Ru-beh says,

i 31.3.13} 1.1.5333? mist *

[Like the hired man,] he was at the tails of the

ridden camels. (T, Q}, and

:i “I rte Jl§rllb’)dfi

k,Z._:).I=JI, andr'fll [v.35], and was; .réig .35...."

1.3;, are tropical phrases [meaning IThe people

followed one another, and IThe road followed on

unintem‘uptedly, and IThe afl'air, or case, or

event, proceeded by successive steps, uninterrupt

edly, and tThe clouds follow one another]. (A.)

._ See also 2.

2. J3, (T, M, A,) int. n. (T, A,)

said of the locust, It stuck its tail into the ground

to lay its eggs .' (A z) or, said of the [lizard called]

(Lth, T, M,) and of the locust, (M,) and of

the [locust in the stage in which it is termed]

Us}, (Lth, T, M,) and the like, (Lth, T,) a

desired to copulate, (Lth, T, M,) or to lay eggs,

and therefore stuck its tail into the ground:

(M :) or, said of the Q43, it signifies only it

struck with its tail a hunter or serpent desiring to

catch it: (T:) or, said of the .11.}, it signifies

also it putforth its tail (M, A) from the nearest

part of its hole, having its head within it, as it

does in hot weather, (M,) or when an attempt

was made to catch it: (A 2) [or it put its tail

foremost in coming forth from its hole; contr. of

9153.].- s33, (15.11.15,) Q35,
’ .v a .3 I 0’

(As, A, Mgh,) or via)", (Mgh,) inf. n. @313,

(Msb, K,) I [Thefull-gronm unripe date or dates,

or the ripening dates,] began to ripen, (Mgh, and

so in a copy of the S,) or showed ripening, (Msb,
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and so in a copy of the $,) or became speckled by

reason of ripening, (As, T, M, K,) or ripened,

(A.) at the s55, (At. T. s, M, A. Mgh, K.) i-e

the part next the base and stalk. (Mgh.) The

dates in this case are termed (Fr, T, S,

M, A, K) in the dial. of Benoo-Asad, (Fr, T,)

and (Fr, T, in the dial. of Temeem

(Fr, T) and 'Léib; (A, Mgh;) and a single

date is termed ' (T, M,‘ and V

(T, =;.itl *3}, [or, probably, V being

similar to and and ;U_&c., or perhaps

both,] He seized the tail of the urea! ; said of one

endeavouring to catch it. (A.) ._ ~l,5},

said of a :ré, It turned its tail towards the

viper, or met the viper tailforemost, in, coming

forth from its hole; contr. of (TA

in art *6} I[Ile made a tail to

his turban ;] (S, K, TA ;) i.e. I he made a portion

of his turban to hang down like a tail : ($, TA :)

you say of him who has done this, '

(s. A, K, TA.) _ 1101's [and leis II

added an appendix to his discourse and his writing,

or book; like (A, TA.) [Hence, the

inf. n. is used to signify +An appendix;

like _ + They made channels

for water (which are termed 5,313..) in its rugged

ground. (TA from a trad.)

s. 3.36, (A0, T, K,) written by sgh, with

his own hand, with s, but by others without,

(MF,) said of a mare [in parturition], She was in

10:

0.

such a state that her fwtus come to her

[or ischium (here described by MF as the place of

meeting of the two hips)], and the user-j [q.v.

(here explained by MP as a skin containing

yellow water]) was near to coming forth, (A0,

T, K,) and the root of her tail rose, and the part

thereof that is bare of hair, and she did not [or

could not] lower it. (AO, T.) In this case, she

is said to bé VLsiji, (A0, T, K.)

4. VJ}! .He committed a sin, crime, fault,

misdemeanour, &c. ; (S,* M,* A,* MA, ;*) he

became chargeable with a [or sin, &c.]:

(Msb :) it is an instance, among others, ofa verb

of which no proper inf. n. has been heard;

being used insteoadoof such, as a quasi-inf. n.;]

for .rvusl, like )bbl, [though mentioned in the

KL, as signifying the committing of a sin or the

like, and also in the TK,] has not been heard.

(MR)

5. vi; He accused such a one of

a sin,’ crime, fault, misdemeanour, or the like,

which he had not committed, or though he had

not committed any. (A, TA.) =See also _2, near.

the end of the paragraph. -_ (5)9“ II

came to the valley from the direction of its

[q.v.]. And $91!! IIIe took the

road; TA ;) as though he took its or

came to it from [the direction of] its (TA.)

10. IIe found him to be committing

[or to have committed] a sin, crime, fault, mis

demeanour, or the like: and he attributed, or

(Bar p. 450.) =

s o Z

See also 1, in three places. =)n'j\ \rslxdl 1“ The

afi‘air was, or became, complete, [as though it

assumed a tail,] and in a right state. (Kf TA.)

imputed, to him a sin, &c.

A sin, a crime, afault, a misdemeanour, a

misdeed, an unlanful deed, an ofience, a trans

gression, or an act of disobedience; syn. ,3],

(T, M, A, Msb,) or ,1}, (s,) or both, (TA,) and

(T, TA:) or it difl'ers from ,ng in being

either intentional or committed through inadvert

ence; whereas the 1.31 is peculiarly intentional:

(Kull p. 13:) or a thing that precludes one from

[thefavour of] God : or a thing for which he is

blamable who does it intentionally: (KT :) pl.

.793; (M, Msh, K) and pl. pl. 56,33. (M, K.)

[in the Kur xxvi. 13, said by

Moses, meaning And they have a crime to charge

against me,] refers to the speaker’s slaughter of

him whom he struck, who was of the family of

Pharaoh. (M.)

L5; and t (’36; (T, s, M, A, Msh, 1;) and

tugs; and tuli’t (El-Hejeree, M, 1;) signify

the slime; (T, s, M, &c.,;) i.e. The tail ,- syn.

xi : _(TA: [in the CK, is erroneously put

for :]) but accord. to Fr, one uses the first

of these; words in relation to the horse, and the

second in relation to the bird: (T:) or the first

is used in relation to the horse (s, A) and the ass

[and the like] more commonly than the

second; A ;“) and the second is used in rela

tion to a bird (S, M, A, Mtgb) more commonly

than the first, (S, M,*) or more chastely: (M,*

Msb :) or the second is [properly] of a winged

creature; and the first is of any other; but the

second is sometimes, metaphorically, of the horse:

(Er-Riyashee, TA :) or, as some say, the second

signifies the place ofgrowth ofthe [0r tail] :

(M :) the pl. of is Lsii. (s, M, A, Msh,

[Hence the following phrases &c.] _

figs: J; (,5, [lit. He rode on the tail of the

camel, meaning] the was content with a deficient

lot. (T, A, 1;.) [lit. He mate the

earth with his tail, being understood,

meaning] the (a man) stayed, or abode, and re

mainedfitced. (K.) [See also another explanation

of this phrase below.] And

meaning {[He stayed, or abode, in our ldnd, and

remained fired, or] did not quit it,- [lit., and

stuck his tail into the ground;] originally said of

0,

(A, TA. [See art. j;.]) ._ Us“

-| :1 1 :» I’D-d . I ' ,

Ml era} 4,23, [lit. Between me and him is the

tail ofthe .943] means Ibctn-een me and him is

opposition or competition [as when two persons

the locust.

are endeavouring to seize the tail of the éul].

(A, TA.) ._ ' :g l IThe old man’s

suit became lax, or languid. (A, TA.)

G?! [lit. IIe rode upon the tail of the

wind,] means the outwent, or outstripped, and

was not reached, or overtaken. (T, A, K.) _

8,973.3! [lit. He turned his tail upon

the fifty,] means the passed the [age of] fifty

[years]: (M, TA :) and so

[lit. the fifty turned their tail upon him]: (A,

TA :) the former accord. to Yaakoob: accord. to

IAar, El-Kilébee, being asked his age, said,

a :é [lit. The fifty have

turned their tail to me]. (M, TA.)

3.1; [lit. He followed the tail of an event

ietreatingJ means the regretted an event that

had passed. (T, A,‘ TA!) _ [The *3; of a

man is 1‘ The part corresponding to the tail: and

hence,] +[A man hard in the

caudal extremity ,'] meaning + a man very patient

in enduring riding. (IAar, M, and K in art.

6,.)_. [And‘ of a garment, The skirt :] you

say, $3123 1[I clung to his shirts].

_. The of a ship or boat is +The rudder.

(Lth and S" and L in art. [See also

also signifies [f Anything re

sembling a tail. __ Hence,] 1- The extremity of a

whip. (Mgh, Msb.)_And, of an unripe date,

(M, Mgh,) and of any date, (M,) +The hinder

part; (M ;) the part next the base and stalk.

(Mgh.) _. IAnd IThe outer extremity of the

eye, next the temple ,- as also Vial-i? and '36}

(M, A) and H.163 (A) [and 1363, as used in

the K voce in art. _ See also

third sentence. _Also 1-The end; or last, or

latter, part,- of anything: pl. (T) [and

$65]; and 7.;6} [as a sing.], or

(so in the TT as sets the M,) has this meaning.

(M, 1;.) You say, ,Zin Us: én't 5L5

1 That was in the end of the time [past]. (M.)

And (5,9) $33 and west. both signify the

same [i:e. 1' The end of the valley]: (A ’Obeyd,

M, TA :) or V and '56} and signify

the tlast, or latter, parts, (K, TA,) in some

copies of the K, the last, or latter, part, (TA,

[and so in the TT as from the M, and this mean

ing seems to be indicated in the A,]) of a valley,

(A, K, TA,)-and of a river, (A, TA,) and of

time; (K, TA ;) [and l app. has the former

of these two significations in ’relation to a valley,

accord. to Az; for he says,] it seems that .LU';

and 75:63 in relation to a valley are pls. 0T

like as and are pls. of

(T :) or '36) and iii-SS, Msb,) the former

of which is more common than the latter, (Th,

S, Mgh,) signify ’rthe place to which finally comes

the torrent of a valley: ($, Msb :) the pl. of

'36} is 4,563: (T:) the of a valley and

its are the same; [i.e. Tthe lowest, or

lower, part thereof;] (T;) [for the pls.]

(T, TA) and (TA) signify i the lowest, or

Ion-er, parts of valleys: (T, TA :) and

signifies [in like manner] ’rthe last, or latter,

parts, of [water-courses such as are termed]

(T, TA. See also It is said in a

trad, [1- Such a one will

not impede the last part of a water-course];

applied to the abject, weak, and contemptible.

(T.) And )ybl means {The last, or latter,

parts of affairs or events. (M.) You say also,

v.33" I[A long~tailed story ,-] a
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story that hardly, or never, comes to an end.

(M.) And 3,93 ,2; +4 day of which

the evil does not come to an end: (TA :) and

has this meaning; (T, M, TA;) as

though it were long in the tail; (M ;) or means

M day aflong-continued evil. (1;) And

{in tiles, and 4.521, IHefollowed [the last of]

the people, and the camels, not quitting their track.

(A.) _ Also IThefollowers, or dbpendants, of a

man: (T, TA:) and VJJIS and +a

[single]follower, or dependant: ($, K :) and

(M, A, 1;) and tum; (s) and 1,156; [pl. of

' '5353] (A) and (so in the TT as from

the M,) or but some state that this

last is not said of men, (Ham p. 249,) Ifol

lowers, or dependants, M, A, K,) of a people

or party; (M, ;) and the lower, or lowest, sort,

or the rabble, or refuse, thereof; (M, A, K;)

and such as are below the chiefs. (TA.)

will in a trad. of ’Alee, means,

[accdrdi to some, +The leader of the religion]

shall go away through the land with followers, or

dependants, (T,* TA,) and those holding his opi

nions. (T. [But see arts. .316 and we.]) And

3:51;, a phrase mentioned by IAar,

but not explained by him, app. means +[The

tribe of] ’Oheyl have numerous horsemen.

_. [Also (as will be shown by the use of its

pl. in the verse here following) and] 7;,65,

(s, K, TA,) or YLGS, (so in the TT as from

the M,) + The sequel, consequence, or result, syn.

.Léd, of anything. (S, M, A poet says,

at .Z’i- ; _Jbs‘ w .1 8"1': 1:

‘ I: la r 0’ 21°, “It 4 044 ‘

C“! W5) 4:25- fi 5'23)

[From considering what might be the sequels of

“ if," (i.e. of the word 9,) Thou clungest to the

reflection “ PVould that I had done so and so :”

but “ would that,” like “ if,” is disappointment:

it does not profit]. (TA.) And one says,

; 'yli}; i. e. [th0 will be responsible to thee

jbr] the sequel [of the word ’3’]? (TA :) [or, as

in the Proverbs of El-Meydanee, 33 V5634,

which means the same] _ oil's-pl see

art. +A certain asterism

( M,1_<, TA) in the shy, (TA,) resembling

the [or tail] of the horse. (M,

is a name applied to each of several stars or

asterisms: as {The star at of Cygnus; also called

and and tThe star B of

Leo; also called skin .53. And 133:1; @ljn

signifies 1‘ The twb nodes of a planet: see

- Q25” Sea. (K,) or die» éuii. (M,) M

certain herb, (M, K,) of which the expressed

juice concretes: so called by way of comparison

[to horses’ tails: the latter name is now applied

to the cquisetum, or horse-tail]. (M.) [Accord. to

Forskz‘il, (Flora Aegypt. Arab., p. cxii.,) the

Portulaca oleracea (or garden-purslane) is called

in some parts of El-Yemen k{gill 4.5).] _

I

ASS: +11 certain plant, resembling the

[br tail] of thefom; (M, K;) a name applied by

some of the Arabs to the [q.v.] (T.)—

[ial +Cauda leonis, i. e. circium (0r

cirsium): (Golius, from Diosc. iv. 119:) now

applied to the common creeping way-thistle. _—

1‘ Condo muris, i.e. plantago. (Golius,

from Ibn-Beytar.)_);.ill 1-A species of

aristida, supposed by'Forskiil (Flora Aegypt.

Arab. p. civ,) to be the aristida adscensionis. _

.3133." 1- Scorpioides, or scorpion-grass: so

called in the present day.]

and its pl. see the next preceding

paragraph, in three places.

I 4”

0L9}: see .133, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

I 4"

Ole-33 A certain plant, (T, S,) well known,

called by some of the Arabs vigil (T :)

a certain plant having long branches, somewhat

dust-coloured (M, TA) in its leaves, growing in

plain, or soft, land, upon the ground, not rising

high, approved as pasture, (TA,) and not growing

crccept in fruitful years: (M, TA :) or a certain

herb, or plant, like 5]; [or millet]; ;) or a

certain herb having ears at its extremities like

the ears of 3;), (M, TA,*) and having reeds,

(MS [i. e. v.35], M,) or twigs, [i.e.

v.55], TA,) and leaves, growing in every place ex

cept in unmixed sand, [for Jim it. in the TA, I

find in the M Jajl 3:5] and growing upon one

stem. and two stems: (M, TA :) or, accord. to

AI;In, a certain herb, having a 5));- [app. mean

ing rhizoma like the carrot], which is not eaten,

and twigs bearing afruit from the bottom thereof

to the top thereof} having leaves like those of the

Qgijn, agreeing well with the posturing cattle,

and having a small dust-coloured blossom upon

which bees feed ,' (M, TA,) rising about the

height of a man, (TA,) or half the height of a

man; (M ;) two whereof sufiice to satiate a

camel: (M, TA :) [a coll. gen. n. :] 11. an. with 8.

(M. 1s)

and see first sentence.

54)

.pU} : see in two places.

1 ,1

.__:U3: see v.53, in five places: _and see

also _ Also A small cord with which

a camel's tail is tied to his hind girth, lest he

should swing about his tail and so dirt his rider.

(M, K)

A horse (T, S, &c.) having a long tail.

(T, or having afull, or an ample, tail. (M,

A, [See also _ Hence applied to a

day: see in the latter half of the paragraph.

_ Also A great [or bucket] : (Fr, T, Msb :)

or one that has a l [or tail] : (TA :) or one

that isfull M, Msb, K) of water; Msb ;)

not applied to one that is empty: (S, TA :) or

one that is nearly full of water : (ISk, z) or

one containing less thanfills it : or one containing

water: or a ,l; (M, in any case: (M :) or a

bucket/ill of water: (A:) masc. and fem.; (Fr,

Lb, T, S, M, Mgh,) sometimes the latter: (Lb,

M =) pl. (of pauc, s) 593i and (of mult., s)

.Lse; (s, M, 1;) and L6). (M, A,* Msb, 1;.)

Fr. cites as an ex. , ’

' .I 2w 9:” D f: fr it

see-'5 #0: ‘7')“, ‘4

'ffl 0304 0 e *

‘ Seem

[as meaning For you shall be a great bucket, and

for us a great bucket : or, if ye rifuse this, for

as shall be the well]. (T.) [Accord. to the K, it

also signifies A grave: but this is evidently a

mistake, which seems to have arisen from a mis

understanding ofa statement by ISd, who says,]

Aboo-Dhu-eyb uses it metaphorically in relation

to a grave, calling it [i. e. the grave] a well, in

his saying,

mar-Hi OP

s '54, J, a I; s be:

* W." Le: .31 a,» we“

, J a...» '0! so a.“ r

* 6”“ QM» Lil-‘5‘ #9“: ’*

[app. meaning {And I was as though I were

the corpse of the grave (lit. the bucket ofthe well)

when shefrowned, and clad with my grave-clothes,

and made to recline upon my upper arm: for

the corpse is laid in the grave upon its right side,

or so inclined that the face is turned towards

Mekkeh]. (M.) [And Umeiyeh Ibn-Abee

’Aidh El-Hudhalee, describing a wild he-ass

and she-asses, likens to it a certain rate of running

which he contrasts with another rate likened by

him to a well such as is termed see

Kosegarten’s “ Carmina Hudsailitarum,” p. 189.]

_ Hence metaphorically applied to {Rain.

(Ham p. 410.) _ [Hence, a150,] IA lot, share,

or portion: (Fr, T, S, M, A, high, K :) [see the

former of the two verses cited in this paragraph :]

in this sense masc.: (Msb :) and in this sense it

is used in the Kur li. last verse but one. (Fr, T,

M.) = Also IThe flesh of the [portion of the

back newt the back-bone, on either side, which is

called the] (M, K :) or the part where the

oil. ends; (M ;) the flesh of the lower, or lowest,

part qfthe : :) or the [buttocks, or parts

called] and (M,K:) or the flesh of

the antlfiéauz :) and the are

the [two parts called the] @253, (M, K,) on this

side and on that [of the [back-bone]: (M:) or

L:)in means the flesh that is called

Oil! [which are the portions offlesh next the

back-bone, on either side thereof]. (A.)

'5') ,1“~35 [dim. ofvél := and] i. q. q. v.

(TA.)

The [i. e. toe, orforemost extremity,

also called the iii] of a sandal. See

also in six places. ._ And see

546;; see in sin places:_and see

in twi) places._@1,lhll 56; +The point, or

place, to which the bray, or’road, leads; syn.

(IAar, M, K.) So in the saying of Abu

l-Jurrz'ih, to a certain man, 63);" as)

[1 Verily thou didst not follow a right course in
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respect of the point, or place, to which the way

that thou tookest leads]. (lAar, M.) = Also

1' Relationship; nearness with respect to kindred ,

or near relationship. (K.)

eel

_U): see in three places. _It is also

applied to Four [feathers] in the wing of a bird,

after what are called dipl. _. It is said

in a trad., U1; id; 5);,

meaning [ilV/tosoever dies] purpoxing to pursue

a way leading to some particular end, [he is to be

reckoned as one ofthe people thereof] (TA.) =

Accord. to Fr and the S, it signifies also A fluid

like mucus that falls from. the noses of camels .

but this is a mistake : the right word, as stated by

18 and others, is k,Sl'si. (L, MF, TA.)

A certain grain that is found in wheat,

whereof the latter is cleared [by n‘innowi-ng or

other means]. (M, [See also flag), in art.

03-]

’rA certain kind of [the striped gar

’IItOlllS called] >3; [pl. of gfi] ; (AHeyth,I_(;) as

also (TA.)

Jail; {Fallon-ing in the track of a thing.

(TA.) See also v.55, in the latter half of the

paragraph.

I A [lizard of the kind called] having

a long tail. (T, L.) [See also .53.]

' 1 9' ' '. t: . _
my» and gym, and With 0: see 2.

I f O r

see the next paragraph.

A long tail. (IAar, T, _. And

[hence,iapp. for ,3], (T,) or

(TA, [but see this‘latter below,]) A [lizard of

the kitttl ehned] (T, TA.) __ Also, (5, K,)

or 11,331., like (A,) and til-tie, (M,

TA,) +11 ladle; (S, M, A, ;) because it has a

tail, or what resembles a tail: (M :) pl.

(S, __ And t A water-course, or channel of

a torrent, in a tract at the foot ofa mountain;

(Lth, T, S, M, A, K;) not wide; (A ;) or not

rery n-ide; (M ;) or not very long and wide;

(Lth,T;) as also 15.1.63; (5:) the is in the

lower part ofa. mountain (Lth,T, A) or in an

acclivity: (Lth, T, S, A:) also a water-course

or channel of a torrent, between what are termed

(TA; [see 3.115, and see also 5338])

01' this is termed 'QS; (T;) or it is termed

1.1.65, of which the pl. is 1,565; (M,K:) also

a water-course, or channel ofa'torrent, [running]

to a tract of land: (M,K :) and a rirulet, or

streamlet, or the like thereof, (AHn, T, M,)

,9,

flowing from one 3.5,) [or meadow] to another,

(AHn,T,M,K,) and separating therein; (T;)

as also and #565; ;) and the tract

over which this flow: is also called (T.)

See also in the middle of the paragraph.

= 568 the next preceding paragraph.

[app. applied to a she-camel, accord. to

the K, or perhaps to a lizard of the kind called

Y-b, as seems to be indicated in the TA,]

Finding diflicnlty in parturition, and therefore

stretching out her tail: :) [but accord. to Az,]

it is applied to a only when he is striking

with his tail a hunter or a serpent desiring to

catch him. (T.) See also _See also 2,
in two places. i

IA manfollowed [by dependants].

Milli-it A camel that is at the rear of other

camels; ;) as also lard“:. (TA.)—See

also 3.

I!) 9

4.31.5.2» .,aQ-l-t IClouds following one ano

ther.

I 010)

see _Also One who is at

the tails of camels, (S, TA,) not quitting their

track. (TA.)

05

O

a} and LJet's: see art. \3.

v55

1. 1,33, (s, A, &c.,) aor. =, (A,1_<,) inf.n.

Lu} (5, A, Msb,K) and Lu}; (TA) and .L,23

(s. A, K) and (A, Kb He (a man, s.

[and a heast,]) went [in any manner, or any pace];

went, or passed, along; marched; journeyed;

proceeded: went, or passed, away; departed:

syn- (A,) or ,L», (K,) or;~= (s, use

and said of a mark or trace or the like [as

meaning it went away]. (Msb.) [And hence,

+It wasted away; became consumed, destroyed,

exhausted, spent, 0r expended] .He

went, repaired, betook himself, or had recourse,

to him, or it. (TA.) And they say alsoujilléahg

[He went to Syria]; making the verb trans.

without a particle; for although ,oiJJl is here a

special adv. n., they liken it to a vague locality.

(TA.) _ He, or it, wentfrom, quitted,

relinquished, or left, him, or it. (TA.) _

993591 63' #5, (A, Msb,) inf. n. 1365 and

and $3.1», He went away [into the

country, or in the land]: (Msbz) [but it often

means + he went into the open country, or out of

doors, to satisfy a want of nature: or simply]

the voided his excrement, or ordure.

Ag He went, or went away, with him, or it :

z) and he made him, or it, to go, go away,

pass away, or depart; (A, Msb,l_{;) as also

' Lea, (s, A, Mtb, K,) and a, ' W”: (K,) but

this is rare; (Zj, TA ,) and t $5.5, inf. n.

(MF :) [all may likewise be rendered he remo’ved,

dispelled, put away, or banished, it; properly and

tropically: and + he made it to cease,- made away

with it, did away with it, made an end ofit;

wasted, consumed, destroyed, exhausted, spent, or

expended, it; and these meanings may perhaps

be intended by whereby the first is explained

in the A and K, as are also the second and third

in the K:] or, accord. to some, when is

trans. by means of .,t, accompaniment is neces

sarily signified; but hot otherwise; so that if you

say 4; the meaning is, he went away with

him,”0r it; i. e., accompanying him, or it; [he

took away, or carried of or away, him, or it ;]

but if you say '14}! or ' $.45, the meaning is,

he made him, or it, to go, go away, pass away,

or depart, alone, without accompanying him, or

it: this, however, is not agreeable with the phrase

in the Kur [ii. 16], j,e,,.’-.,t 311;.3; [though this

may be well ‘rendered God taketh away their

light]. (MF, TA.) [Hence,] one says, 5‘5

:1; which may mean + Where, or whither,

wilt than be taken away, and what will be done

with thee and made to come to pass with thee, if

this be thine intellect? or, accord. to Mtr, it is a

saying of the people of Baghdad, addressed to

him whom they charge with foolish judgment or

opinion, as meaning ’r[there,

or whither, is thine intellect taken away ?]. (Her

p. 574.) [In like manner one says, tilde v.53

f His reason, or intellect, quilted him, or forsook

him ,- he became bereft of his reason, or intellect.

And 231;; tHis heart forsook him, or

failed him, by reason of fear or the like.] And

5.1,;3 T[His _flesh wasted away]. in

arty, see.) And 1eQill Us Jéjll tThe

man became lost [or he disappeared] among the

people, or party. And 2c."

IThe water became lost [or it disappeared] in the

milk. IIt escaped his memory;

heforgot it. (A, TA.) And 1‘ It was, or became,

dubious, confused, or vague, to him. (MA.)_.

(S, A, TA) IHe pursued a good

way, course, mode, or manner, ofacting or conduct

or the like. (TA.) And Us

r Heformed, or held, an opinion, or a persuasion,

'4'

or a belief, respecting religion: or, accord. to

Es-Sarakustce, he introduced an innovation in

religion. (Msb.) And ’rHe

pursued the way, coursei mode, or manner, of

acting &c. ofsuch a one. (Msb.) And

and IHe pursued his way, course,
mode,ror mdnner, ofacting &c. (JK, TA.) And

{He betook himself to [or took

to or held] a belief, a creed, a persuasion, a

doctrine, an opinion, a tenet, or a body, 05/: te'ne’tf

or articles ofbeliefi TA.) And are}: 0%

ISuch a one takes to, or

holds, [the saying, or] the belief, creed, persuasion,

doctrine, &c., of Aboo-Haneefeh. (A.) [And

135 fly 5,? vi; (gt; +He held, or not of

opinion, that the thing, or afair, or case, was

so. And rHe regarded

a word, or an expression, in his manner of using

it, as equivalent to another word, or expression ,

as, for instance, when one makes a fem. noun

masc. because it is syn. with a noun that is masc.,

or makes a verb trans. by means of a certain par

ticle because it is syn. with a verb that is trans. by

means of that same particle: and also The re

garded a word, or an empression, as etymologically

relating, or traceable, to another word, or ew

pression. And lb +He

regarded it, or used it, (i. e. a word, or an ex

pression,) as relating to such a meaning, or as
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meaning _such a. thing] _eélu Us

J-é' +[He tried every way, or did his

titmost, in seeking the thing]. in art. 9,...)

And 3i» Us ;33 +[It attained

the utinoxt degree ofsqftgcss] said of the skin.

(TA in that art.)_¢1.:i[ v»! fBetake, or

apply, thyself to thine own afairs; or occupy

thgself thcrertvith: and voce _

ga-‘Jl U? a“)! w} i. q. C) +[He inclined

to his father in likeness; resembled him; or had

a natural likeness to him]. in art.

gates.) aor- (K,) inf- n- 3.45; (TA;)

and *4), with two kesrehs, (IAar, K,) of the

dial. of Temeem, held by AM to be a variation

generally allowable in the case of a verb of which

the medial radical letter .is a. faucial and with

kesr; (TA ;) He (a man) saw gold in the mine,

($,) or came suddenly, in the mine, upon much

gold, and his reason departed in consequence

thereof, and his eyes became deeded, so as

not to close, or move, the lids, or became confused,

so as not to see, ($,K,) by reason of the greatness

thereof in his eye: (S :) it is derived from

and the epithet applied to a man in this case is

1.1.93. (TA.)

2: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

in two places: = and see also 4.

4: see 1, in the former half of the paragraph,

in three places.=Also 1,531, (Msb, inf. n.

$061; (so and 'l-Ss. (K.) int n

($;) He gilded it; did it over with gold. (S,

Msb, R)

[Q. Q. 2. from is used by

late writers as meaning r Hefollowed, or adopted,

a certain religious persuasion or the like.]

9 0’ Q d Ir

we}: see v5.5.0:=and see also the last

sentence of the paragraph here following.

4.33 [Gold;] a certain thing well known;

(S,Msb,&c.;) accord. to several of the leading

lexicologists, (TA,) 1‘. q. )3; (A, L, K, a“)

but it seems to have a more general meaning; for

;i is specially applied to such [gold] as is in the

mine, or such as is uncoined and unwrought:

(TA:) [it is a col]. gen. n.; and therefore] it is

masc. and fem: ($,* Mgh, K,‘ TA :) or it is fem.

in the dial. of El-Hijiiz: or, accord. to Az, it

is masc., and not to be made fem. unless regarded

as pl. of V (Msb, TA,) [or rather as a coll.

gen. n., for] is the n. un., (K,) signifying

a piece of [or gold]: A, L, TA :) or,

accord. to El-Kurtubee, it is fem., and sometimes

masc., but more commonly fem.: is the

dim. of ;K}, the 3 being added because the

latter word is fem., like as it is in and

m; or it is the dim. of and signifies a lit

tle piece of [or gold]: (TA :) the pl. of is

[:1 pl. of pauc.] ($, A, Msb, K) and

($.19 andéyli <Nh.M@b.1.<)and .363;- (Nb.

TA.) it. means lVater-gold; gold

pen'der mixed with size, for ornamental writing

J'c.] _. The yolk, or the entire contents, i. e. yolk
and White, (M, K,TA, with the unpointed ,

Bk. 1. C. - C

TA, [in the GK and in my MS. copy of the K

5.1.1) Qfan Pee- qsg = Also, (s. K.) in a copy

of the T written 7*..5}, (TA,) A certain measure

qf capacity, for corn, used by the people qul

Yemen, (s,1_<,) well hnown: (s =) pl. Luis (1;)

and [the latter a pl. of pauc.,]

apd pl. [i. e. pl. of the latter of the pls. above]

$913!, ($, and so in the accord. to the TA,)

mentioned by A’Obeyd, ($,) or (So in

the OK.)

| 4

*0}: see 1, last sentence.

A rain : z) or a weak rain: or a co

pious rain: (A’Obeyd, K :) pl. eplbs. (A’Obeyd,

s, a) '
Ia - r g , 4

1,5}: see ya}, first sentence.

Q 14 g a

as»): see vat}.

O r O I

#3: see arm's», first sentence.
r

0", I

lash

Lat; [part :1. oféiifl Going [in any manner,

or any pace]; going, or passing, along,- marching,

journeying; proceeding: going, or passing, away,

I .v'

departing: [&c. z] (A, K :) and ' era’s) signifies

the same [in an intensive manner]. _

.5 .

[qrhll us 4.9!) means + Excessive in length or

tallness.]

Q 1'

see are}, first sentence.

9,0;

are.» is an inf. n.: (JK, A, :)_and also

signifies A place of .363 [or going, &c.]: and

a time thereof. (J _. [Also A place to which

one goes: see an ex. voce 33:»...3._And hence,]

IA place to which one goes for the purpose of

satisfying a want of nature; a privy,- (TA ;)

9; a!)

i. q. L632»; (JK, A, K, TA ;) in the dial. of the

people of El-Hijt'tz. (JK, A, TA.).._[Also A

way by which one goes or goes away._And

hence, as in several exs. in the first paragraph of

this art.,] IA way, course, mode, or manner, of

acting or conduct or the like: (Msb, K, TA:)

{[a way that one pursues in respect of doctrines

and practices in religion Sec. ; and particularly a

way of believing, opining, thinking, orjudging ;]

a belief, a creed, a persuasion, a doctrine, an

opinion, a tenet, or a body of tenets or articles of

belief; TA ;) an opinion in, or respecting,

religion; and, accord. to Es-Samkustee, an inno

vation in religion: (Msb :) and signifies

the same. (JK, TA.) [The pl. is

Hence, ,3; +Persuasi0ns, as meaning

persons holding particular tenets in religion or the

like] __ Also 1‘ Origin: (Ks, Lb, :) so in the

sayings, id 63;; L; and if [53,; '9'

“3:0, i. e. +It is not known whence is his

origin. (Ks, Lb, TA.)

6;.)

We Gilt, or done over with gold; A,

K,) as also v.33; (A, 1;) and LL95. (T,

K.)._.Also sing. of ;Alxo, which ’signifies

Shins gilt, (ISk, JK, TAJ i. e. having gilt lines,

or stripes, regularly, or uniformly, succeeding one

another: (ISk, TA :) or gilt straps or thongs:

($, TA :) and variegated, or figured, [garments

of the kind called] ,,};= (JK,TA:) [or it is

applied as an epithet to such garments; for] you

say (TA.) The pl. above mentioned

is also applied [as an epithet] to swords [app.

meaning Adorned with gilding]. (TA.)-Ap

plied to a horse, Ofa red colour tinged over with.

yellow; (TA ;) and so [i. e. ofa

gilded bay colour]: ($, TA :) fem. with 5: the

mare thus termed is of a clearer colour and thin

ner skin. (TA.):JALx." is also a name of

The Kaabch. TA.)=See also the next

paragraph, in three places.

A gilder. ($.) _7 ;Jsibt, explained

by Lth as the name of 'l-A certain devil, said to

be of the ofspring of lblees, who tempts reciters

of the Kur-dn in the performance of [the ablation

termed] 9.363.“, (K,“‘ TA,) and on other occasions,

(TA,) is [said to be] correctly [;ajlfld with

kesr to the o: applied to the devil, (TA in

art. 5.95,) as meaning The who embellishes, or

renders goodly in appearance, acts of disobedience

[to God], as also ;)ml, (Fr, TA in art. 9.3.5,)

IDrd thinks that it is not [genuine] Arabic.

(TA.) And accord. to the and El-Kurtubee

and many others, 7 4,: means + [In him is]

a vain suggestion [of the‘ devil] respecting the

water, and [respecting] the using much thereof in

the 9.55: [i. e. a vain suggestion that may induce

him to think that the water is unfit, or deficient

in quantity, or' the like :] but accord. to the K, it

is correctly (TA.) Az says that the

people of Baghdad apply the appellation we

to +A man who inspires vain suggestions; and

that the vulgar among them pronounce it '33.

(TA.)

. we 0'

Kai.» [A cause, or means, ofdoing away with,

removing, dispelling, or banishing]. Fasting is

a is on or

said, in a trad., to be )3}! 3.9.“ [1. e. +A cause,

or means, of dispelling exultation, or excessive

emultation, and resting the mind upon things

lab!

: see

J03

1- (JK. s. Max.) m (s, K.)

int“. n. J15, (JK,$,) or 3,15, (Mgh,) or both;

(IQ) and M. (s. Mgh,) aor- (Mgh,) int- n.

;) He forgot it, or neglected it; ;)

he was, or became, unmindful ofit; Msb :) or

he neglected it intentionally; (JK, T, M, K,*

TA; 4:; 61; in the K being a mistake for

Ge, as in the [JK and T and] M; TA;) or

in consequence ofhis being diverted by something .

(T, or he forgot it, or dismissed it from his

mind, intentionally, and became divertedfrom it :

(Z, Msbz) is the neglecting a thing, dis

missing it from the mind: (Ham p. 31 z) or the

quitting a thing, with confusion, or perplexity, or

alienation of mind, such as arisesfrom fear Ste. :

(Ksh and Ed in xxii. '2 :) or the being diverted

from one’s constant companion, or familiar, so

124
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'as to forget him; and being content to relinquish

him : ;) or diversion that occasions grief and

forgetfulness. (Er-Raghib, TA.) Hence, in the

Kur [xxii. 2], ti; J5 .5;

[On the when thou shalt see it, every

woman giving such shall forget, or neglect, 8cm,

what she has snchled]. (TA.): See also what

next follows.

4. ut-ii‘ii, (JK," $,Msb,TA,) inf. n. 563;,

(TA,) It (a thing, JK,S,TA,) or he, (a man,

Mgh,) caused me to forget it, or neglect it,- ;)

or to be unmindfal qfit ; Msb;) or to neglect

a intentionally: (JK:) [like 4;: L’s-53L] and

sometimes one says 7&3; (Mgh, TA ;) [like

;] but this is rare; or, rather, unknown.

(TA.)

“1 a;

My

I r

J33 : see what next follows.

ii" .1» .133 51-, (ass) and us.

($,T_§,) He ell-me after a short portion, Jr a

period, (aétl, 1;, or .33, s,) of the night: (s,

K :) so called because sleep causes men to forget

therein: (Ham p. 4:) or a large

portion; such as the third, or the half: so says

IDrd; but he doubts its correctness; and ISd

holds it to be preferably with 5. (TA.):J‘;

also signifies The tree [or plant] ill; [q. v.].

(J K, 5211, K)

A horse fleet, or swift: (K:) or light,

or active: and so a man: pl. (JK.)

3.513 [act. part. n. of 1.....And] A man who

cares not for ornament and the anointing of

himself: (JK.)

0-”

1. 5,93, (MA, TA,) aor. = , (TA,) inf. n. 51>

and (MA, KL,) He was, or became, in

telligent, possessed of understanding, sagacious,

acute, skilful, knowing, (MA, KL, P$, TA,) and

endowed with a retentive mind. (KL, P$.) You

say, L; ’Understand thou what I

say. (TA.) And lift, '9 ,0 He does not

understand anything. (TA.) And lié

I understood such and such things. (TAi)

And 13.5.: I understood from such a

thing. vigil}: see 3.

,» ,1, ~08 ' "we

45‘ H3, and 'Uusgl, and Vuusxdl,

He, or it, made me to forget it,- diveirted me

from remembering it: (Kf TA :) [like

222:, and And Memory, or under

standing, escaped him, or left him. (J

.u be ,4

3. Val-25.36 ""1; He tied with me, or

contended with me’for superiority, in intelligence,

understanding, sagacity, acuteness, skill, or know

ledge, and I surpassed him [therein, i. e.,] in

o3; (K0 '

4: see 1.

;|7|' 91‘,

.
10: see 1. _. You say also, Q;

The love of the present world took away, or has

tahen away, thy [i. e. intelligence, under

standing, &c.]. (TA.)—And ill"

“1.3m TThe year of drought took away the

005?, i. e. pith (vhf), of the canes, or reeds.

(TA.)

.53: (JK. s, Ms, K, 8m) and t 313 (s. K)

Intelleict; intelligence, understanding,“sagacity,

acuteness, shill, or hnowledge; syn. Jie, (JK,

K.) and as.) and (S, Me, Is.) and

5.53; (high ;) and retentiiaeness of mind, or

memory: (J K,“ $,'K:) or, as some say, a

faculty of the soul, provided for the acquisition

of the several species of knowledge, including the

external and internal senses: strength thereof is

termed 2E5: and a good quality thereof for the

forming ideas of the things that present themselves

to it is termed (TA =) pl. goat. (high,

K!) One says, L15:

[Apply thine intellect, &c., to such and such

things]. (TA.) [Both are also inf. us: see 1,

first sentence.]_Also, the former, +Strength:

(JK,$,K:) and fat.- _(JK,K:) pl. as above.

(K.) One says, as.» L; There is not in

my legs any strength to walk. (TA.) And

fit gin and 06;)! life is qfthose

dnddnred with strength [ofbody: and also, oft/rose

endowed with intelligence, &c., and intelligent

faculties]. (TA.) And (we: t; +1

saw not, in the camels, fat and strength. (JK.)

__Also +The pit}: of canes, or reeds.

(TA.) =See also of}.

94'

Q5}: see the next preceding paragraph.

and V 5.23 Intelligent, possessed of under

standing, sagacious, acute, shilful, or knowing,

[and endowed with a retentive mind ,'] each [said

to be] a possessive epithet, [signifying possessing

Q‘é, though the former is agreeable with a

general rule as part. n. of [5.93,] applied to a

man; the latter app. changed [or contracted]

from the former. (TA.)

Of, or relating to, the or intellect,

Sec. ; intellectual ,- subjective; ideal.

15 0 u I ’8

)yi')" Intellectual things,- the things that

are conceii-ed in the mind, or considered sub

Hence,

si e .l s!

jectively; opposed to Egg-)li-ll),4'>ll.]

33

,3, meaning [i. e. A possessor, an

owner, a lord, or a inaster, but often better ren

dered having, possessing, possessed of, or endowed

with], (T, S, M, Mgh, Msb, K, but omitted in

the CK,) used as a prefixed noun, Mgh, Msb,

&c.,) is originally \35, like Lgs, the l being

changed from ,; ($;) or it is originally L533;

and if one used, it as a proper name, he would

say, ii; 35 LID [This is Dhan'd, he has

come]; (M;) [not 63, as in copies of the S; i. e.,]

its third radical letter is [5, not, as J says,

,; this L5 being afterwards suppressed; (13;)

[so that the word becomes and then, by reason

of its being prefixed to another noun, ,3, like as

;»l, the original form of becomes it is

declined [like ,hl] with, and i and L5; (Mgh ;)

[i. e.,] the nom. case is 3;, accus. l3, and gen.

(5“ (Mghz) the fem. is in; (T, s, M, Mgh,

Msb,K; in a copy of the M, 315, and the CK,

it; [as though it were not a prefixed noun] ;) and

in the case of a pause, some say , and others

say his : (Lth, T: the latter usage, only, is men

tioned in the $:) dual. masc., 135, (S,' M,)

[accus. and gen. ;] fem. @133, (T, M, Mgh,

Msb,K,) for which is allowable in poetry,

but is better, (T,) [accus. and gen. :]

pl., masc., n5, (T,* s; M, Msb, K, but omitted

in the CK,) [accus. and gen. [55”] fem. £9133,

(T, $,' M, Mgh, Msb, K,) accusjand gen.

($;) and ,l,l and i»); are like and {A33

[in signification]. (T. [See art. ,H.]) In this

sense it is not used otherwise than as a prefixed

noun: when used to characterize an indeterminate

noun, prefixed to an indeterminate noun; and

when used to characterize a determinate noun,

prefixed to [a noun rendered determinate by] the

article ,JI. ($.) [Thus you say JL; )3 A

man a possessor of wealth ,- and dc," ,3

The man the possessor qfweallh.] ' In the phrase

1531'." {big}; [Not'those possessed of weapons,

3m], in the Kur [viii. 7], the fem. form is used

as meaning the [or party]. (T.) is

[He became one having a sin, or crime, &c.,

attributable to him, i. e. he had_ a sin, &c., at

tributable to him,] means [he became

chargeable with a sin, &c.]. (Msb in art. crib.)

_ Accord. to the $, it is not prefixed to a pro~

noun nor to a proper name, such as

and and the like: but there are several

instances of its being prefixed, in its pl. form, to

a pronoun; among which is the saying of a poet,

* 1,3; as us e.,-aw" i thaw;'1 o; *

[Only they who are possessors thereof do that

which is good among men]: (TA:) [this usage,

however, is perhaps only allowable by poetic

license: see another ex. (also here cited in the

TA) in the Ham p. 442, and the remarks there

appended to it :] and it is also prefixed to proper
names, as is shown by the phrase, (TA,) ,5 Lila

4.23, (M, K, TA,) mentioned, as heard from the

Arabs, by Ahmad Ibn-Ibraheem, the preceptor of

Th, meaning This is Zeyd, (M, TA,) i. e., this is

the owner of the name Zeyd; (M, K, TA ;) and

[perhaps] by the name “i,3, for his.“ is

[said by some to he] the' name of a certain idol,

and ,3 is a metonymical appellation of its ;

and by the proper names ,5 and ,s and

[accord to some] ,3 [and the like, of which

several are mentidned in the S, as well as in the

M &c.]. (IB, TA.) [But see a later portion

of this paragraph, where, prefixed to a proper

name, it is said to be redundant] _.)1;le 335,

[or, as in the Kur viii. last verse, and xxxiii. 6,

{@3591 ,i,i, pls. era): ,3,] in the classical
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language, means [The possessors of relationship;

i. e.] any relations: and in law, any relations that

have no portion [ofthe inheritanccs termed

and are not [such heirs as are designated by the

appellation] [q. v.: they are so called be

cause they are relations by the women's side: see

(KT, TA.) _ If you form a pl. from

Jl; ,3, you say, [These are possessors

df wealth]; because in this case the pl. is not a

prefixed noun. Accord. to Lth, (5)33"

signifies The former, or first, [of persons,] and

the more, or most, distinguished. (T, TA!)

Also, (S, M,) and 53351, [which is another pl.

of ,3,] (s) The kings (s, M) ofEl-Yemen, of

the tribe of Kudd’ah, whose surnames com

menced with 9;, (M,) [i. e.] who were named [or

rather surnamed] 3; (S, M) and ,3

and (in; ,3 (s) and the like. (s,M.)'

,3 (5} 91:, occurring in a trad., means

A Ig'urashee in respect of lineage, not of the

[above mentioned]. (TA.).._ [,3 and 0!;

and is and (5} are also used as prefixed nouns

in various expr'essions here following, in several

thereof as meaning Something in possession, or the

libs; not a possessor: or, in these instances, as is

said in explanation of the first of the following

phrases, and also of the phrase 4;)! (men

tioned below) in Her p. 93, that which is contained

is made to be as though it were the possessor

of that which contains] is

[He killed what was in her belly]: (Her ubi

' supra.) And l; ’5in (T,) or

gait}, (TA,) The woman brought forth [her

oil-1d]. ('1‘, TA.) Andljrzlgrfi She brought

forth many children. (Tin art. )b'; and Mgh

there and in the present art. , in the latter of which

it is added that the_ usual phrase is

And l; The hen laid her egg,

or fggs: or muted. (Mgh.) And [5

431:.) The man ejected his excrement, or ordnre.

And (5.1.; The wolfis

envied [for’what is; in his belly, br] for his dis

tention of the belly [with food]. (TA.) _. [In

like manner,] 4;." in; means IWealth; as though

it were the possessor of that which contains it:

(Her ubi supra:) [or what is in the possession of

the hand :] or what one possesses, of wealth,

because gained by the hand and disposed of by

the hand. (Her p. 66.) You say, on; $5

1 that his hand possessed became little in quan

tity; (Lth, T,) or the possessions accompanying

his hand,- (Mgh ;) app. meaning his riches.

(Lth, T.) _ Z3)! iii} and win it; are Two

well-hnown disehses. (TA. [8% arts. Lgi) and

.,.;._..1) _,,.$..;n armies, in the Kur iii. 115,

means [Acguainteih or, well acquainted,] with

what is in the minds: (Ksh, Bd,Jel: [and the

like is indicated in the Mgh :]) or with the true,

or real, nature of the notions that are concealed

in the minds: (IAmb,T:) or with the hidden

things of the minds : or with the minds themselves.

(Msb. [If the last meaning be correct, the phrase

should be mentioned with others later in this

vparagraph.]) [And similar to this is the saying,]

1,”

~45 Cal} 0» as): He knew it from what he

bonceichd in his mind [without his being informed

thereof; i. e. he knew it of himself]. (Lth, T.)

And (55 E,» 21:. and ea; (7).. (M,

K) lie, came’[from a motive, in his own inind;

of himself;] of his own accord; or willingly;

syn. (M, TA :) in the copies of the K,

GIL; but the former is the _right explanation.

(TA.) And in; C. and ,3 in;

I spoke not io such a one a word. (AZ,

Ml and Quill [are adverbial ex

pressions, and] mean In the direction of the right

hand and of the left: properly in the direction

that has the name ofthe right hand [and that has

the name of the left hand]. (Ed in xviii. 16.)

And f5 means lVe came on the right

hand. ’(TA.) ._ ids and \3 [also, and

the like,] are adyerbial expressions, which may

n_0t be used otherwise than as such : (S :) you say,

5;; iii; iii-ii [I met him once, or once upon a

i‘ime], ahd ’64,)! .513 many times, (M and K
in art. 1.”) or Isometimes, in that art.,) and

,5; if} (Fr, T, i.e. 2; [once upon a

day, or one day], therefore you use the fem. form,

(T,) and 315 $15 [one night], (Fr, T, $,) and

51.3.5- 596 [one morning, or one morning between

ilaybreah and sunrise], and 51:12}! [once in

the evening at nightfall], meaning, accord.

to Th, in the hour, or time, in which is nighffizll,

(T,) and $13 (Fr, T, [some time ago,

or] three [br more, to ten-,] seasons ago,

Ulissl, T, [by Ole)! being app. meant periods of

tivo, or three, or six, months,]) and if}

(Fr, T, $) [some years ago, or] three years ago

(T,) or three years ago or more, to ten; (Az

on the authority of AZ, TA in art. Jan) and

13 [one mgrning], and 5L; ‘3 [one evening],

(T, and G” l} [lit. at a time ofdrinhing

the morning-draught], and f5 [lit. at a time

of drinking the evening-dra’ught]; in these four

instances without 5: and- this mode of expression

has been heard only in the cases of the times here

mentioned: they did not saya; nor 5313:

(S :) or one may also well say 513, like

i; .513; for I} and Q!) both m’ean the'timeé

and accord. to IAar, one says, in; his!

and (5);" 3:6, as meaning Icame to him in the

morning, or in the morning between daybreak and

sunrise, and in the evening, or in the evening

between sunset and nightfall. (T.)_Y_ou say

also, ids high-l, (TA,) or (5% ail

(M) and Q13, (AZ, M, Msb, [whence

ii: seems to be hot improbable that the phrase in

the TA is imperfectly transcribed,]) meaning I

met him thefirst thing, (M,) orfirst ofeverything.

(AZ, Msb, TA.) And L55 Jgi and

.915 [I will do n the_fi_rst thing, orfirst of

everything]. (M.) And

Lil? 3;.‘3, (AZ, M, Mgh,) i. e. [Whatever be the

case, the first thing, or] first of everything, I

praise God. (AZ, Msb.) _ [Respecting the

phrase (3;)! $83, which has two contr. meanings,

see art. It is inadequately explained in this

art. in the T and M and K, as follows.]

is, (T, M,I_(,*) in the Kur [viii 1],

accbrd. to Ahmad lbn-Yahya, means [And do

ye rightly dispose, or arrange, or order,] the

case that is between you: (T:) or, accord. to

Zj, (M,) that wherein consists your union;

gig, M,I_( ;) i. e. be ye of one accord,

or in’unison; respecting that which God and his

Apostle have commanded: (M:) or 0;" in;

means the state of circumstances whereby the

llIuslims become of one accord, or in unison:

(K:) this is the meaning in the saying,

in; [0 God, do Thou rightly an.

pose &c.]. (M.)—Eat; is sometimes used as a

noun independent in its meaning, (Mgh, Mgh,)

so as to denote material [or real] things; (Mgh ;)

and is described by the epithets [or “ dis

tinct”] (Mgh,Msb) and $815, [as meaning

“that has existed from eternity”] (Mgh) and

[as meaning “that has been brought into

existence”]. (Mgh, Msb.) Thus used, (Msb,)

it signifies The essence ofa thinu' meaning that
D,

by being which a thing is what it is, or that in

being which a thing consists,- or the ultimate and

radical constituent ofa thing: and the essence as

meaning the peculiar nature of a‘thing: syn.

('1‘, IB, Msb, TA,) and (Msb,)

and iii; (T, IB, TA:) it is also used as

meaning a. thing's self:.(]\d’gh,* Msb :) [a man's

self, or person: (see gas-2'0] and a thing,- a

being anything, whatever it be; every a} being

a 015, and every 01} being a tut): (Aboo-Sa’eed,

Mgh, Msb:) and particularly a substance, or thing

that subsists by itself: [hence meaning

a realsubstan-tive; also termedogfil: opposed

to 4;], i. e. an ideal isubstaniivez] and

[hence] it signifies also a word that is independent

in its meaning,- [i. e. (alone), though oftener

used in the sense assigned above to 013,31,

signifies also, absolutely, a substantive;]‘opposeil

to as signifying a word that is not indepen~

dent iii its meaning. (Kull p. 187.) Its applica

tion to God, in the sense of iii;- and

is forbidden by most personsn (TA:) [for]

[as meaning The essence of God], used

by the scholastic theologians, is said to be an

ignorant expression, because the names of God

do not admit the fem. affix 5; so that one does

not apply to Him the epithet though He

is the all-surpassing in knowledge. (Mgh.) The

phrase 9!; is like [In, or

in respect of, that which is the right, or due, of

God ,' or in, or in respect of, obedience to God, or

the means of obtaining nearness to God, or the

way of God] : and like [for the sahe of

God ,- or to obtain the countenance, or favour,

or approbation, or recompense, of God] : (Msb :)

or it means in obedience to God ,' and in the way

of God or his religion: (TA:) [or it may be

rendered for the sahe of God Himsel ,- and so

124 *
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dbl it is said to have been used by the

Arabs [of the classical age], as well as by Aboo

Temmi'tm, [who was a Muwelled;] (Mgh, Msb;")

but some deny that it occurs in the old language.

(Msb. [See, however, an ex. from a trad. voce

[It is said that] the phrase

43;», used by Eii-Niibigliiiii, (Mgh,) i. e. sini

bhubyfinee, (TA in art. means Their book

is the service of God .Himself: (Msb :) [but

it seems more reasonable to render this phrase

agreeably with the primary signification of at),

as meaning their booh is that of God, in a sense

like that in which a house of worship is said to be

a house of God; for,] as some relate it, the phrase

used by Eii-Ntbigiiaii is iii-gt is; with

eh, [i. e. their abode is in’a peculiar manner that

of God,] meaning, their abode is one of pilgrimage

and of sacred sites. and TA in art.

,3 is sometimes redundant [in respect of meaning,

though governing as a prefixed n.]; and so is its

pl. (T," TA.) A: says, (TA,) I have heard mpre

than one of the Arabs say, (a; lié

ms [5), i. e. We were in such a place with

’jlmr.’ (T,TA:) and ,3 @tés, i. e.

’Amr was with us: and is meaning

5);" [FVo came to El- 'emen]. (T.) [See

an ex. similar to this last, and evidently belonging

to the present art., in the latter half of art. I}.

And see IS '>l and is and I; '9

and (5 '9, (in which l5 is.ip like manner

redundant, as are also Qt and 01:, the latter of

which is a dial. var. of the former of them,) in

art. ’49:: ,peil’hpps belonging to the present art.,

like 0...; l} Lgil; or perhaps to art. l3. See also

what, is said respecting ,3 prefixed to a proper

name in an early portion of this_ paragraph] .....

It is also used in the sense of (T, S, M, K,)

in the dial. of Teiyi, (T, S, TA;) for the purpose

of qualifying a determinate noun (S,M, by

means of a proposition which it connects with

that noun: (M,K:) and when thus used, it

[generally] retains the same form when it denotes

a dual and a pl. M, K) and a fem.,

and exhibits no sign of case: (M,K:) you say,

,5 [I who knew], and {Lg-3.; ,5 [who

heard]; and 13.5 5.56 ,3 33;" féh [This is the

wo'ma’n’who said such a thing: (S :) and ,i

at); (JB [He who said that came to we]; and

,3 [They two who said that came

to me]; and 1,.ll5 ,i [They who said

that came to me], (M.) But Fr says, I heard

an Arab of the desert say, a}: ,3

1;.) [By the excellence

wherewith God hath made you to errcel, and the

honour wherervith God hath honoured you]; thus

they use in the place of Lél, and they make

it to be with rain in every case : and they confuse

[numbers and genders] in speaking of a dual

number and a pl. number [and a fem.]; they

sometimes say, [for ex.,] in the case of the dual,

,3 glib ands-5; ,5 061; [These two

wheat, or which, thou hnowest] ;' and a poet says,

[namely, Sinén lbn-El-Fahl, of the tribe of Teiyi,

(Ham P- 9920]

* lat i f, '1 5 . *

L599: ufl 4* Ml u?

* 101: Jr )0); J O. b

*2,” :5: 01'"- :3 t5, ,3

[For verily the water is the water ofmy father

and my grandfather, and my well which I dug

and which I cased ,- making ,5 to relate to a fem.

noun]: and some, he adds, use the dual and pl.

and fem. forms; thus they say, 1,; 013.;

[These two who said that], and I,,i fig;

[These who said], and its a}; [This

female who said]; and he cites the saying of

a poet, 0 II “I a r)II’

.I, -" :,.‘ l r t - ' {

2. r Oz 1 Ir), J ,1

Q ‘ .- , - - - i

[I collected them from outstripping she-camels,

that rise and hasten in thgir pgce without 2

driver]; and the prov., 1,} 4,1: “I
will, meaning eull’hat has cokr’rie

upon men. in general hits come, or came, upon

him]. (T.) Accord. to the usage most in repute,

,3 in this sense is indeel., and has no variation of

gender or number; but some decline it, like ,3

in the sense of eff-Lia, except that they make

Jul} and ‘26,} indeel., with damm for the termi

nation, saying éfl; and in every case, if

they adopt the chaste mode; otherwise, in the

accus. and gen. cases, saying (fats, and in like

manner (I ’Ak pp. 40 and 41.) _ They

said also, (5.5.; is; (133i '9' (M, 1;) and

infi-E‘ (M,) and (M, K!)

and [gig and (5.1;, (M,) mean

ing I will not do that by thy, and by your,

safety: (M,K:) or by God who, (M,) or by

II-im who, (K,) maheth thee, and you, to be in

safety. (M, [See also art.,.L~i.]

{his fem. of); [q.v. passim]. (T, S, M, &c.)

3 a :l U

u?!) : see [5,,3, below, in three places.

3:56 [a post-classical word, used in philosophy,

The essential property or quality, or the aggre

gate of the essential properties or qualities, of a

thing]. The 12!; of a human being is [the

essential property or quality of] rational ani

mality ; and is also termed (Kull p. 148.)

9

(3,3; the rel. ii. of ,3; (s, TA ;) and of éil

also, M, Msb, TA,) the 8 of the original being

rejected in forming the rel. n.: (S, Msb,* TA:)

' $13, as rel. n. of {3:13, is not allowable: (M :)

[but it-is much used, mostly in philosophical and

religious writings, as meaning Essential, &c. :]

they say ' 53‘3" [meaning The essential

attributes]; (Mgh, Mgh,) but this is a wrong

expression: and 7 [A n essential, or] a

natural, an innate, an original, or a constitu

tional, fault or imperfection Sac. (Mgh)

s)»

1. .pii, (T,$,M,&c.,) 3013.14,.5, (T, s, Mgh,)

iiir. ii. 1,}; (s, M, Msb, 1;) and Egg, (T, s, M,

Msb, K,) It melted, dissolred, or became fluid or

liquid ,- contr. of (S, M, A,K:) it flowed.

('1',qu.)_ [Hence,] 12.13 _on 1[His rem-i

flowed]. (A.) And in; turn eye]

shed tears,- (A;) or flowed [with tears]. (T.)

_. _gl} iHis body became lean, or ema
ciated : ione says, I[He became

fat after he had been lean]. (A.)—And

[alone] 1H0 became fcolish, or stupid, after

having been intelligent. (T, '§

gain us .1533 Q3 Us {[lVe will not be

hard, or niggardly, in the case of truth, or right,

nor will we be soft, or easily yielding, in the case

offalsity, or wrong]. (A.)—Q lib

J5.“ {[This speech, or discozirse, contains

that which melts the soul]. (A.) _(Llia

[and 'QUL! (as is shown by a phrase men

tioned in the L in art. 45.0)] {The sun became

intensely hot. A, _

a s e e s 1 e5 .I si

‘ has.“ 5i view .9,» ~

occurring in a trad. of Kass, means i I will wait

in expectation during the lapse of the nights [or

the echo of you two shall answer]; from $13“,

which signifies “ spoil, booty, or plunder.” (TA.)

_icsb L; 1-There remained not

in my hand anything. (AHeyth, TA.) And

:9; “a a, (M:) or Lg?!

rThere came not [into his hands, or into my

hands, from him, or it, any good]. (M, _.

all," .31} TThe property became, or proved

to be,’binding, obligatory, or incpmbent, on him.

to render as a debt. (T.) And 42.1; U! .915

{A right, or due, was, or became, incumbent, or

obligatory, on him to render to me, and esta

blished against him. A, Mgh, K.*) And

Ila; ,1ij .913, inf. n. fSuch a

part of the thing, or afl'air, was, or became,

incumbent, or obligatory, on him; like and

(M.) any!) also signifies He continued in

the eating Ofegi, i. e. honey. (T, L, 1;!)

2. 1.3;}: see 4. =Also, int". n. 4.1,.5, IIe

made [or disposed] for him a [or

irreg. ; being originally with . [i.e. (T, K.)

It is said in a trad. of Ibn-El-Hanafeeyeh,

s53 lute)

Ml .g,..'\-_~, meaning He used to plait the 1,1,} of

his mother. (TA.)

4. Lil)! and '15} He melted it, dissolved it,

rendered it fluid or liquid, liquified it; (S, M,

A, ;) or made it toflow. (Msb.) It is said in

a prov., (S, TA,) respecting butter, (5,3;

j? [expl. in art. ,2]. (s, M, TA.)

[See also a verse of Bishr cited below in this

paragraph] __ [Hence,] the former [as meaning

I It dissolved him, or emaciated him,] is said of

anxiety, (A, TA,) and grief. (TA.) _ [Hence

also,] _glfl, and twat], {He matured,
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and fully accomplished, the object of his want.

(A, TA.) And jifii ixm +They put their

afair into a good, sound, or right, state. (K.)_

v.» he». (s, M,) (A. K.) inf- n- £1131.

(S,) {They made an inroad or incursion, or a

sudden attach, urging their horses, upon us, or

upon them, M, A, K,) and took spoil [from

us, or them, or made, or left, our property, or

theirs, to be taken as spoil]. (A.) Hence the

saying of Bishr Ibn-Abee-Khézim, (TA,)

Deal II Or 0 r4 1"

' cats 5],.0 first use ,le '

cits so, assert

* ,1 a..,..;... germ *

(S,) orfiz’ég, (M, TA,) and (so in some

copies of the and M,) meaning 1‘ [And they

were, or and ye were, like her having the cooking

pot, not knowing, when it boiled, whether she

should leave it, or put it down from the fire,

disapproved, or] whether she should let it be

taken as spoil: TA :) so accord. to AZ: z)

or the meaning is, [whether she should put it

down from the fire,] or make it to remain,- i. e.

($,TA,) or (AHeyth, TA ;) from

3; 0:21;: U! #13, expl. above, (S, TA,) or from

2&5 (5.2.; L3, also expl. above: (AHeyth,

TA :) or, accord. to As, the meaning is, or

whether she should melt it; from the prov. men

tioned above in this paragraph: (S, TA :) i.e.,

whether she should leave it in a thick state, [dis

approved,] or should melt it ; fearing that the

butter [in the cooking-pot] would spoil. (TA.)

[In the TT, for 3,132., I find £3,335, which,

applied to a cooking-pot, means smeared, or done

over, with spleen, &c. See also Fi-eytag’s Arab.

Prov. ii. 626 et seq.]

10. signifies {.5311 $3.. [which

may be rendered I ashed, or desired, of him

honey, 8m]: :) [but accord. to ISd,] it signi

fies, agreeably with other verbs of this form, I

asked, or desired, of him that he would melt or

dissolve [butter &c.]. _. [Hence, perhaps,]

gill’QUZ-sl: see 1. _.. .,alJZ-sl: see

4. _. 9132.»! #110 preserved a residue of

his wealth, or property. (TA.)

:)lsdet vice, fault, defppt, or the like; (K:)

like [*3 and] ,0!) and ,3}. (TA.)

[What is fluid, or liquid, of water &c.;

contr. ofxé: see and see also

Honey, (T, M, K,) in a general sense: (M :) or

honey cleared from its waw: (T, M,K:) or

honey in the bees’ cells: (S, M,K:) and melted,

or liquefied, honey: (M :) or melted, or liquefied,

honey, cleared _from its want: so in the saying,

v.:.Qgivgh, 7.53:: “.12.? ,3 1[He, or u, is

sweeter than honey melted and cleared of its mate,

with fresh butter melted in a coohing~pot to

clarify it]. (A.) _ Gum flan-ing upon the

ground. (TA voceiiu.)_v.hilt lVatcr

gold: or, accord. to lir-Rézee, fluid, or liquid,

gold; the inf. n. being used in this instance

in the hem of .,.si5. (Liar p. 448.) = 1, shah/.

ness, or stupidity. (TA.) [But see the next

Paragraph-J

’r A residue of wealth, or property .- so in

the saying uh; + IIe became a Muslim.

on the condition of his preserving a residue of

his wealth, or property. (TA from a trad.) =

’r Manifest foolishness or stupidity: so in the

phrase U} r In such a one is manifest

foolishness or stupidity. (TA in art. You

say also, Q meaning fFoolishness,

or stupidity, appliared in him.

and [like 5G}] The remains of

the [fur, or .q/i hair, calleit] ,5,’ [after the

greater part hasfallen of or been shorn] : or the

hair (Fin [for which )5.le is erroneously put in

the 0K1» on the two]: (M, 1;) and lip (M) of the

camel (M, or horse. Also the fortpgr,

Pauper: and thieves,- for 0955 [a pl. of are},

q. v.], the I being changed into ,. (TA.) '

[originally A fat she-camel:

(A, :) because what is melted is col

lected from her. (A, TA.)

for [exp]. in art. .,Jli]: pl.

(T, K)

5,11,“; tA. midday, or summer-midday,

intensely hot. (T, A, TA.)

Lil; part. n. of 1, [Melting or dissolving,fluid

or liquid 0:] _lflonii'ng; contr. of (Msb.)

_vél,3 {,4}, a! ’1[Ile has flowing tears].

(A, TA.)_J1.H evil}, as opposed to .,ulq.

[q.v.], tSuch‘ property as consists in n'hal is

fluid, or liquid: (L in art. M:) or such as

consists in live stock : (L and in that art. :) or

such as consists in trees. (L in that art.)—

vrfiil drill} Heavy, slow, indolent, or dull, of

soul; syn. (A.)

Spoil; booty; plunder: [in this sense] a

subst. [in the pr0per meaning of the term]; not

an inf. n. (M, TA.)

' e. .4 fl. .

.,slp] and 311,51, [the latter, only, mentioned

in the A, app. as being the more common,]

Fresh butter when it is put into the cooking-pot

to be cooked so as to become [i. e. clarified

butter]: (AZ in explanation of the latter word,

T, :) or fresh butter which is melted in the

. ' I I

cooking-pot to make 0....“ this name continues

to be applied to it until it is put into the skin.

(Mus) See-353

.;iii. and H.533 hfelted, or dissolved, fat

[860.]. (A.)

A vessel in which a thing is melted, or

dissolved. (M, 1;.)

$33.» A ladle. (Lh, M, 1;.)

5 i - s I 1 s

",3an see val“.

EL”)

8,1,3: sce val)”, in art.

sf:

1. 36,, (M, A,) first PEI'S. (T, aor.

s s, so, 0 e

5,3,3, (T, A,) int. n. H}, (T,) or aha), or

both, (M, A, K,) He drove: (S, M,K:) he

drove away: (T, S, M, A,I_(:) and he repelled.

(M, K.) You say, I drove the camels :

and I drove them away: (T,S:) and [so

for] signifies the same as

(s) And {phi (3,?» ,n, (A, Mgh,) ho}.

) I
O

5,.»2, inf. n. and his, He (the pastor)

[drove away, or repelled, 0}] hept back, or de

barred, the camels from the water,- or prevented

them from coming to it. (Msb.) And lulb

133's, (A,) and (S,) He, and I, drove him.

awayfrom such a thing. (S, A. [And the like is

said in the M.]) Aha {pl 0; ,\> He repelled

from, or defended, the sacred territory. (L.)

0'11!)

0.:- ,,_s., 551, i. e. 1[The bull

repels from, or defends, himself] with his horn :

And 0333...;

and “33...; “All”, i. e. {[the horseman] ‘with

his spear, or short spear. And ,1)

4.6); -|-IIe defended his honour. And _le

4:)! 1 [He dispelledfrom me anxiety]

2: see above.

4. lglbt He aided, or assisted, him to drive, or

drive away, (T, S, M, A,) his camels. ('1‘, S, A.)

[In the K, is said to signify " ”"E

Us; 423;!
at _ _ o a

shot: but AM! is app. a mistake for or on

is omitted before 45!; and if so, the meaning is

I aided, or assisted, him to defend his _filmily;

but in this latter case, we should read >12}, which

would be less chaste than $2.33!]

A number of camels, from three to ten:

(Lth, AZ, As, T, S, M, A, Mgh, Msb, K :) this is

the meaning that is of best repute: (TA :) [in this

explanation in the T from AZ, and in the K, the

nouns of number are masc.; and so in the next

here following: in the rest, fem. :] or from thch

to ten; and a little more: (IAar, M:) or from

three to nine: (M, L z) or from. three to fifteen :

orfrom three to twenty; (M, L, ;) and a little

more: (L:) orfrom three to thirty : (M, L,l_§ :)

or from two to nine: (M, Mgh, L, K :) [said to

be] applied only to females: (Lth, A’Obeyd, T,

M, Mgh, Msb, so in the Bari’: (Main)

and it is of' the fem. gender; (T, S, M, Msb, K ;)

i. e., the word is fem.: (MF:) but its dim. is

[V without 5 ; contr. to analogy: (M :)

the word is a pl., (M, meaning a quasi

pl. n., (MF,) having no sing. (S, M, K) of the

same root: (S:) or a sing.; ;) and its pl. is

lull. (T, s, M, A, Msb,I_{:) orasing. and PL:

(M, K :) the Arabs said ,ijil and 2,}

and so with all the inferior us. of number, making

0- \ i e .

3,} a substitute for gt’bl: and they also said

:33 meaning thereby three she-camels.

'(M, L.) It is Bald in a trad., (a; anus 5...:

(T, L,) or 35‘ Us

v.:-u, (T, Mgh,) meaning [There is not

in the’case’qf less than five] camels [any poor

rate] : for the poor-rate is incumbent on him who

possesses five camels whether they be males or

females. (1..) And in another trad. it is said,

__. _a‘n --
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3L3 [If [In the case Qffive camels, a

sheep or goat shall be given]. (Mgh.) And it is

said in a prov., (1;; 3351; J; 333.11 [A fen: she

camels with a few she-camels are a herd of

camels] ; (T, S, M, A ;) meaning that a little with

a little is much; all being here used in the sense

ofts: (S, A:) or UN is here used in its proper

sense; a word signifying “joined” or the like

being understood; (TA ;) i. e. a few joined to a

few becomes much : (M :) [or,] accord. to the K

[and the T], this prov. shows that 3’} is here

used in the place of [i. e. two she-camels] ;

for two added to two'are 9. pl.; but this requires

consideration.

so.) _

4.35 : see the next preceding paragraph.

see the next following paragraph.

.251; Driving: driving away: and repelling:

pl. and and 513. (M, _ Also, and

' 31;, [but the latter has an intensive meaning,]

1‘ A man who is a. defender, or protector, of that

which, or those whom, it is necessary to defend,

or protect: ($, K :) who is wont to repel attacks

upon his honour. (Sf TA.)

:13; A place where beasts pasture at pleasure,

where they eat and drink what they please, amid

abundance of herbage. (IAar, K.)

0'0

ah [An instrument for driving, driving

away/{or repelling. _] IA spear, or short spear,

with which one repels from, or defends, himself.

(A.) ._ IThe horn of a bull, (T, A, K,) with

which he repels from, or defends, himself.

_IThe tongue: M, A, because with it

a man defends his honour. Hassz'm Ibn

Thabit says,

* “its on“ .552», vii-“l *

‘* @9353 £31 s u as.” *

:[flfy tongue and my sword are sharp, both of

them; and my tongue reacheth what my sword

will not reach]. ($,TA.)_1[A man who

(lefends well, or vigorously; as also tiujiy]

you say his»; and nglL. _The

manger (£4, T, K, TA, in, some copies of the

K dilate, TA) of a horse or similar beast.

(T, [A manger is thus called in the present

day.])

3133»: see the next preceding paragraph.

Quasi )35.

. s a i e a e-. _

. figu for :91} or £925: sec 3 in art. )3.

~83

1. .36, (M, K,) m. .53; (M,) inf. n. .333,

He walked with short steps, and in a straddling

manner. (M, K.)=And is a dial. var. of

$3,, signifying Imixed [medicine &c.]

[like 360-] Poison: (K :) or poison

made into a confection: or deadly poison: like

015.; [aw-1.- <M->

6:5

1. 1513, (1;,) first pets. 153, nor. 3,31 (s,

Mgh,) inf. n. and and ($,Msb,

and gig, ($, K,) .He tasted it; i. e., perceived

its taste, by means qf the moisture qf the tongue:

(Msb:) or he tried, or knew, its taste: (K :)

it is originally said of that of which [ittle is taken :

when much is taken, the term J51 is used [and

one says iii-2i]: and 73,153 signifies the same

as (TA.) You say, 3:52." [I tasted

the thing], (s,) or 1.6.111 [the food]. (Mgh.)

And Cali. L2 ,1; meaning as $.53 i; [i. e.

A. day in which I tasted not food]. (TA.) _

By amplification, is used to signify ‘l‘ The

perceiving, beside tastes, all other objects of the

senses, and states or conditions: (Bd in iii. 177:)

it is not restricted to the sense of the mouth [or

tongue] in the language of the Kur-z’m nor in the

[genuine or classical] language of the [Pagan]

Arabs. (TA.) Hence, in the Kur iii. 177,

6.9;." 1,3,3 1* [Taste ye the punishment qf

burning]: (Bd, TA :) for, although, in the com

mon conventional acceptation, the verb relates to

what is little in quantity, it is regarded as suitable

to be used in relation to what is much. (TA.)

One says also, life $1; [lit.

Such a one tasted such a thing, and I ate it ,-]

meaning tsuch a one knew, or tried or tested,

such a thing, and I knew it, or tried it or tested

it, more. (TA.) 2&3)! means +1 tried, or

tested, the thing. (Msb.) And hence one says,

Juli” 6!} t Such a one experienced harm,

&c.; i. e., knew it by its befalling him. (Mgh.)

And Q31; l; +1 knew, or tried or

tested, what [qualities &c.] such a one possessed;

t -.| 1 s r ,

(s, TA;) and so use (TA.) And ,31;

1.51;; bin." 31;; fThe man

[tasted or] experienced the sweetness of the carnal

enjoyment of the woman, and she in like manner.

(Mgh.) And 0Q?! [sis +IIe tasted, or

experienced, the savour offaith with his heart,

like as the mouth tastes, or experiences, the

savour of food and drink. (TA from a trad.)

And dii; 1[I experienced

his lying, and knew his condition]. (TA.) And

(5+; 13513, and £513, IM'y hand felt her,

and felt such a female. (TA.) 6i),

(s,1_<,) inf. 11. $33; (TA ;) [and 11135;; (so in

Freytag’s Lex. from the Deewan el-Hudha

leeyeen;)] IHe pulled the string of the bow

(S, K, TA) for the purpose of trial, (K, TA,)

that he might see what was _its strength. (s, TA.)

_ '63:" is also employed to signify +[Taste,

as meaning intellectual discernment and relish;

i. e.] the faculty that is adapted to the acquisi

tion of matters qf knowledge, considered as being,

in its perfection of perception, like sensation,

regarded as a natural property; and particularly

that [faculty] which concerns the niceties of lan

guage; because it [i. e. nice language] is, to the

soul of man, like delicious intellectual food.

(Kull. [When used as a subst. in this sense, its

pl. is One says, 1.11.?! ;b,

meaning IIIe has a good [taste or] natural

faculty for poetry. [Also 1 Volup

tuousness; sensuality : see

2. 3;} [11¢ gave him something to taste]: it

is like (M and TA in art. .._ See

also 1, in the latter half of the paragraph.

4.}13111 33?, (Msb, 15:) inf. n. 5513;, (TA,)

I made him to taste the food; i. e., to perceive

its taste by means of the moisture qf the tongue :

(Mgh:) or I made him to try, or know, the '

taste_[qf the food]. (1;.) _ [Hence,] 21"? lisii

91.? +[God made him to taste, or expe

rience, the evil result of his afiair]. Itis

sai’d'in'the Kur [xvi. 113], 61;." iii 1313b

+[So God made her to taste, or expe

rience, the utmost degree of hunger and offear] :

the verb is here used with because meant to

convey the meaning of experiericing: or the sen

tence is elliptical, and means, made them to taste,

or experience, hunger and fear, and clad them

with the clothing thereof. (TA.) And in the same

[ns. 47], 5;, @tlSp tiiii 13; i [then

we make man to taste, or experience, mercy from

us]; where, afterwards, is opposed to

if'é‘t': rather??? 5!,- (TA->—
up _‘Jm .u‘; 6m means tZeyd became generous

[after thee, i. e. after thou knewest him, or sawest

him, or wast with him] : (Aboo-Hamzeh, K, TA :)

[lit., made people to taste generosity :] 8nd 651

fi.’

l,» I The horse became a good runner

[after thee, i. e. after thou hnewest him, &c.]

(Aboo-Hamzeh, TA.)

5. He tasted it (filing by degrees,

($,) or repeatedly. (K.) __ [Hence,]

Q36 All” I[Let me try, or test, the character

offsuch a one]. (TA.) And

I[I tasted, or experienced, the savour of his

separation]. (TA.)

6: see 1, first sentence. [The primary signifi

cation of seems to be The tasting a thing

one with another. _And hence,] 1,5,lfl

i. g. up»: t[They took the spears, one from

another, app. to test their qualities : see Jag-ill $13,

above]. (K, TA.) lbn-Mukbil says,

‘ 1;, 1: I‘ll; .:~ln' OE ‘

49,1.» 973;) ,1

, ,, , 1 as e u 1‘

‘ w #3» a»; )L's-Jl es; *

I[0r like the quivering of a well-straightened

spear (lit. a spear of Rudeyneh, a woman famous

for the straightening of spear-shafts, accord. to

the explanation commonly received,) which the

hands of the dealers have taken, onefrom another,

to test its quality, so that they have made the

middle of it to increase in suppleness]. (TA.)

10. t3 ” @3231 I[app.

He endeavoured to test such a one, to ascertain

the knowledge of his internal state, and did not

approve his internal state: see the pass. part. 11.

below]. (TA, in which 9.,"- is without any

syllabical signs.)_L;,'}uJ 3:5)“ élxwti I The

.i‘ ,J__ . a
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afl'air was, or became, easy, or feasible, to such a

one:I (JK,-iTA.) You say, g5?"

'9] I[P0etry, or versification, will not

be easy, or feasible, to me, except in relation to

such a one]. (TA.)

an inf. n. used as a simple subst; pl.

see 1, in the latter part of the paragraph.

31;} an inf. n.: and also a subst. signifying A

thing that is tasted; (JM, TA ;“) of the measure

in the sense of the measure (TA.)

It'is said of Mohammad,

1.3;, i. e. [He used not to praise] what was

tasted [by him nor to dispraise it]. And

one says, lg, meaning I tasted not

anything. ($, K.'") _. Hence it is said in a trad.,

eeeeiesieeee 0 a less 1e

gas a.» '91 0,5)“: '9 3-85 Of 'x-fi- B} 55%,,

i.e. +[They used, when they went forth from

his (Mohammad’s) presence, not to disperse them

selves save after receiving] knowledge and disci

pline that were, to their minds and souls, as food

and drink to their bodies. (J

31;; 1- That contracts new marriages time after

time: (JM:) quick in marrying and quick in

divorcing : (TA :) that conceives frequent disgust

((3)12, S, JM, and Her p. 569), not remaining

[long] in one state with respect to marriage d'c. .

fem. with 5. (Ha; ubi supra.) 'Hence the saying,

in a trad., Q6153" infill." x '§

1*[Verily God will not lozie those men who fre:

quently contract new marriages, nor those women

who do so]. (JM, and Bar ubi supra.)

5|; an inf. n. : and also a subst. (TA) signi

fying A. place, or time, of tasting. (KL)

rel) IQ

élJZ-o )al 1'A. thing, or an afiair, tried, or
I s e

tested, and known : z) and in like manner J4?)

[a man]. (JK.)

J»

2. I wrote a 3; (Az,$gh,K;) or

an [a beautifnlb]. (B, TA.) [See 1.1902

in art. J55.]

J13 A certain letter of the alphabet, (Lth,

ISd, K,) [3,] pronounced with the voice, [not

with the breath only,] and always a radical, not

a substitutefor another letter, nor augmentative ;

(ISd, TA ;) its place if utterance is at the roots

of the teeth, near the place of utterance of Q [or

b]; and it may be masc. and fem.; (B, TA;)

[but generally it is fem.; and therefore] the dim.

is $1533; (1c) the pl. is 31331 and 3196.

(TA.) == Also The comb ofa cock. (Kb, TA.)

3.3,}, explained by IDrd as signifying What

is dry, of plants &c.,:and so in the K, is said by

ISd to be correctly J”, [q.v.]. (TA.)

label 0 a

it”): see J15, above.

0:5

i

5. [LBJ .He was, or became, in a state of

richness, wealth, or competence, and ease and

plenty. (IAar, [In the CK, w! is here, as

in many other instances, erroneously put for

sign) [See also 03.6. Perhaps both are

correct, as dial. vat-e.]

(1,13 (s, 1;) and (TA,) [the latter belong

ing to art. (343,] A vice, jhult, defect, or the

like; ($,K;) syn. with [and and

andjéi; ($,TA ;) as heard by ISk from AA.

A certain plant: a dial. var. of

with t: [see the latter in art. Qt} :] pl.

mentioned by A2, on the authority of Ks. (TA.)

L535

1. (5,3, (ISk, T, s, M, Ma, 1;,2 at». (5,5,

(ISk, 5, ac.,) inf. n. (53, (T,) or L‘_4,‘;,(Is1<,s,

K?) or boa]; (Mr Mgb i) and (T; s: M: K!)

used by some of the Arabs, but bad, (T,) dis

allowed by ISk, but said by AC on the authority

of Yoo to be a dial. var., (5,) aor. (555.1 ; (T, K ;)

said of a branch, or twig, (T, M, Mgh,) or of a

herb, or leguminous plant, (S, K,) It withered,

lost its moisture,- or became thin, or unsubstantial,

after being succulent; syn. : M, Msb, K :)

it dried up: (T, A 2) it obtained not moisture

suflicient for it, or was marred by the heat, and

in consequence withered, and became weak : (T :)

in the dial. of the people of Beesheh, (Lth,

T.) ._ [Hence,] + [IIis calmness, or

gravity,] ceased. (Her p. 109.)

4. 2551, said of heat, ($, Msb, or of want

of irrigation, (M,) It withered it; caused it to

wither, or lose its moisture,- (S, M, Msb, K ;)

namely, a herb, or leguminous plant, or

a branch, or twig. (M, Msb.)

The skins of grapes : (IAar, T 2) a pl.

[or rather a coll. gen. n.] of which the sing. [or

rather the n. un.] is gig): (Kr, M :) [or] this

latter signifies the skin, or husk, or rind, of the

grape, (AA, T, Kr, M, K,) and ofwheat l),

(AA, T, and so in some copies of the K,) or of

the colocynth (m1), (Kr, M, and so in some

copies of the and of the melon: (AA, T, Kr,

M, :) and so [363] with the unpointed g.

(TA.):Also [$33, (IAar, T,) or t(5;;,(1_<,)

lVeah, (IAar, T,) or small, or young, ewes.

(IAQI') Tr

S

L5,}: see what next precedes.

51;} sing. [or rather n. un.] of [533 [q. v.]

pl. of it}, fem. of;,, q. v.

,[3 lVithering, or withered; losing, or having

lost, its moisture. ($, TA.)

dbl; i. q. so in the phrase

[That man]: (K, TA :) a dial. van, or a mis

pronunciation. (TA.)

(55

L55 fem. of 17>: see art. 13.

it;

5* e 54 a 3/ ~

Q3, and ing}, and Alli}: see the two sentences

next before the last in art. 13. '

pie; .4.

3-15; 2L3}: see art. Cg}.

i

b}

2. Q}, (T, s, 13,) infin. (1g) He cooked

flesh-meat thoroughly, so that it fell offfrom the

bone. (T, $,

5. lies, said offlesh, or flesh-meat, (T,$,M,K,)

It became separated from the bone by reason of

corruption, (T, M, or in consequence of

cooking, (T,) or by slaughter, (M, K,) or from.

some other cause: (TA :) or became thorough'y

cooked, so that itfill offrom the bone. ($.) It

(a wound, As,$, M, K,) became dissundered, or

ragged, and corrupt, or putrid: (As, $, M, K :)

and so said of other things : :) thus said

of a. [or water-skin], (M," TA,) and ofa 331};

[or leathern water-bag]. (TA.)_. It (the face)

became swollen.

we}

as, like $13, mentioned in art. *2”,
i)! Q n

[and/’35] and AI}, (TA,) A cice,fault, defect, or

the like.

:45: see a}, in art. ugli

éQ} : see 6L3}, in art. 9,}.

Qii, [like 4.3,] Illuch water. (K.) _.

Fright, or fear. As mentions the saying,

a ME I” a) .

wit 4!, [as though meaning Such a one

passed having fright, or fear]: and he says, I

s '05

think that one says wjl, with (51), having the

meaning here following. (TA.) _ Brishness,

liveliness, sprightliness, or agility.

see in art. Hal}.

Q I O I 9 J I e

.gng»: see .7333», in art. vii}.

$9.3

$.13; (AO,$, M voce 15, Met: 1;) and

$13, :4) and $.55) :45, the last ofwhich

is unknown,‘ except as mentioned by'IKtt, (TA,)

and 5:55 11;; (Mae) and 5553 555. as.) i- q

(A0, s, M, Marx.) so in the

saying, )r'jl [&c., Some of

the circumstances q)" the case were thus and thus,

or so and so, or such and such things]. (AO,$,

M.) It is plainly implied in the K [and the S]

that the .2: in cg} is a radical letter, the last

radical letter of the word: but AHei says that the

Q in :45 and is substituted for [5; that

they are originally and :55; and that the 3

is elided, and the [5 which is the last radical

letter is changed into .9: [in like manner also

says ISd in the M, voce l; :] and most of the

leading authorities on inflection assert the same:

therefore, [though most persons would look for

them among words of which the last radical letter
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is 0,] they are incorrectly placed in the K [and

in the (MR) Or is formed from

by eliding the J, and doubling the (5, and then

substituting for the teshdced a; and if you elide

the Q and replace it by a, you must restore the

sin oi~

teshdeed, and say, 4.33, 4,13 (S at the end

of art. ’5.)

£3

2.):5, (K,) inf. n. He smeareda

she-camel's teats with )LEL, (S, K,) in order that
the_young one 'might notisuch her. _ And

Kiwis He bound the she-camel”s udder with a

’13s? [q. v.], in order that the pieces of wood

bound upon her udder to prevent her young one

from sucking her might not mahp any impression

upon her. (K,* TA.) [But see )lg}, which indi

cates that the true meaning is, 11; smeared the

she-camel’s teats with $35 in order that the pieces

of wood above mentioned might-mot mahp apy

impression upon them.] _ 0,) fl}, inf. n. 31%,

His (a man’s, s) teeth became bldck. (Ltl1,$, K.)

3'32 : see

Fresh camels’ or similar dung ()3),

[mixed with dust, or earth,] with which a she

camel’s teats are smeared, (T, S, M,') in order

that the young one may not such her, (S, M,)

and that the pieces ofwood which are bound upon

her udder to prevent her young one from suching

may not make any impression upon her; (T, M;)

i.q. 363: or dung before mixed with

,.

dust or earth is called and when mixed,

5’

V 3%}: and when the teats are smeared with it,

3ft;- (1411,19

ca)

1. 'l3, aor. inf. n. and

Minis) and and éiiéi. (s. K,) It (in

formation, news, or tidings, S, K, or discourse,

high, and a thing, TA) became spread, published,

or divulged; Msb, K, TA;) became revealed,

made known, or disclosed. (Msb.)_You say

also, éli +1njustice, or tyranny, spread.

(TA.)—And tulng tThe mange,

0r scab, became general, and spread, in the shin.

(TA.)

4- but (snub. K.) and Cm. (also

as in the Kur iv. 85, (Zj,) inf. n. 56;, ‘(TA in

art. 835,) Ile spread, published, divulged, re

vealed, made known, or disclosed, it ,' , S, Msbf

K;) and (so Zj, but in the K, “or,”) proclaimed

it among the people; (Zj, namely, informa

tion, news, or tidings, (S,) or discourse, (Mgh,)

or a secret. (K.)—Hence, app., (TA in art.

6,»).231» am. e. 1s.) and Jg'gl we. (K,)

“5;” us L3. ($0 or cap-M us 11s. (K,)

IThe people, or company of men, and the’eamels,

dranh what was in the watering-trough, or tank,

(S, K, TA,) all qfit- (S.)_And hence, app.,

(TA,) .3 Ct}! signifies also tHe took it away;

namely, another’s property, (K,) and anything.

(TA.)—Accord. to the K, the medial radical

letter is both , and (5; but correctly it is Lg:

(TA in the present art. and in art. 33:) so

accord. to AZ and J and Z. (TA in art. 633.)

[A babbler of secrets J'c. ;] one who will

not keep, or conceal, a secret: (S, K :) or one who

is unable to conceal his information, news, or

tidings: an epithet of an intensive form: (TA :)

pl. (a)

via)

.36.: and 5.63.; (s, M, K) and .363 (M, K)

Deadly poison .' (S, M, K :) or poison that takes

efl'ect; or that Z'emainsfiwed, and co[le£:ts: (M :)

a dial. var. of QM} &c., (K,) and 015,}. (M.)

And the second of these words, Death : so in the

saying, 064311 iii; [llfay God give

him to dim]. the cup ofdeath]; as mentioned by

Lb. (M.)

J13

1. J13, aor. ian n. £3, It (a garment)

was long, so that it touched the ground. (Mgh.)

_IIe, or it, had a [app. said ofa horse

&c., as meaning he had a long tail, or a pendent

portion to his tail ,- and probably of a garment,

as meaning it had a shirt, or lower extremity,

reaching nearly, or quite, to the ground, or

dragged upon the ground, when made to hang

down,- and perhaps of a man, as meaning he had

a a} to his garmentg] as also (M, K.)

_And, said of a man, (M, Msb,K,) aor. as

above, (M, Mgh,) and so the inf. n., (M,) He

walhed with an elegant and a proud and self-con

ceited gait, dragging his [or shirt, or the

lower extremity qf his garment]; (M, K ;) and in

like manner is said of a she-camel : (M :) or

he dragged his [or shirts, or the loner

extremities ofhis garment or garments], by reason

ofpride and self-conceit: (Msb:) or 5.313, (T, S,)

ué, said of a girl, (:1- young woman, (T,)

or of a woman, aor. (T, inf. n. as

above, (T,) she dragged her (T,) or her

Jigs, upon the ground, walking with an 4,3);

elegant and a proud and self-conceited gait.

(T, [See also 5.] ._ dl} He raised his

tail; (M, ;) said ofa horse; and ofa mountain

goat. (M.) And :41} She (a camel)

spyead hep-"tail upon’her thighs. (T.)-[J15

i. q. [app. asmeaning He acted towards

him, or behaved to him, with boldness, forward

ness, presumptuousness, or arrogance]; as also

twin. (K.)_:[:,EJ| J15, (M, Mo), K,) aor.

as above, (M,) and so the inf. n., (Mgh,) The

thing was, or became, low, base, vile, mean, con

temptible, or ignominious. (M,Msb, And

all; \LJB Iiis state, or condition, became lowered,

or abased; as also 'uglj. (O,K.)_.¢Jl5

said of a woman, (M,_K,) and of a she-camel,

(M,) She was, or became, lean, or emaciated,

(M, K,) and in a bad condition. (M.)

)4]!

2. 4,"? J13, inf. n. “3, [He made his gar

ment to havea J33, i. e. shirt, or lower extremity,

reaching nearly, or quite, to the ground, or such

as to be dragged upon the ground; or] he made

his garment long : (T :) and 7 Jib! he made

his garment to hope a long (T, TA.)—

[Hence, #1 added an appendix to_

his writing, or book; like And hence, the

inf. n. is used to signify +An appendix;

like as also iii] [I wrote

a}]. (ll), TA on the letter 1.) [See also 2 in

art. d9]

4. see 1, second sentence. == dbl:

see 2. al>l She (a woman) let down

her head-covering. (T, S, K?) ._ 11w, (T, S,

M, Msb, K,) inf. n. 5:13;, (5: M, Mgh,) He

lowered him; abased him; rendered him. rile,

mean, contemptible, or ignominious ,' or held him

in low, or mean, estimation; (T, S, M, Mgh, ;)

and did not tend him, or take care of him, well ,

(M,K;) namely, his horse, (T, S, M,) and his

young man, or slave; (S;) or it is said of the

owner of a thing. (Mgh.) It is said in a trad.,

(s, M,) ofthe Prophet, (M,) aid; J,

(g, M,) i. c. [He forbade] at using [if/mm

for mean work, and burdens. (S, TA.) _. And

I rendered her lean; or emaciated her;

namely, a woman, and a camel. (TA.)

5. £1.11! {kg}; The beast moved about its

tail. (M.)-_And hence, (M,) is: 11¢ (a

man, TA) walhed with an elegant and a proud

and self-conceited gait, (M, K,) [app., dragging

his (or shirt), like _. [It occurs in the

M and L, in art. gl): said ofa branch, or twig,

app. as meaning It inclined limberly from side

to side: but in the K, I there find in its place

[£33.] _ See also 1.

6: see 1, last sentence but one.

J5 The latter, or hinder, or the last, or hind

most, part of anything. (M, K.) Accord. to

MF, this is the proper signification, and the

other significations here following are tropical.

(TA.) [But in my opinion, the word in each of

the next two senses, or at least in the former of

them, if not strictly proper, is what is termed

910)
_

5.593;, i. e. a word so much used in a

tropical sense as to be, in that sense, convention

ally regarded as proper.] _[A shirt, or lower

extremity, of a garment, reaching nearly, or

quite, to the ground, or that is dragged upon

the ground, when made to hang down :] the

extremity, of a garment, that is next the ground,

and so not touching it [as well as touching -

it]; an inf. n. used in this sense: (Msbz) or the

part of a waist-wrapper and of a garment]

[of any kind], that is draggld [upon the ground],

(M, K,) when it is made to hang down: (M :)

or the part, of an ’13], and of a [garment of the

kind called] .13), that is made to hang down, and

touches the ground : and the part, of any kind of

garment worn by a woman, that the wearer drags

upon the ground behind her: (Lth,Tz) or the

parts, all round, of a woman's garment, thatfall

upon the ground: and the portion that is made
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to hang down, of a woman’s shift and of herI

[or head-covering]: you'do not [properly] 1

say of a man that he has a “$.15 [but only when

you liken the lower part of his garment to the

similar part of a woman’s garment]: a man’s

having a long garment, such as a shirt and a

25%;, [or his dragging the skirt thereof,] is termed

(Jug: (Khalid lbn-Jembeh, T:) the pl. of J33

(in this sense, T, Msb, as relating to a shirt [&c.],

$, and in all its senses, T, M) is (T, S, M,

high, 1;) and '33? (El-Hejeree, M, 1;) [both pls.

of pauc.] and J,;§ (T, s, M, M§b,I_() which is a

pl. of mult. Hence is a me

tonymical expression meaning IRichness, or

competency ; because long generally pertain

to the rich and the prodigal and the proud and

self-conceited: (Er-Razee, Har p. 493:) and you

say, 0'56 meaning tThe state, or con

ditiod, of such a one became good, and his wealth

became abundant: and 3;, meaning

:He is rich. (Har p. 3'19.)__'0f a horse (T,

K) &c., [i.e.] of a horse and a camel and

the like, (M,) The tail: (T, M,K:) or the tail

when long .' (TA :) or the part, ofthe tail, that is

made to hang down. (M, K.)_.[+ Of a cloud,

The skirt; or lower, .perzdent, part: 1185(1 in this

sense in the Kvoce QMJ- J." *3 fthat

is dragged along, (T, S, 0,) or’drawn together,

(M,) by the wind, upon the ground, (T, $, 0, M,)

ofdust (T, M, O) and rubbish : (T, O i) or what

the wind leaves upon the sand, (M,I_{,) in the

form ofa rope, (M,) resembling the track of a

[or shirt] dragged along: (M,K:) or, as

some say, n2," means 1 the after-parts of

the wind, with which it sweeps what is light to it.

(hI.)_J-;-:- TThe foot, bottom, base, or

lowest pai't, of a mountain. (A and TA voce

1-The hindmost ofthe people.

(K) You say, wile 3L:- +Somefew

of the hindmost of the pehple came. $gh.) _

See also 2.=And see

see 33!}, in three places. _Also That

behaves proudly, conceitedlg, 0r vainly, and walks

with an elegant and a proud and self-conceited

gait. (TA.) Applied to a horse, That carries

Bk. I.

himself in an elegant and a proud and self-con

ceited manner, in his step, and in curvetting, or

raising his fore legs together and putting them

down together, and kneading with his hind legs,

or in prancing, as though he dragged along the

J43 [or pendent portion] of his tail.

Jili, applied to a horse, Having a J5, (T,

K,) i. e. tail: (T:) and having a long

(T, K :) or the former word has the latter signifi

cation; (th, T, M ;) it means having a long tail:

and l the latter word, tall, and having a long

J23, (M, K,) and that carries himsel in an

elegant and a proud and self-conceited manner, in

his step; ;) and is applied in the same sense to a

wild bull: (M:) or the former word signifies short,

and having a long tail,- and its fem. is with 3 :.(T :)

or when a horse is of this description, they say

“Jill ' mentioning the (T, _

Also, applied to a 6%, ($, M, K,) [i. e. a coat of

m'ail, as is shown in the s and TA,] Long (5., M,

K) in the [or shirt]; ;) and so and

v iilji. (M, 1;. [In the 01;, the last time is

erroneously written _And ibis

and Valli; A ring [app. of a coat of mail] that

is slender (M, and elongated. =

(1315 V [an expression like :13, the

former word an inf. n.,] means [Exceeding] low

ness, baseness, vileness, meanness, contemptibleness,

or ignominiousness. ($.)

Jlfsl; fem. with 3: see the latter in the next

preceding paragraph, in two places. _The fem.

also means +Afemale slave : (T, $, M :) because

she is held in low, or mean, estimation, while she

carries herself in an elegant and a proud and self

conceited manner: so in the prov., 25:33

[More proud and self-conceited lhan a female

81mm]- (% K0

[so in my MS. copy of the K,_ as in the

M, but in other copies_ of the 35.11,] and

[in the CK i.q. [One

who performs his own work; or who is careless

of himself or his honour or reputation]. (M,

0:”:

(pa. A garment, (T,) of the kind called

(as) or is, (K,) Lone (T,$,K) in the oil

[or shirt]. ($,I_§.) So in a verse of Imra-el

lieys, of which the latter hemistich is cited voce

,Ip. (T, TA.)

.fiia/J I

c

115$» A land upon which has fallen a
' . 4 4

weak and small quantity ’ CL}?) of rain.

(ssh, K-)

Ii1¢l

(Jo-$2.0: see

,c-lb

1. 2.113, (T, M, Msb, '15,) first pers. £15, (s,)

aor. jag, (T, &c.,) lash. ,3; and jli, (s, M,

Msb,l_{,) He blamed, or found fault with, him,

or it, (T, $, M, Msb,K,) namely, a commodity;

like (Msb:) accord. to Akh, and

.ulb

424W; and all signify the same.

its : see what next follows, in two places.

is and this are inf. ns., M, Msb,K,) and

are syn. with [as such, and also as meaning

A. vice, fault, de ect, or the like; in the latter

sense syn. with ’15, which belongs to art. )5]:

(T, s, M, Msb,*K:) or, as some say, syn. with

,3 [blame, &c.]. (M.) It is said in a prov.,

' i215 '3] [The beautifulfemale is not

without a defect].

Lia; Blamed, or found fault with; (s, Msb,

K;) as also ($, K:) the former defective,

and the latter complete: (.S i)°gpplied [app. to a

man; (see the dial. var. ,o,§.i.o, as used in the

Kur vii. 17;) and] to a commodity. (Msb.)

Ulla

J’s-M : see what next precedes.

. 0-15

1. 15‘s, [aor. infi n., app., He

blamed, orfoundfault with, him, cl a,- like “'13.

(IAar, T.)

. (M, TA,) incorrectly said in the K to be

0.3}, with kesr, (TA,) A. vice, fault, defect, or

the'lihe; (M, 1;, TA,) as also (1,13 [which belongs

t0 art. 0,5]. (M.)

3,133 a dial. var. of 313.2. (M.) [See the

latter in art.
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